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NOTICE OF

JohnP.Squire&Co’s

nUCEUANEOIl.

Kettle Rendered

LEAF LARD!

CO-PARTNERSHIP.

Secretary Blaine's Action Regarding the Haytlen Republic.

A

FOR FAMILY USE

u8,6,10tb pails and 10 lb tubs; also PureLard
by tbe Tierce, Barrel, Half Barrels and Tubs; li
for sale by every First-Class (Irocer and Provlsloi
Dealer; a 1 Lard rendered by us Is free from al
Cotton Seed Oil, Tallow, Suet, and other adultera
tlous so commonly used, and is
Warranted Htriclly Pure.
None genuine without our name stamped upon
tbe package.

JOHN H. VOSE,
Eastern Agent,
ap29PORTLAND. ME.sntt

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
GENERAL INSURANCE
AGENCY,

K.tablisbed iu 1843.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
All kinds of property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
oct29
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DYE HOUSE NOTICE.
Garments Cleansed or Djfd WIl le, &od
Pressed ready for wear,
II. AT-

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble 81., Opp- Preble Haase.
sneodtf
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J. P. WELCH.

Absolutely
This

A marvel of purity
economical
be sold In
■in petition with the multitude of low test, short
»>-lghl alum or phosphate powders. Sold onto in
t.
Koval Baking Powdkk Co.. 108 wall
never

varies.

irength and wholesomene9s. More
ordinary kinds, and cannot
N. Y.

v
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ARE

you a sufferer from that tired feeling so common
at this season of the year. When, after the tension
of a long winter the whole system needs
purifying
and Invigorating ? A NTI-A POP LECTIN E Is
the greatest Blood Purifier, System Invlgorator
and General Tonic known.
Examine this list
of symptoms which Indicate its use: Dlszlness,
Pre&sura In HraH. Snots Rpf.iro Proa Pain iwm.d

mi

incr fnr

be cured of the above

and new assertion of the Monroe doctrine,
and there is no one better fitted than Mr.
Blaine to do this in forcible and direct language. Tbe two members of the commission
who are definitely settled on are General
Lew Wallace and Colonel Beverly Tucker.
If Mr. Blaine can dacide on a suitable person to take the place on the commission declined by Mr. Hitt of Illinois, he will appoint him, but it is not improbable that lie
will be satisfied to have the commission consist of tho two gentlemen named. They are
both well fitted for the duties to be intrusted
to them, both being thorough men of the
world, experienced in diplomacy and international law, with well balanced and cul
tured intellects.
General Wallace is well
known to the country, and for 40 years
Colonel Tucker has mingled with men prominent in social, official and professioual life.

symptoms by taking

ANTI»APOPLECTINE. We have the nnsothousands who have been
Heart Disease, Rheumatism, Liver Complaint “of Longstanding.”
Kidney and Bladder Troubles of Tears Duration, Dyspepsia, Sciatica, and General
Debility, dec. Loss of Appetite, Soar
Stomach end Flatulence, three common disliclted testimonials of
cured of Paralvala,

Elm St., Cor. Cumberland.
HEALERS.

orders

we

guarantee to

with one bottle of
ANTI-APOPLBCTINB. Sold by your druggists. *1.00 a bottle ; six bottles *5.00. Bend
to DR. F. 8. HUTCHIN80N & CO., Enosburgh
Falls, Vt., for testimonials and circulars regardimi
a remedy that will cure that
feeling of being

BETTER THAN EVER.

Oil GENT’S $3.00 SHOES.

cure
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equities in the policy
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of a Franco-Haytien
called tbe attention
of the French minister to the subject.
MRoustan disclaimed in the most positive
on

upon your life, examine the

ance

421 Congress Street.
NEXT FIRST PARISH (CLOCK) CHURCH.

Insur-

an

the

UNION

any personal knowledge of the existence of such an agreement. Next day he

showed Mr. Blaine a cable despatch from
the French minister of foreign affairs, affirming that no such treaty had been concluded with Hayti. Tbe best opinion in
state and diplomatic circles is that a denial
by the French government is technically correct, but it is firmly believed that France Is
conducting seoiet negotiations with Hayti

DRUNKENNESS
Or the

Liquor Habit Positively Cared
by Administering Dr. Haines*
Golden Specific.
R «*n be given In a cup of coffee or tea without the
knowledge of the person taking it; is absolutely harmless ana will effect a permanent and
speedy cure, whether
the patient la a moderate

and is on the qui nice to take instant advantage of any opportunity to further her interests in that quarter.

drinker or an alcoholic wreck.
Thousands of Drunkards have been made temperate men
who have taken Golden Rpectflc in their coffee
without
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Clothing
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Clothing enables
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present,

own

to

supply
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We hare in
time
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the
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of Suits, Overcoats and Pants
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Prices for Families and
Offices:
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20
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delivery

JONES,

Clark & Chaplin Ice Co.,
Burnham & Co.,
Libby & Co.,

470 Congress St.
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Thomas R. Phinney.
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Salinas, Ginghams, Oress and
Garment Trimmings.
lOO pieces

Striped,

Scotch

Checked,

Gingham

The Policies
of the UNION
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE
COMPANY are so well distributed,
that it Is sure of a fair average
mortality, and cannot be seriously
affected by epidemics.
Moral: Insure in the UNION
MUTUAL today.

Ginghams

Scotch Styles very handsome and
fine.
New Styles Black Silk Fringes
and Black and Colored Dress and
Garment Trimmings In endless

variety.

WHITE

LEAD,

We are having a large sale on
the above and are selling them
very cheap.
Customers say we have the best
variety and the choicest styles.
Come and see them whether you
wish to buy or not.

LINSEED OIL

PAINT,
Stains, Varnishes,
Brushes, Calsom Finish,
Bronze Powders, &c.

H. H. HAY &
0<30

SON,*

MIDDLE

*T.
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NOTICE.

I am about closing out my business, and I have
a large stock of

Pianos and Organs,

New and Second-Band, which 1 will sell lor less
than can be purchased elsewhere. Those about
buying an instrument of either kind will please
caU and see if I am telling the truth.

WIN. €r. TWOMBLY,
124 Exchange Street.
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Surplus of
LIFE
MUTUAL
The

the
UNION
INSURANCE

COMPANY has been nearly quadrupled during the past twelve
Insure

MUTUAL today.

In

the

UNION

For sale by W. L. WILSON & CO., and GEO
C. SHAW & CO.
*
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WEATHER.

day night.
Cautionary signals

displayed

are

on

the

Atlantic coast, from Norfolk to Eastport
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., May 27,1889.
'8 A M | 8 P M
Barometer. 30.097129.864
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Humidity.
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Tans, Collars, Cuffs, Ruchingsand Small Wares.
583

Congress
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UP-TOWN LIVERY, HACK AND
COUPE STABLE.
moved my stock of Livery, Hacks
and Coupes from City Hotel Stable to No. 4
Cushman St., corner of Brackett, I can furnish
all kinds of Livery, Hacks and Coupes at short
ootlce and reasonable rates. Telephone No. 671
B.
EUGENE GOODWIN.
dtf
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KING OSCAR RECEIVES MR. THOMAS.
The American Minister at the Court

of Norway and Sweden.

An

Imposing Ceremony
ace

In

the

Pal-

of the Northland.

A YANKEE NOTION.
Mr. Thomas’s
Ezra Bramhali’s Pontoon andSteam-
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Bangor, May 27.—Ezra Bramhall, of
Camden, who has successfully built a pontoon bridge at Curacoa, besides sending several steamers built by himself to that port,
sent to Bangor for shipment Saturday another steam launch and a new-fangled {pontoon,
which will be used in connection with the

This pontoon is probuilt.
vided with steam engines and will be used to
turn the bridge to one side in order to allow
the passage of vessels. This work .has been
In the new
previously done by a tug boat.
arrangement the propelling pontoon becomes
a part of the bridge, being placed at one end,
the other end working like a great hinge.
Mr. Li. B. Smith, the United States Consul at
Curacoa, who bad seen Mr. BrambaH’s work
in Maine, secured for him these contracts in
the West Indies.

bridge already

MAINE SCHOONERS

doned David W. Hunt.

Queenstown,Ireland, May 27.—The steamer Servia arrived here today and reports
passing the wreck of the American schooner
David W. H unt of Bath, Me.
The steamer
searched in vain for the boats and crew. The
David

OF

LEWISTON,

Appointed by the President Assistant
Attorney Ceneral.
Washington, May 27.—One of the best
and most honorable offices in Washington
goes to Lewiston, Me.
President Harrison
has selected John B. Cotton, Esq., of Lewiston, of the law firm of Frye, Cotton <fc White,
for appointment as assistant {attorney general in the

department

of

justice,

in

place

of

Colonel Howard, who will retire June 1st.
Attorney General Miller has summoned Mr.
Cotton to Washington to “learn the ropes,”
and he is expected to arrive tomorrow. The
salary of the office is $5000 a year.

Paymaster Smith’s Case.
Washington. May 27.—The proceedings
and findings of the naval court of inquiry in
the case of Fast Assistant Paymaster Henry
R. Smith, who recently disappeared at New
Tork, has been received at the department.
They will be examined at once.
A Return to Old Time Usage.
Washington, May 27.—General Schofield
is acting as Secretary of War in the absence
of Secretary Proctor. This is a return to
the old practice of the department before
difficulties arose between Secretary Lincoln
and General Sheridan.
Washington News In Brief.
Ar-uiiiuiun, mu)

—

ue case oi
Mrs#
Van Nostreml and
Miss Nannie Marvin of New York, who
were arrested and subjected to brutal treatment by French officers at Mentone, because
they had not paid for dresses ordered at Nice,
which the maker failed to deliver, was presented to the State Department today.
Almost every prominent politician in
Washington believes that Congress will meet
in the fall.
The unsafe condition of the government
printing office building has been again
brought to the attention of the public,
Government Architect Clark having examined it and found it as bad as reported.

A. L.

Dow, Miss Fannie

MARCHINCON THE STRIKERS.

Chicago, May 27.-A special from Braidwood, Illinois, the scene of the trouble with
the striking coal miners, say8: “In response
to an appeal by the sheriff of Will
county for
armed reinforcements, Gov. Flfer authorized
the Illinois National Guards to protect
property and persons endangered by the riot at
Braidwood. About 500 strikers from adjoin-

ing mining villages, armed with guns and revolvers, marched in a body to tho J shaft in
this oity at 3 o’clock this afternoon. About
15 employes were present.
They were
marched at the end of the striker’s guns to
a safe distance North of the shaft and the
mob proceeded to fill the shaft
up with pit
cars and debris and to wreck
things generally. After half an hour they left, saying
they would be back shortly and bum the
shaft. Serious times are expected.’’
A Daily News special from Joliet, 111.,
says:
B, Fourtli Regiment, Illinois National Guards, has been ordered to
Braidwood to disperse the striking miners.
A report just received states that 400 strikers
from Clark City and nearly a thousand from

“Company

Valley Creek are marching toward the
Braidwood mines armed with clubs, revolvers. army muskets and shot guns.
Many
Italians among the strikers, crazy with
liquor, have determined to stop the men who
went to work in the mines this forenoon.
Serious trouble Is anticipated when Col.
Bennett, commanding the fourth regiment,
meets the angry strikers.”
A Rescued Crew Landed.
Boston, May 27.—Steamer City of Macon
arrived today and brought the crew of the
schooner Charlotte Brown, Captain Phillips,
rescued from their sinking schoooner May
25th.

The Canadian Pacific a Poacher.
Tacoma, W. T., May 27.—The Senate
Committee on Canadian Relations began its
work of investigation Saturday. C. H. Prescott, second vice-president of the Northern

W. Hunt

vacsa! nf
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built in Bath in 1881.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., May 27.—The
schooner Joseph W. Fish of St. George, Me.,
Capt. Hart, Rappahanock river for Bath,
Me., with a cargo of ship timber, encountered a heavy northwest gale in latitude 38.30,
longitude 74.80, during which the cargo
shifted and the vessel was split open in the
water ways.
She soon tilled. Capt. Hart,
was

with his crew of six men and the passengers,
James Gardner, wife and three small children, were rescued by the schooner Josiah
R. Baker of Baltimore, for Boston, and
landed here last night.
They saved nothing
from the schooner.
The rescued were forwarded to their destinations this morning.

MAINE.

Young Beal’s Case:
Augusta, May 27.—The motion for a

new

trial in the case of the State vs. Beal convicted of the murder of his father at Clinton
at the April term in 1888, was held before

Judge Whitehouse today. J. F. McManus,
the druggist of Waterville, testified that he
never told Lawyer W. C. Philbrook, Beal’s
attorney, that he (McManus) was mistaken
in Beal’s identity. Mr. Philbrook testified
that McManus did so tell him.
The motion
was over-ruled and the case was appealed to
the law court.
The Caterpillar

Mattawamkeag,
enormous

Host.

May 27.—Although
caterpillars are being

numbers of

slain, apparently

there seems to be but little
nor is their
progress checked. They march with considerable rapidity, crossing bridges and culverts
with apparent ease. At Whitney’s Ridge, 21
miles from here, they are in swarms.
The
telegraph poles are black with them and so
are the rock cuttings 18 miles from here. The
pests are stripping the trees in their path, of

diminution in their numbers,

vegetation.

Oldtown Merchants Organize.
Bangor, May 27.—A board of trade was
organized at Oldtown this evening with 40
The following officers were
members.
elected:
President—E. W. Conant.
Vice Presidents—Harry D. Stewart, Herbert
Gray, J. W. Bodwell.
T. Gould.
Secretary—Joseph
Treasurer—Willis Richardson.
Executive Committee—James D. Mullen, Chas.
H. Gray, H. M. Burnham, Louis Kertier, Ur. O. F.
Pease, A. II. Brown, W. E. Helleugrand.
Rev. Charles B. Dunn Dead.

Bangor, May 27.—Rev. Charles B. Dunn,
superannuated and widely known preacher

a

JOHN B. COTTON

WRECKED.

No Trace of the Crew of the Aban-

Kroved

Serious Trouble Anticipated at the
Braidwood Mines In Illinois.

Observations taken at tbe same moment ol time
all stations.

E. M. OWEN & CO.,
Summer Hosiery and
Underwear!

both for the interests of the government and of
the Indians who will be brought under your
charge and dir- ction; that sobriety and Integrity
must mark the conduct of yourself and every one
connected or associated directly or Indirectly
with the agency under your charge; that an imcondition in the affairs of the agency will
e expected within a reasonable time.

147.

52.

Dew Point. 40.

at

511 Congress Street.

1
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Signal Office, Was Dep’t,
)
>
Washington, D. C.,
May 27. 1889, 8 p.m. )
The indications for New England are
threatening weather and rain, easterly winds
shifting to southerly; warmer weather, fol.
lowed in Vermont by cooler weather Tues-

Side Bound

and Plain.
loo pieces American

year*.
Moral:

nrm2m*

apr22

2.00
2.50
*16
.25

can commence taking Ice at
any time
and
will be continued until
stop Is received at the office.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to a proper reduction
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers In leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness nr any other cause, If
made at the office, will be attended to promptly.

HASKELL

my9

diseases and restores

$1.50

Customers

desire,
they
notice to

ap«

scalp

By the cake. 20c per 100 lbs.

claims.

•

all

It to Its natural healthy condition.
Remember
Devine’s Hair Grower Is not a Dye, and warranted
free from all poisonous minerals.
Hon. Joseph H. Maul y says, ‘‘My family use
Devine’s Hair Grower and consider It the best
preparation they ever used.” Mrs. E. C. Burleigh,
wife of Governor Burleigh, says “Devine’s Hair
Grower will do all that Is claimed for It; the
members of our famllv all use it.”
V.r Ml. by all Drnggiai..
75 cent, per
battle.

features desired.

portant

growth, eradicates

strengthens

AFTER THE REDSKINS.
Indian Agents Told That They Must
Make Needed Changes.
Washington, May 27.—The Secretary of
the Interior has directed that the following
letter of Instruction shall accompany each
commission to an Indian Agent:
I am directed by the President to Inform you
tha' the office to which you are appointed Is considered one of far more than ordinary importance,
LOOKINC

“

For sale by JNO. W PERKINS & GO.. Agents,
6* Commercial street. 48 page book free.
apl6
eodly

ready to show.
If you contemplate us- HANDSOME GIRLS
IIST MAINE.
ing any Wall Papers this
Why, because when they find their hair Is fallus
an
give
Spring
they quickly apply Devine’s Hair Grower,
early ing
which speedily invigorates and
the

are

first rumors

manner
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Our
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treaty, Secretary Blaine

contract of

MUTUAL

QUI VIVE.

France Believed to be Secretly Negotiating With Hayti.
Baltimobe, May 27.—A Sun special from
Washington says: “It is now learned that

eodlynrmceam

jmlB_
Before
effecting

liamionliarna

and would not hesitate to ignore the Monroe

YOU

Leading Styles,”

nnornoehmnnfa in hnth

doctrine, If satisfied that it would be safe to
do so. Complications in Hayti may result in
furnishing provocation for a new statement

Palpitation of the Heart, Pain Around Heart
with Feeling of Suffocation, Ringing Sounds In
Ears, Numbness or Prickly Sensations of Limbs,
Pain Between 8houlderst In Side, In Small of Back
and Hip, High Colored Urine with Smarting Sensation on Voiding Urine.
or

ZENAS THOMPSON & OHO.,

ap!6

powder

Pure.

ban the

can

J. P.

commission be will send to Haytl for territorial negotiations, to assert a vigorous for.
eign policy, and some lively times are by
them expected when Congress convenes.
Tour correspondent Is In a position to say,
that while Mr. Blaine Is in favor of maintaining our rights in every land, he has no
policy or move In view which could involve
the United States in difficulty. In whatever
step he might want to take, however, Mr.
Blaine would have public sentiment behind
him in a disposition to resist any attempt of
the European powers to exercise political
control or influence over the affairs of this
continent. France, it is quite assured, has
for a long time been anxious to strengthen
its hold In any quarter of the globe to make
up as far as possible for the loss of prestige
at home. Haytl would be an inviting field
for its operations if the United States could
be induced to keeps Its hands off.
But so far as this is concerned, all the
naval powers of Europe are constantly look-

POWDER

-IN-

and

Restate

Boston, May 27.—A Washington despatch
to the Traveller says:
There are those who believe that Secretary
Blaine intends to take the occasion with the

eodtf

IMMlFACTimS

to

Doctrine.

MAY 28,

Address and the Re-

sponse of the

LEADING A ROYAL LIFE OF TERROR.

Falcarragh

Tenants

Renew

Their

Resistance to the Police.

King.

of the Methodist denomination, died suddenly at his residence in Hampton, Saturday, of

paralysis of the heart. He was aged 73. The
funeral today was largely attended, many
ministers of the denomination as well as the

Masonic fraternity taking past.

A Chilly Morning.
Windham, May 27.—There was

a

heavy

frost here this morning and all the crops
that are up were ruined. Several farmers in
town had their corn well above ground and
it is all spoiled. People in the neighboring
towns also report a heavy frost and consid-

damage in consequence.
Saturday Afternoon for Recreation.
Biddeford, May 27.—The agents of the
Peppered, Laconia and York mills today

erable

notified their employes that the

mills would

begin the Saturday half holiday June 4, continuing till September 14.
Principal of Thornton Academy.
Biddeford, May 27.—Edwin P. Sampson,
Principal of the Saco High School has been
chosen Principal of Thornton Academy,
Saco, which will open next fall.
The Woman

Suffragiata.
Boston, May 27.—The annual meeting of
the Woman Suffrage Association opened
this evening in Tremont Temple, Lucy Stone
presiding. Speeches were made by Rev.
Charles G. Ames, Mrs. Laura M. Johns of
Kansas, who asserted that the woman suf~
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of Maine, and Mrs.

Mary Seymour Howell of New York.
CENERAL NEWS.

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe celebrated her 70th
birthday in Boston yesterday.
A committee of the Connecticut House favors a return to annual legislative sessions.
Eighty-six registered packages were stolen
from the Chicago post office Sunday night.
The Sunday law was rigorously enforced
at Indianapolis Sunday for the first time in
a decade.

Secretary Proctor’s 12 year old son Is danill at the Secretary’s home in Ver-

gerously

Stockholm, May 27.—Hon. W. W.
Thomas, Jr., envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Sweden and Norway today received official audience of the
King.
Shortly after noon Mr. Thomas was waited
at his appartments in the Grand Hotel by
Count Horn, master of ceremonies of the
Swedish Court and conveyed in a royal carriage to the palace.
The equipage was drawn by four richly
caparisoned horses from the King’s stables,
and was preceded by two outriders in brilliant uniform. A large crowd had gathered
In front of the hotel and along the line of
route. The outriders galloped In advance
clearing the way, and the American minister
was driven at a brisk trot across the broad
North bridge and up the steep height on
which stands the vast stone quadrangle of
Stockholm’s royal residence proudly overlooking the Malar lake and the Baltic Sea.
Outsidf the portal a company of soldiers
were drawn up in line and presented arms.
The minister alighted at the western entrance, and escorted by the master of ceremonies, proceeded up the grand stone stair
case between tiles of the palace servants in
blue livery to the hall of the guard, where
the royal body guard, one hundred strong
clad in the time honored uniform of the satellites of Charles XII. were drawn up in
honor of the occasion. Passing between the
lines of this flower of Swedish soldiery, Mr.
Thomas was received by two royal chamberlains and conducted through a large suite of
State appartments between lines of high
officers or the realm, resplendent in uniform
and glittering with decorations, to the grand
marshal of tbe court, Count Rosen, by whom
he was ushered into the royal audience
chamber, where the King was standing to
on

receive him.
His Majesty was clad in the uniform of
the general of the Swedish army, and bore
on his breast the star and cordon of the
Seraphim, the highest order of Sweden, and
tbe star and cordon of St. Olof, the highest
order of Norway. The King was uncovered,
his white plumed chapeau resting upon his
left arm.
Mr. Thomas presented his letter of credence from President Harrison and addressed the King as follows:
MR. THOMAS’S ADDRESS.
Four Majesty:—I have the honor to place
in your hand a letter from the President of
tbe United States of America, accrediting
me as its envoy extraordinary and minister

plenipotentiary

championship.

A gang of thieves went through 21 freight
cars at Erie, Pa., Friday night.
This is the
greatest robbery of the kind on record.
An armed mob lynched a mulatto named
Martin at Port Huron, Mich., yesterday.
Martin bad brutally assauited a Mrs. Glllis.

The Presbyterian assembly in New York
was enlivened yesterday by an animated debate on the management of the board of publication.

Dwight W. Lord, cashier of an Omaha
national bank was robbed of $1300 in paper
money and $8000 in promissary notes near
Needles, Cal., Friday night.
The Presbyterian Assembly adopted a resnight favoring prohibition in
The resolution was bitterly

olution last
every State.

discussed.
The suspended Scranton City bank owes
its depositors $322,000.
Cashier Jessup’s
shortage is $135,000. The assets are $47 000
due on overdrawn amounts and $100,000 on
due bills.
The lofty Hell Gate tower in New York
harbor was pulled downyesterday.The lights
were discontinued several years ago, pilots

finding
than a

them a hindrance to

help.

navigation rather

The Chicago Fanners’ Review, lu this
week’s issue, will say: From information
furnished by our crop correspondents relative to the condition of wheat, oats and barley it would appear that the prospects for
grain crops on the whole are very favorable
in all the
territory covered by our reports except in Ohio, Iudiana and Kentucky where a
continues.
still
drouth
The Ohio Wool Growers association Saturday discussed the matter of importers who
take advantage of the clause in the tariff law
to import a superior quality of flue wool into
this country classed as low grade worsted
wool, which is regarded as inimical to Interests in America. An effort will be made to
get a ruling fom the secretary that will secure strict compliance with the law.

Norway.

my distinguished privilege to
bear with me from over the ocean the assur-

of the high regard and sincere friendship of the President and people of the United States for Your Majesty and the brother
peoples of the United Kingdoms.
It Is not tbe first time this pleasant duty
ances

has been entrusted to me. Once before Your
Majesty graciously received me as the minister of my country. I then represented 38
states and 55,000,000 of people. Six years
have flown by. I return tbe representative
of the same country, but 42 stars shine from
the blue of our flag, and beneath Its folds
65,000,000 citizens march onward to tbe peaceful couquests of industry.
In this grand advance America gratefully
acknowledges her indebtedness to Scandinavia.
No people in this world receive a
warmer
welcome on our
shores.
None
make better citizens of our Republic than
the sons and daughters of tbe lofty North.
They bring with them the honesty and industry, the patience and fortitude, tbe hope
and valor, the love of truth and fear of God,
that have ever distinguished the Scandinavian race, and illumined the pages of its

history.

Three millions of Americans are prond to
trace their origin to the Scandinavian peninsula. True and loyal citizens of the Republic,
they yet preserve a warm place in their
memories and hearts for Your Majesty’s
person and for their old home and kinsfolk
in tbe Northland.
Their kindest, tenderest
greetings 1 bring from my own native land
to theirs.
In coming to Scandinavia I cannot feel
that I come to a foreign shore; I return
rather to my second home—to a gallant land,
whose
monarch
I
have
learned to
venerate, whose people I respect and love,
and among whom I have found Heaven’s
best gift to man. Diplomacy between the
two countries can never be to me a matter of
indifference, or a cold, dry and uninteresting
formality. It is my sincere desire to do
whatever in me lies to advance the prosperity of Your Majesty’s government and people, as well as that of the United States;
and so long as I represent my country here I
pledge my best efforts .to maintain the good
understanding and to draw yet more closely
the bonds of friendship which, uniting the
two
peoples in the early infancy of the Re-

public before Washington
ever

Constitution

our

was President, or
was adopted, have
the
of more

held unbroken through
lapse
than eue hundred eventful years down to
this day, and which, God grant, may endure
forever.

his

for

second time as minister, and said he
was gratified to receive assurances of the
friendship of the President and people of
the United States. He was especially moved
by the kindly greetings sent him by tbe ions
and daughters of Scandinavia now in Amerias

a

His earnest desire

that the good
understanding which had ever existed between the United Kingdoms and the United
States might be perpetual. He was confi-

ca.

St. Petersburg, May 27.—The Czar in a
rescript ordering the withdrawal of proceedings of prosecution against the officials
charged with responsibility for the disaster
to llis Majesty’s train at Borki, says the
mercy of God showed him and his family on
that occasion induces him to similarly extend clemency.
He further Isays the bad
condition ot the railroad, which inquiry into the disaster disclosed, ought to serve as a
warning for other officials. Since the recent
plot against the Czar’s life was discovered,
extra precautions are taken to guard the
members of the imperial family.
The num-

ber of secret police has been strengthened
vigilance has been increased. At the
approaches to the imperial residences no
group of persons is allowed to collect in
The review of
proximity to the Czar.
troops the Czar arranged in honor of the
Shah of Persia’s visit, has been countermanded owing to fear of Nihilists.
and

COMPETINC
Andrew

WITH

Carnegie

THE

riwtgviivii id

WORLD.

the Benefits of

on

nmciiwa.

London, May

27.—In an Interview with a
representative of the New York Herald last

night Andrew Carnegie said: Heretofore
America has been unable to supply her own
market, much less export; but just now the
situation is novel.
Prices which have risen
and are rising in Europe have fallen and are

falling in America. Steel rails recently sold
In Pittsburg as cheap as delivered in London
by the English manufacturers, namely, $5 a
ton.

The prices

getting for steel
are about the same that prevail here.
plates
Hitherto English prices have depended on
the American demand. Now the demands
of the rest of the world, exclusive of America, together with the British wants, are sufficient to keep the manufacturers here busy.
As long as this condition continues aDd
prices keep advancing. America will be able
to export
to
South American countries
articles in which heretofore she lias not been
able to compete with Europe.so there appears
now to be a great chance for America to
we

was

Mr. Thomas, who returned with
a friendship for the brother peoples, formed
bv old acuuaintance and cemented now hv
an even stronger tie, would well and worthily fulfill his mission in the Northland. Upon his own co-operation to this end. Mr.
dent that

Thomas could

ever

rely.

Family Quarrel.
Portsmouth, N. H.. May 27.—The breach
That

between the younger and older element of
the Republican party in this city widened to
nay, when Stephen L. Marston and Charles

H. Otgood received their appointments as
foreman plumber add foreman caulker at tbe
These appointments nearly finnavy yard.
ish the list, and so far the younger element
have received no recognition whatever.
Both of the men appointed formerly held
the same positions in the yard.
The

Elmiranda.

establish more extensive commercial relations with her neighbors.
It Is a curious
fact that the steel rails that Canada will rethis season will, in all probability, be
umished by American manufacturers.
I
predict that such will be the case. This can
occur only| at times when European prices
are high, under great demands, and American prices low, under a state of depression
such as now exists. It has never occurred
before in my time, though once before we
sold rails in Canada because the English

?ulre

REGULARS CLEARED THE STREET

Anti-Progressists

in

Belgrade

Dis-

persed by the Troops.
Belgrade, May 27.—Last night a mob of
Anti-Prugressists made an organized attack
upon the house of ex-Premier Oarashanine.
They smashed in the windows and doors
with stones. The crowd when visited several club bouses and printing offices of the Progressists and demolished everything upon
which they could lay their hands. The gens
d’armes were powerless and the regular
The crowd
troops were finally called out.
refused to disperse, and the soldiers charged,
killing three rioters and wounding a number
of others. The excitement is intense and
more trouble is feared.
Later—As feared, another outbreak occurred and some desperate fighting took
place. Three soldiers were killed and a
large number severely wounded.
A priest
fell into the hands of the mob aud was brutally assaulted, his hair and beard being
torn out by the rioters.

TWENTY-FIVE POLICEMEN
On the

Falcarragh

Estate.

Dublin. May 27.—Another conflict occurcurred at Falcarragh today between evictors
and tenants, during which twenty-five policemen were injured.
The houses were
barracaded in the usual way, and the police
were totally unable to effect an entrance
through the doors. Scaling ladders were
procured and with these the attacking party
endeavored to enter. As the police swarmed
up the ladders, the inmates rained every
manner o f missile upon them.
In some cases, the ladders, crowded with officers, were
thrown violently to the ground.
As usual
the superior forces of the beseigers prevailand
the
ed,
evictions were finally accom-

plished.

M.

Floquet’s Speech.
Paris, May 27. The speech made by M.
Floquet, on assuming the presidency of the
Radical Left, has been the object of diverse
comments in the

French press.
A great
part of its importance is due to the fact that
while the Radicals have agreed to tolerate
the present cabinet and even formed a compact with the Opportunists, in view of the
general election they refuse to modify their
programme in any particular.
They maintain their pretensions to a revision of the
to
a
constitution,
separation of church and
state and to the various social reforms that
are included in their programme.
Valkyrie Wins Asain.

London, May 27.—The yachts Valkyrie,
Irex, and Yarana raced today, the Valkyrie
being victorious. The official time was:
Valkyrie 4b, 10m, 03s; Irex 4h, 22m, 35s;
Yarana. 4b, 29m, 29s.
At the start the Irex took the lead, the
Valkyrie coming next, with the Yarana last.
When rounding the bell buoy, leaving Harwich Harbor, the Valkyrie was two lengths
ahead.
_

School Committee.
The monthly meeting of the School Hoard
was held last evening, the full board being
present, and Mayor Melcber presiding. The

supervisors reported the schools

as

progress-

ing favorably.

of Boston parties, arrived here from Boston.
Tbe Elmiranda was bailt at Stockton, Me.,
in 1874. She has a gross tonnage of 655.68,
is 150 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 18 feet

On motion of Dr. King Miss Ida Qreene
elected to the Practice School.
On motion of Mr. Dunn it was voted that
the graduating exercises of the High School
take place Wednesday, June 26th, and on
motion of l)r. King, that the schools close
June 27th.
Bills and pay rolls were approved to the

Caught

In a Snow Storm.

fares. The captain of one of the schooners
reports that while off Cape Small Point Sunday he was caught in a snow storm that
lasted for some little time.

was

amount of

$8,562.53.

Army and Navy Union.
At the annual meeting of the Portland
Army and Navy Union held last evening,
the following officers were elected:
President— ('has. H. Mitchell.

Memorial Day.
Lieut. Frank, of tbe Portland Light Infantry, will take Adjutant Philbrook’s place
in Col. Lynch’s staff on Memorial Day.
Tbe organizations tnat have thus far an-

parade are the Infantry, Blues, Guards, Cadets. Sheridan Rifles,
Bosworth and Thatcher Posts, G. A. R.,
Shepley ICamp, S. of V., Cauton Ridgeley,
P. M.
Invitations have been extended to
the Gorham, Saccarappa, Saco and Blddeford Posts.
nounced that they will

For

Selling

Without a United States
License.

Charles Fife of South Berwick was before
Commissioner Rand yesterday morning, and
pleaded guilty to the charge of selling
He
liquor without a United States license.
was bound over to the June term of court.

Redemptlonlst Fathers.
tbe
Father Turnbull,
Redemptionist
Father, will hold a mission at SL Dominic’s
On tbe
church, beginning next Sunday.
same day confirmation will be administered
to a large class, and Bishop Healy will bring
the Cathedral choir to

him.

SL

Dominic’s with

THE DINNER TO CLEVELAND.
Five Hundred Leader* of the Faithful
Cheer the ex-Pre*ldent..

New Yobk, May 27.—The Young Men’s
Democratic Club of this city gave the much
talked of banquet to ex-Presldent Cleveland
at the Fifth Avenue Hotel thiseveng. Nearly
500 leaders of tbe Democracy were the guests.
The enthusiasm evoked by the presence of
Mr. Cleveland was unbounded. All factions
of
the Democracy
were present.
The
speakers were Hon. J. H. V. Arnold, Hon.
W. C. P. Breckenridge, Gov. Hill. Hon. Geo.
Hoadley, F. B. Coudert, Esq., Hon. A. P.
Fitch, lion. W. Bourke Cochran and exPresident Cleveland who was introduced by
Piesident Arnold and greeted with tumultuous

applause.

In bis speech Mr. Cleveland acknowledged
his gratitude for the kindness of the citizens
of New York; expressed his loyalty to the
and
faith
Democratic
party; referred
views
to
and
various
conflicting
inbecause
held
in
the
party
dividual opinion was so freely tolerated,
the
faith
that
it
one
has
adding
party
kept
that must answer for his party obligation,
and said he deliberately placed In close connection loyalty to Democratic principles and
devotion to the interests of tbe people, for,
in his oninion. thav helomzed together.
He
denounced the spoils system. He allowed in
the supremacy of a party advantages to Its
members, but decried losing sight of high
party aims for the benefit of office holding
and personal pelf.
Ho declared the corner
stone of the Democratic party and the cause
of its perpetuity lay in devotion to the rights
of the people.
THE

STATE.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

While Mr. Saunders, Colby, ’92, was rowing with a compauion Saturday, the boat
capsized. Mr. Saunders’s vest, which was in
the bottom ot the boat, was lost, and with it
a watch, chain and pin, worth $75.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Boothbay Kegister says that Boothbay
Harbor is still agitated over the water question.
Mr. Luther Maddocks, at a meeting
Thursday evening, stated that he bad beard
that
^Contractor Stair might not be able to
fulfill

his

contract.

Mr. Maddocks conse-

quently refused to give up the contract until
a guarantee was given that it would be
properly executed. Sawyer Clark declared
that Mr. Stair, his client, was able to do the
work.
Mr. Maddocks replied, and a lively
discussion ensued. The outcome of the difficulty is not stated.
THE

HOME.

MEMBBANOUB CBOUP.

Dr. F. C. Thayer, Watervllle,

physician, publishes

the

a

well known
In the

following

Waterville Mail.
Having been asked many times, within the
past few weeks, the questions: “Is Membranous Croup contagious?” “Should any
precautions against infection be used in
this disease?” Iibave!'deemed it advisable
to

make the following statement:
The
to these questions hinges very largeon the relationship of Membranous Croup

answer

ly

to Diphtneria, thus first making a disposal
of that matter essential. Until within a few
years the. consensus ot medical opinion has
been that the two diseases were entirely distinct, having no relation with each other.
Latterly, however, there are very many observers who take the ground that they are
one and the same disease.
Indeed, recent
observations and careful Investigations of
these diseased conditions have resulted in a
preponderance of evidence in favor of the
opinion that they are identical, or rather
that Membranous
Croup is an expression of

dlphtberetic poison. This Important question being still unsettled in the minds of the
medical profession,
Membranous Croup
should be treated as a contagious disease,
and precautions against infection should be
carried out with as much care and vigilance
as if the unanimous opinion of the profession
was toward the idea of its being a contagious
disease. Safety lies alone in this path.

HURT

While Attacking Barricaded Houses

Mr. Donham reported that a new room had
been opened in Monument street school and
Miss Ella F. Coe employed to teach it.

Marston & Co. report eight arrivals with
lobsters since Saturday; all brought in good

stockholders from 3 to 5 per cent yearly, considering the difference between Bangor and
Portland in the cost of constructing a large
opera house and the larger theatre-going
population in Portland and vicinity.

manufacturers, by combining, forced prices

up. The present situation results from natural causes, and promises well for America.
The cause is the protective system. Protection to borne industries is bound to benefit
America. America would be paying three
times as much as she does for steel rails, had
she not protected that industry.”

Yesterday the bark Elmiranda, that has
recently been purchased bv Chase, Leavitt
A Co., and Captain Alvin Hall of this city,

deep.

| $24,500

are

majesty’s response.

King Oscar, in reply, welcomed Mr. Thom-

mont.

The American exhibit occupies one-third
of the great machinery hall at the Paris exposition and attracts great attention.
A destructive fire in Reno' Nev.!r Sunday,
destroyed many buildings, doing damage to
the extent of $300,000.
In the New York chess conquest Weiss
and Tschigarin divide the honors of the

to Sweden and

It is also

PRICE 96 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

was raised by 245 shares of stock at
; $100each; $20,000 was raised by 6per cent
15 year bonds at par, and the balance of
$3500 was carried as a floating debt. Since
its completion the floating debt has been
The Autocrat of All the Russlas and
paid off, and the opera house company owes
The gross
His Enemies.
no money outside of Its bonds.
income was about $1000 last year. After
insurail
taxes,
[expenses,:including
paying
ance, water repairs, help, gas, fuel, etc., tbe
surplus income is equal to 5 per cent per anNihilists Interfere With the Pleasure
Business is innum on the capital stock.
of the Shah.
creasing steadily, and we can see no reason
why an opera nouse here, built and run on
business principles, should not yield to the

boat Combined.

UAKnlAlito.
“All the

Opportunity

MORNING,

Pacific, was examined. Senator Ilale asked:
“Would the building of the Canadian Pacific
have been justified by the trade it gets outIn other words,
side the United States?
could it exist without American business ?’’
“No. sir, it could not," replied Mr. Prescott. “There we have the spectacle of a
foreign road, built as a military connection
by the British government, subsidized by
British money, poaching on our business
and thriving on American business to the
detriment of our own national commerce,
and without which the road would never
have been built.”

Lewiston Furnishes the New Assistant Attorney General.

IRVING J. BROWN,
of Mammoth Gold Boot.
—

Possible

the Monroe

Portland, May 25th.
To meet the large and growing demand
by the ladles (or an elegant and perfect
fitting low shoe for summer wear, we
have had made for us some special lots
of fancy Oxfords, Wine, Brown, Olive,
Slate, Russett, Orange and Black are the
colors; the material are Ooze calf, Morocco, Kids and Dongola.
Made on perfect
fitting, stylish lasts by the best workmen
in the country, we believe these shoes to
be superior to any similar goods in this
market. We earnestly invite inspection,
and comparison with the best to be found
elsewhere; for we confidently believe
that our effort to get and present a
superior article will be appreciated by
all who enjoy fine footwear.
Vacation season, also, is close at hand,
when Tennis, Yachting and
Bicycle
shoes will be the order of the day.
To our usual assortment of these goods,
with which you are already familiar, we
have added many novelties for this season, that cannot be found elsewhere.
Now a word to the gentlemen In closing. We have just received an invoice of
Russett, Goat and Seal Balmorals and
Oxfords, in narrow widths and wide, that
are now on exhibition; price $2 to $5.

Put up expressly

Fine calf, dongo'a top, Goodyear welt; with
tacks or thread >o hurt the foot; for
style and comfort It excells
any shoe In the
ma ket.

TO RESIST EUROPEAN ENCROACHMENT.

The undersigned have this day formed a co
partnership under the firm name of RichardsonWalker & Co., for continuing the Southern l’lne
and general lumber business, as formerly carried
on by C. W. Richardson and Haines, Richardson
& Co. Office and yard, Brown’s Wharf.
C. W. RICHARDSON.
R. W. WALKER.
C. D. RICHARDSON.
mch20dtf
Portland. March 18,1889.

STRICTLY PURE

MAINE, TUESDAY

1st Vice Pres.—John Gooding, Jr.
2d Vice Pres_James G. Sanborn.
3d Vice Pres.—B. A. Norton.

Treas. and 8ec.—Chas. E. Somerby.
Quarter master—J. Cole.
After the meeting the members sat down
to an oyster supper in Atwood’s best style.
Distribution of the Spoils in Augusta.

(Kennebec Journal.]
Four of Augusta’s well known colored citizens are competitors in a “cake walk,’’ the
prize which awaits the victor being the janitorship of the new public building. The candidates are Aqulla Lewis, Henry Taylor, Albert McDonald, ex-porter at the Augusta
House, and Fred Brown of the State House
night watch. It will be remembered that
when Mr. Brown applied for his present position he was supported by a petition signed
tending statesmen from all parts of

b^

Portland Opera House.
Messrs. Weston F. Milliken and J. S. Winslow have each subscribed $1000 toward.-, the
opera house, making the total $5000. The
corporation will be formed next Saturday,
and now is the lime for subscriptions. Mr.
Virgin, of the committee, yesterday gave the
press these figures:
The Bangor opera house cost $48,000.

State Street Church.
A meeting of the State street church parish committee was held last night to consider a proposition in regard to building a new
church or remodeling the present one. Plans
ot both were submitted by Fassett A TompTwo proposison, and by Stevens A Cobb.
tions were finally decided upon. One is to
remodel the present edifice by taking down
the old wooden tower and erecting in its
place a brick tower, the estimated cost being
The other is to purchase the two
$10,000.
adjoining lots extending to the Bishop’s
house, and remove the present edifice, and in
the rear of the lot erect a new church at an
estimated cost of $70,000, including the land.
The committee. Messrs. Eben Corey, F. J.
Rollins. William W. Brown, C- A. Brown,
D. W. Clark, F. C. Pay son and Theodore C.

will circulate two papers, one in
favor of each proposition, to ascertain how
much money pew owners and others will
subscribe to carry out the proposed plans.
The committee adjourned to two weeks from

Woodbury

last night.

The Oxford

Bears.

This year the excursion of the Oxford
Bears Association will take place the third
week in June. The Association will leave
Pnrflnnd

at Q

nVlnct in arutpial

nar«

■

roaph

Canton Lake by 11.30. Here Is a fine grove
with tables and seats, etc.
Excursionists
will carry their baskets and partake ol a
picnic dinner, the committee providing coffee, tea, milk and Ice water free. Bass fishing is excellent and arrangements will be
made to bave a num' “r of boats at the grove.
Tbe train will be run through to Gilbertviile, two miles beyond the lake, stopping a
short time there and at Canton, returning to
tbe grove at 1 o'clock. Persons desiring can
stop at Canton for dinner. The fare will be
very low. Baskets will be checked at Portland and cared tor until wanted at the Lake.
The final arrangements and the day of the
excursion will be settled upon in a few uays.

Society of the Army of the Potomac.
It is possible that the Society of the Army
of the Potomac will visit Portland during
the summer of 1890. We bave no donbt that
if they should vote to come here they would
meet with a warm reception. The society
embraces many of the most prominent and
brilliant men in tbe country.
The meetings
are open to the public, and the orations and
poems are delivered by men whose fame is

national, if not world wide. Our citizens
would enjoy meeting these distinguished soldiers, while the fact that they had chosen
Portland for their place of rendezvous would
add another to the many compliments that
have lately been bestowed upon the city.
Orphans.
"Tbe twenty-eighth of pieasaut May
Was Perry Place's natal day.
The sweetest flower tiiat May can boast
Was born ou Portland's happy coast.
Tbe above lines will be remembered by
old Portlanders as one of the several verses
in a pamphlet which 1 think was called
"The Orphans,” and which was sold by its
author, (Mrs. Place) many years ago.
Has any person a copy of this pamphlet,
ami ii so, would it not b« well to have 8auie
addtHl to the collection of Maine books now
in the Historical Society collection.
J.
The

An Odd Fish.
At Loveitt’s fish store, on Congress street,
a big halibut attracts great atention. Ou
his side, in letters perhaps three Inches long
are the initials “K. McP. S.” and the date
1879. These were evidently cut by sorje
The halibut at
fisherman ten years ago.
that time probably weighed less than twelve
pounds, for fishermen save all that weigh
The letters were evidently
more than that.
cut in tbe fish’s side with a sharp knife.
They show now very plainly. The halibut
weighs 1000 pounds and was caught off shore.
Ths John Somes.
Cushiug A McKinney have wired
American consul at Port liuwkesdury
questing him to examine into the facts
the loss of the John Somes, and
it
charges against Capt. Jellow are borne
by them to cause the captain’s arrest.

RUNNING DOWN CRONIN S MURDERERS.
The

re

of

the
out

Police and an Aimy of
Detective* at Work.

Captain
Fame

Schaacke

of

Anarchist

Disagreeably Conspicuous.

Mayor Cregler and Luka OlHon Feremoat In the Search.

Chicago, 111., May 27.-Tbe id** has bws
prevalent among tbe friends of Dr. Cronin
aver since his disappearance that be was put
out of tbe way by tbe orders of a secret society known as tbe Clan-na-Gael. and from
recent developments that belief has become a
fixed one in tbe public mind, although
when It was first put forward by tbe intimates of tbe murdered man not much crewas placed in It until tbe finding of
the mangled corpse.
But when Detective

dence

Coughlin

got into trouble, facts that had
hitherto been carefully suppressed came to
be surface, and one of the first and most
important of these was that in addition it
being a member of the Clan-na-Gael, a society from which Cronin was expelled for
alleged treason, Coughlin was actually the
chairman of the committee which praawJgated the senleuce of expulsion against the
unfortunate doctor. That this man should
have been put at work on tbe case of
finding
the doctor’s murderers Is a sufficient com-

mentary

on

the present

management of tbe

Chicago police force.
Then came the discovery that
Coughlin arranged for the hiring of the horse and buggy
used by tbe maa who lured Cronin to his
death, and it was deemed time to pat Cough,
lin behind the bars, which was accordingly

done late Saturday night
Ou Sunday It was discovered Jthat conspirators had for more than a month previous
to the murder been In possession of a rented
room on Clark street
directly opposite tbe
buiidinit in which Cronin'** downtown hIHph
U situated, and by learning when and where
these men purchased tbe furniture, some
more clews,
not
necessarily important,
though Interesting, were got up. Now
Coughlin Is in Jail, his partner. Detective
Whelan Is stripped of his star and liable to
go behind the bars any minute, and bulltvan, the ice dealer, is nuder arrest.
Yesterday tbe funeral of Cronin took place
and was attended by an immense crowd,
today there are more startling developments, and tne first of these is tbe fact that
Captain Michael Schaacke.the man who was
so prominent in the anarchist
trials knows
much about Detective Coughlin and his
horse and buggy scrape, and at the present
"TO! tbe captain is in tbe office of the
chief of police at the City Hall, being subjected to a process of questioning.
Mayor Cregier, who yesterday took bold of
tbe case. Is devoting all bis energies to the
matter, and associated with him Ts Corporation Counsel Hudson. The case is no longer
in the hands of the police of Lake View, the
little suburb where the body of Cronin was
found, and Is under the control of the Chicago police.
Mayor Cregier recognizes that the affair is
one of international interest, one in which
the reputation of Chicago is involved, and ha
has aoandoned everything else to probe into
its mysteries. It was tbe mayor who put
the Irish detective, Coughlin, behind the
bars, aud took the star from Whelan,
another Irish detective, aud now he seems to
have lost confidence in
Schaacke, a German,
and a man supposed to be
absolutely above
corruption or malign influence, and that officer is being questioned closely
today, with a
prospect that the inquiry Into his conduct,
which bus been in progress (or several hours,
will not be concluded until late lo the day.
There are suspicious movements ou all
sides, and It Is generally noticed that every
man in the city who had been prominent in
Irish national politics is under detective surveillance, both tbe I’inkerton and Monroe £
Boland organizations having been placed on
the case by the triends ol Croniu, who have
no confidence in the regular police, and who
well

are

supplied

with money.

Late Saturday Lake Dtllon, a well-known
Irish Nationalist o( Philadelphia came here

aud did not hesitate about giving it out that
Las tern Irishmen thought that Cronin had
been murdered at tbe instigation of certain parties whom he refused to name.
One
of
Dillon’s
first
moves
was
to get
upon the track of one Peter McGeehan, a rabid Clan-na Gael man from
Philadelphia, who left that city Just bofora
Croniu disappeared, telling several of his
friends that he was going to Montana, and
to others
confiding that be was bouud on a
mission that might cause him trouble, aud
asking at least two of them to pray for him.
It was oot a very difficult matter to locals
McGeehan, as he has been talking pretty
loudly ever since be reached this city, and ho
was soon in a cell at tbe central station,
where he will certainly stay for some time.
McGeehan Is a
advocate
of
strong
the
and
also
dynamite
bepolicy
lieves in the death to traitor
policy.
He is thought to be a good mau to have in
custody, at least, until he explains why be
left a good situation iu Philadelphia to eome
here and do nothing but talk boastingly of
what a bad man he ts when there are any
traitors to tbe Irish cause in this vicinity.
Harry Jordan, a friond ol McGeehan’*,
has been arrested.

HALIFAX DAZZLED.
A

Gama

Full

of

Kicking

Won

by

the South Portlands.

[Special to the Press.)

Halifax, N. S., May 27.-After
full o( kicking oa the part of both

gam#
the So-

a

cials of Halifax and tbe South Portlands,
the latter team won today’s game by heavy
batting at critical times and nearly perfect
team work. Brown and Webster were la
the points for tbe South Portlands and did
good work up to the seventh Inning, wbea
Kelley came in from right field and completely dazzled the Halifax representatives.
The batting of McGovern, a difficult stop
and put oat by Tilton,a phenomena catch •(
a riy while running at fall speed by UrllBa
In centre Held, and the base running of the
South Portlands were the features.
The
batteries tomorrow are, for tbe Sooth Portlands, Kelley and Webster, for the Socials,
Flynn and White. The score:

_Innings.1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 8
South Portlands....3 2 0 0 1 1~0 ”o"mi
Socials.2 0021110 1—8
Earned runs—South Portlands, 3; Soelats, 3.
Two base hits— GrIBa, Brown.
Three base h.t
McGovern. I-rft on bases—South Portlands.
Struck out-By Brown, 8; by
3; Socials, 2.
Kelley, 3; by Davidson, 7.
Base hits—South
Portlands, 11-16; Socials, 11-11.
Bases «n
balls-By Brown, 3; by Davidson. 3. Wild
Davidson. 1.
Passed balls—
pitches—Kelley, 1; 4.
Webster, 1; Doyle.
Krrors—South Portlands,
4: Socials, 9.
BaUerles-Brown, Kelley and
Webster; Davidson and Doyle. Time of gameTwo hours. Umpire-Dunning.
Y. M. C. A. Club.

The Y. M. C. A. base ball club will play
two games with the Yarmouth* at Yarmouth on Memorial Day.
They will also
play with the Presumpscots at Cumberland
Mills next Saturday.
Th« American Association.

The following was tbe result of the Igames
played by the American Association clubs

yesterday:
At Columbus—Brooklyn*. 10; Columbus, A
At St. Louts-Kansas City*, 8; St. Louts, A
At Cincinnati— Cincinnati*. 10; Louisville*, A
Baltimore-Brooklyn game postponed on account
ot ratu.
Notos.

There will be a game of base ball between
tbe Westbrooks and Saccarappa* os the
forenoon of Memorial Day. The game will
be played on “Scotch Hill."
Kelley and Webster are not to play with
tbe Gardiners, as announced yesterday, bat
have signed with the Portlands
The Baths have secured their old grounds
sod will re-enter the Maine League,
t hey
will play at Gardiner on Memorial Day,
playing at Bath in the afternoon. The Gaidiner game Is iu the loreoooo.
The Skuwhegaus defeated the Pitts Helds

Saturday 33 to 11.
The Chaplaiu Hall

nine defeated South
College players at Colby University Saturday by a score of 38 to 9.
The Presumpscots defeated the Bowdolos
19 to 2 at Brunswick Saturday.
Cooper and Soule, and Kelley and Webster will alternate In tbe box for the Portlands in their game Memorial Day forenoon.
Cooper ana Soule arc practicing steadily and
those who have seen them say they will surprise the publle.
About 73 base ball enthusiasts from Portland will accompany the team in the afternoon to Lewiston to eucouiug the
boys to
win

the

Chicago

both games.

Boys will be admitted to the Portland
games lor in cents.
Everything points to am- of the iarg- ,t
crowds ever assembled on the “
grounds
Memorial Day.
The Lewiston* are

practicing daily

«nTB5rtutXrtro*-*rt l~“"

eVer

and
re^

Johns Hopkins schotl by adopting a similar
plan, that is, by bringing each one into so
close proximity to large public hospitals that
the studeuts may enjoy tlie teaching that
comes through the eye as well as that which
comes through the ear.
The physician who
lias learned nothing but tlie theory of medi-

THE PRESS.
TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 28.
We do not road

ideations.
are in all

anonymous letters nud ennunu
Tlie name and address of tlie writer

Indispensable,

eases

publication but

not

necessarily

for

cine and surgery, is but half educated. He
is still iackiug in the practice, which is quite
us importaut.
By tlie aid of the hospital his

as a guarantee of
good faltli.
cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

We

oducation iu both

Queen Victoria

week; but

the grand old

Tho
into
the
other.
fitting
to
student
the
medical
advantages
of
actual
having before his
eyes
cases of the disease he is learning how to
and

woman.

TbeValkyreis doing great things on the
the other side of tlie water. But so did the
Thistle, and yet died a yearliug.
We have made no personal investigation
of the workings of high license in Boston or
any where else, so that if our correspondent
"E” insists that
sonal

along

seventy years old last
has ventured to call her

was

no one

knowledge,

we

detect and how to cure are too obvious to
need argument. These advantages are at! tainable in almoit every State in the Union,
and in many of the States the medical stu-

conliDe ourselves to per-

offer |no proof that
unlicensed rumshops are open in Boston
Bui such is the current report in the newspapers, and such, we may add. is the report
fr„m almost all large cities where high license
is in vogue. If it be true, then the same objection lies to high license which is made
to prohibition, namely, that it does not
accomplish all it undertakes to. it is a fail-

departments may proceed
together the one supplementing

we can

■

dents already enjoys their.. Here In Maine,
though within easy reach, they are not embraced to tlie extent which they might be and
Our Maine Medical School
ought to be.
does not derive tlie benefits from the Maine
General Hospital which it might were it in a

usoifiir

fine arts of the goldsmith to the colossal undertaking of the cannon maker. Those
European monarchies that refused their patronage to an exhibition Intended to glorify
the triumph of Republicanism, will not pro-

paDly takelkindly to American pre-eminence;
but they may console themselves with the
reflection
august

that, even if they
patronage, America

be still ahead.
Medical Schools and

Hospitals.
opening of the Johns Hopkins

Carved
workmen and ottered to
the public at a price
that all can become possessors of a
Packard Organ. We beg to announce that we are the only
authorized agents for
the sale of the Organ InMalne
and that It will be sold on the
same liberal terms us we
give on purchases of
Furniture
aud
House Furn-

SCROFULA.

SYMPTOMS

Swollen Glands,
Enlarged Joints •

imcK

I®

Lips,

Inflamed

Tumors

---

Abscesses

Eyelids,

offensive matter, heal slowly,

_.

»

-»•**»-

r

.-

The taint of Scrofula exists in the
blood of nearly
every person. It is
hereditary, or may also be acquired
by excesses, lack of pure uir, good
For
food, ttnd cl08** confinement.
Scrofula in every form manifests itself
in different ways, —often by Tumors
or Swellings affecting the Joints, it eats
into the bones and tlshues. Sometimes these swellings discharge au
and often in healing leave au ugly,

Enlarged Neck,
disfiguring soar.
It affects the eyes, causing the lids to become
Pale Complexion,
8ome
the skin becomes dark

ishings.

red and swollen.

In stock the Carpenter Organ, Morris Pianos and Chase Piano
411 of which arc too well knowu
to need any recommendation from us.

In
and harsh. No disease needs to
persons,
Wasting
® of Flesh
be
more
than
for
from
it
diseases
guarded
ugainst
this,
o
spring many
oOft SVSUSCleS, etc. dangerous and difficult to cure. Ingalls' Vigrorine is invaluab.v
in driving this taint from the blood, toning up the system, and thus cnuoling it the better to
resist the disease. TO REMOVE WHICH, USE

We also carry

--

INGALLS’ VIGORINE

or Small
FOli CASH
OR 0N
i/.MARGIN

_

FISHING TACKLE,
GUNS.

G. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle St.

SLADES’AMBER S0AP3S;

SWAN& BARRET!,
Portland, Me.

Street,

186 Middle
decl4

dtl

$30,000.
Colorado Water Supply Co.,
FIRST

MORTGAGE,

Ter

It purifies the blood, tones up the system, eradicates disease, and relieves that tired feeling.

Cent.

DUE

Bonds,

1899.

For Sale by All Druggists.

Price, $1.00; Six Bottles, $5.00.
feblff

TT&Snrm

house
ATi/liicriN
fl I 111 11OU11 Headquartem,

FURNISHING GO.,
«or.

Pearl sod Middle tit*., Portland.

BRANCHES—AUBURN, BANGOR, BI3DEF0RD, GArtOINER, NORWAY, ROCKLANI.
aiy37dlw

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Cs’l Msms«—.

bom* *226,000 of these bonds have been taken
for Investment, In Maine. New Hampshire, New
fork and Europe, by Savings and Trust Institutions and other careful Investors.
This sompaay swas and oontrols some 80
miles A ssnstrusted and natural water oourees,
costing *460,000. U has prior rl*bu to all tbs
waters of Us Dolores River (ths only source of
supply la that section) fur purposes of Irrigating
lands, thereby Insuring successful crops always;
for supplying slues and towns Moog Its Hut with
water for duineslls uses, for firs protection, and
for msnnfarturlug purpose*. It Is doubtful If a
mors comprehensive or valuable charter Is owned
by aay similar company In tb* West.
Tbs csmpsny has eash In Treasury, and Is
baoksd by strssg capitalists ts this slty and
elsewhere.

Ws of er the aSov# **0,000 bonds at 10* and
latarsst.
-

UNLIKE ANY OTHER.-

Positively Cures Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bmcehltta, Colds, Hoarseness, Hacking Cough, WhoopingCough, Catarrh, Inllucusa, Cholera Morbus, Mari »a, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Toothache, Earache,
Nervous Headache, Sciatica, La:..* Bark, and boivuea*in Bod/ or limbs.

many different complaints It wfil cure. It* strong point lies In the fact that It acts
quickly. Healing ail Cuts, Bums and Bruises like Magic. Relieving ail manner of Cramps, Chills,
Lumuu

s of

Muscles or Still Joints and Strains.

ORIGINATED BY AN OLD FAMILY

PHYSICIAN.

All who buy or order direct from us. and request it. shall receive a certificate that tho money shall be
"funded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail price
cu.; 6 battles, $2.00. Express prepaid to any part
of the United States, or Canada. fj/~Vuiuabie pamphlet sent live. I. S. JOHNbUN & CO.. Boston, Moss.

Tu&F&wnnnly

BONDS WANTED.

State of Maine 6’s
Due Jue u4 Oeteber 1889.

Andros. & Kennebec R. R. 6’s

checks, are particularly pleasing to bicyclists, tennis players, yachtsmen and all
lovers of out-door soort, who desire
garment for this purpose.

—

AJTD

UNITED STATES 4 l-2'S

FRED R. FARRIN6T0N,

For sale by Swasey, Lanison & Co., Portland, Me.

We would advise holders ol above bonds to dispose ol them while present premiums are obtain

542

\

Congress Street,

New Rims'

SWAN St BARRETT,

Building.

PORTLAND 6S.

.

Matnrlne

_

WHOLESALE

We also

TRIMMING SILKS!
All of which will be sold at greatly reduced prices.

SEE SHOW WINDOW.

EastmanBrosABancroft.

Hose at

“25 cent*

REGULAR PRICE 50 CENTS.

and

Blue,

25 cents
25 cents

WEBSTER <fc CO.,

LAND,

new

Tricots, All Wool nf «e lashes wide,

at

EVANS &

25 cents

Ladles’ Solid Gold Wnltbam and Elgin Watches,
$20, $22,
Gentlemen’s Solid Silver Waltham and Elgin Watches,
Waltham and Mgin Solid Nickel Watches,
.....

d3t

$24, $27, $80
$S, $9, $10
$5

ALL WATCHES WARRANTED FOR TWO YEARS.

SIGN GF THE SIDEWALK CLOCK.

Jeweler

No. 547 Congress Street.

myl8

seats

ceats a yard.
1 case of Colored Henrietta Dress
Goods, 8« lashes
new shades, at 23 cents a yard.

1

wide, la all the

dom

ef All Wool Serge, 42 Inches wide, at SI ceats a yard, redaeed
from 30 cents.
1 case of mixed and Plaid Salt ngs at 99 cents a
yard, former price
42 cents.
100 pieces of Silk Plush at 47 ceats a yard.
1,000 yards Remnants of Satins at 23 ceats a yard, worth 30 cents
from the piece.
lOO pieces best English Sileslas at 12 1-t cents a yard.

Bargains in
DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY, SIL-

Shine’s
New York Store.
^T33__
A

NEW

FABRIC!

The latest idea is French Flannels fer Tea Gewns.
Breakfast Sacks and Lawn Tennis, 31 inches wide,
PRICE 87 1-9 Ots.
See Display in Window.

MANSON G. LARRA8EE A CO.,
mylG

946 MIDDLE STREET.
^

TURNER

BROS.
-

Rogers and Dowling’s superior iauniry for Collars and Cuffs. Goods sent
svery Monday night.

HASKELL & JONES,

eodlm

FRAZER greaIe
BENT IX

THE WORLD.

Its wearing qualities are unsurpassed, actually
outlasting two boxes of any other brand.

NO, 470 CONGRESS STREET.

apr20

Toile du Nord Ginghams

No“ 565 Congress Street, Under C. A. R. Hall.

TKOl laAUNDRY.

Not effected by heat. UET

Agents.
tf

THE

VKMIINE.

FOB SALK BY
Itlercbnal* and

may4

offer, by adding

one

hundred

CITY
sees

Kreaiaa.

Dealers Uenerally.
eod&wlm

developed property, earning

dividend owned and managed
by Northern men. Undoubtedly
the most wonderful deposit of ore

KILHIIRE
JUBILEE

FESTIVAL.

anu

Tickets—leacrsed seats. 75 cts and at uu
Matinee-Reserved seats. 60 and 75 cts. Now on
sale at (Mockbrldge's new music st >r«. 54o 0wO
cress street.
Hair fare and late tral is to all holding Jubilee tickets. Order tickets and Illustrated
pro iramme at once of Ira C. Stock bridge.
m»y2S
dlw*

miles road to its
twenty
first mortgage security, and reducing interest charges $15,000
per annum.
The earnings of this road which
are sufficient to
pay its fixed
charges and dividends to its
stockholders, are constantly in-

nECUAIIC'8 HALL,
Sunday Evening,

Some $200,000 of these bonds
have been held by savings banks
of Maine for several years, and
hare proved a most satisfactory
investment to them.
The addition of one hundred
and twenty seven
miles upon
which these bonds will soon become the tirst mortgage, tends to
increase the market value of this

security.

We offer them at a price which
will afford the investor an income
or more than fire per cent.
We also offer, subject to previous
$50,000 Eastern
sale,
Railroad Company of Minnesota,
first
mortgage, 5
per cent,

gold bonds, due 1908, guaranteed
principal and interest by the St.
Manitoba
Paul, Minnesota &
Railroad, at 102 and interest.
$50,000 Montana Central, first
mortgage, gold 6’s, due 1937,
principal and interest
&
Minnesota
y tbe St. Paul,

DR. MCGLYNN
“How to Abolish
SEATS

fuaranteed

may27

opinions
lowing gentlemen:

Mr. Facklnihul, (Xpert for the Cooper Ilewttt
Iron C*., ef New York, saye "of ell or* deposits I
ever saw this Is Iks greatest."
Prof. Boblneea at Bowdoln College, after a recent visit ts BluCtoo and having mads analyses
ol ths ore, says "I have no hesitation In saying
that Blufftoa soatains a practically unlimited
supply of ora suitable for making good Iron and Is
exseedlagly favorably located for mining.”
The Crltle* Furnace of Chattanooga, one of the
beet coke Iron furnaces In the Sonth, uses
some fifty tons dally at this ore and their testimony Is. that It ts of the best quality and their

constantly calling

Challie Delaines
Yard wide Batiste
$1.00 and $1.25 Fancy Silks

-

20

PROPOSALS will bo received

o

Saturday.

-

IO

-

-

FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS’ SAMPLES

Exchange Street,

Proposals for Subsistence, 4|uarternasier’* and Hospital

MAINE.

Stores.

PORTLAND

Omci Titr.asr ksk.
)
Eastern Branch. N. H. D. V. 8., {
Tool's. Me., May 10,1889.)
Sealed Proposals, subject to usual euodltioos,
will be received at tbls offlce until 12 o’clock M.,
June 11,1889, for furnishing and delivering at
tbls Homo tbs Subsistence and Quartermaster's
Stores, required for tbe Fiscal Year commencing
July 1. 1889. asd ending June 30.1890, consistTea* Coffee.
ing In p.rt of Ms billowing, viz.:
Groceries, Flour, Fresh and Corned Beet, Mutton, Vesl, Fresh and Balt Pork. Smoked and
Corned Shoulders, Hams, Fresh sad Salt Fish,
Butter, Cheese, Lard. Onions, Potatoes, Corn,
Oats. Shorts, Househould Articles, Plumbing Material, Tobacco and Coal.

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank
City, County

BiiMuig.

and Railroad Bonds, and

INTEREST ALLOWED ON
1*10

And Proposal* will be received
until June 131b, 1839, for Hos-

DEPOSITS
eodtf

pital Supplies.

—

OFFERS FOR MALM

Schedule giving tbe kind and estimated quantities required, particulars as to conditions to bs
observed and terms of contract and payments

will be furnished on application.
JOHN D. ANDERSON, Treasurer,
may 11codim

—

whavituPHORoaAi.a
Office of Building for Library of Congress.
von cat

Debenture Bonds of tbe Company, a
Investment for Savings Banks.
legal
7 per cent. First Mortgage Loans on real estate in tbe best sections of Kansas.
7 percent. lO-year Bonds of the Arizona Improvement Co., secured by Irrigated lands and
water rights and guaranteed by tbe Maricopa
Loan and Trust Co.
Capital, gtOO.ooO; surplus,
*11,000.
8 ner cent. First Mortgage Real Estate Loans ol
tbe Maricopa Loan and Trust Company, of Phoenix, Arizona.
Also Bank stocks. Commercial Paper and other
S per cent.

Capitol street, Washington, D. C.. May
25, 1H89. Sealed proposals for furnishing and
delivering all of the cut granite required for the
front walls Including the dome of the rotunds af
the Building for the Library of Congreve. In Mis
city, will be received at this offlce until 2 o'clock,
m., on SATURDAY the twenty-ninth day of
uns, 1889, and opened Immediately thereafter
In the presence of bidders. Tbe granite must bs
of light bluish grey color and fins grain, Spoctlcatlons, general Instructions and condtfloas. aad
blank forms of proposal may he obtained on apat this office.
BERNARD H. GRREN,
uperlnteudent and Engineer,
may35-27-38-393 O-.il-je 1-4-8-8-11-18-15-28-27,
148 East

5.

glleatloo

Black Silks at

great discount.
each piece.

Ooly

one

Loan and Trust Co.,

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
For prospectus the full text, of Pr f. Robinson’s
report and any other Information address

WM. M. PENNELL,
Brunswick, Me.

FOR SALI IN BANGOR BT

F.

H.

C.

REYNOLDS

A

CO

FOR SALE IN BATH BY
Ladies’ Underwear at half price.
Closing out Dress
F. W. WEEK 8 and D. E. PIERCE.
Goods at half Price.
my26

maylO

0F~A

NOTICE

No. 501 Delaware Street, Kansai Citv, Me.

HEARING.

Committee
laving out New streets,
THE
hereby gives uotlee that It will be at the corner of GUmau and
on

Arsenal streets, on Wednesday
the 29th day of May, 1*89, at 3 o’clock In tbs affor
the
ternoon,
purpose of giving a hearing to all
parties Interested In the extension of Arsenal
itreet to “B’’ street.
And at 3.30 o’clock on the same afternoon will
be at the corner cf St. John and “C” streets for
the purpose of jttv.ns a hearing to all parties Interested In the discontinuance of “C" street Arum
St. John street to Ms Mains Central Railroad,

CAPITAL., PAID CP, * 1,000,000.00.
J. 8. Chic*, PresL W.W. Kkmdall, Vlca-Frest.
G*o. F. Putnam. Treas. C. K. Bush, ZdVIce-Pres
F. C. Worn all, Secretary.
Trustees for deposit of mortgages securing debentures: Knickerbocker Trust Co., New York City
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Offices:
Orwell. Vt.—With Vermont Investment and Guarantee Co.; Portland. Me.—Jose
Bldg,
Fvrbange St., Fred B. Richards, Director,

■ ml

tori

Iharsiftar dafarmina wb„lh..

naikila

Interest and necessity require suen change* to be
made.

HOLMAN 8. MKLCHER, Mayor,

ROBERT

A^MclSLUTCHY,

UEOBOE W. SYLVESTER,
WILLIAMS. IRIHH,
V. RICHARD EOS8.
May 22,1832.

out
“HJgtLg'ml*
^Laymy
!,ew S1™**

may23__dsd

CITY OF PORTLAND.

FRED E. RICHARDS,

Ordinance Relating

EVERY

Excliange^Street,

PgpTLANP,

MAINf.

■IiaiHIN CARDS.

DR. E. B. REED, C
House and omce

399J*

Physician.

other ordinances relating to license* for
Ion are hereby repealed.
ft shall be the duty of the city marshal to cause
all dogs to be destroyed which shall be found at
large within the city, without a collar, aa required
by these ordinances.
In case any dog shall be found loose or going at
large, contraiy to any of the foregoing provision*,
the owner or keeper thereof, or the head of the
family or keeper of the house, store, office, or
other place where such dog la kept or harbored,
shall forfeit aad pay a sum not eiceedlng tea
lollars.

KKKU treats all cbronie diseases that lean
all cases that are glveu upasiu
by
allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their cue to treat and cure
them. 1 Rod that about four-flftha el tna cases
glrea up to die can be cured. Examinations st a
distance by letter wtth their full name and place
of residence nad one 3 cent stamp and II <«* Kiarolnatlon at the omce. f 1.00.
Consultation tree.
Omce hours 9 a. m. to 9 o. m.
seplstr

DR.Is heirthe
to;

HARRISON M. DAVIS,

CITY

Middle Street,

PORTLAND, MB.
my!3dim

3lVfcRxcHAN(>D bt., Postladd, Ida.
tobli
M

OF~POKTLAND.

Board of Ms tor and Alpbrmsv l
April UR, 188is.
Ordered, That the City Marshal be and bn Is
lereby directed to cause to be enforced the ordttance relating to the lioenstng of dogs.
Read and passed.
QEO. C. BURGERS.
Attest:
City Clerk.
City Marshal’s Orvica. i
April 18.1889. J
In accordance with the above order, the above
rUlnance relating to don will he strt ly sourced by uie,
WILLIAM H. UKE V
apfl7dtf
City Marshal.
in

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR,

STENOGRAPHER

Dogs.

city.
All

Congress Bt., Portland,

curable

No. 188

to

or keeper of a dog shall annually
cause It to be registered, described, and
licensed (or on* rear In the office of the city clerk,
by paying therefor to said clerk the sum of
twenty-live ceuts. and shall cause It to wear
around Its neck a collar distinctly marked with
the owner’s name and registered number, and
■hall pay Into the city treasury tor such license
one dollar.
Whoever keeps a dog contrary to the provisions
ol this ordinance shall forfeit ten dollars to b*
recovered on complaint to the use of the city.
All lines and penalties provided In the
preceding sections may be recovered on complaint before any court of competent jurisdiction la this
owner

;

|

NICW (.INK TO

VA8HINGT0N and BALTIMORE
VIA

1'E.VTHll. B. R. .f MEW JRHSSKV,
Pill I. A. A SHADING R. R.
•■d RAL.TI.V10RB At OHIO R. R.

s olid Traitt-No Transfer!. Do Extra fan for Fut T1m
PULLMAN CAR SBRVICR OS ALL TRAINS.

Also Towii Lots for Sale.

dress in

ABTEBTHERgNTR

CITY OF PORTLAND.

J. A. HAYDEN,

Box 103,

Labrstory.
Proposals

Webb, watervilla, Maine. Tte proposals wUl be
opened June 1. 1889, et Memorial Hall, at tea
o'clock a. m. Tbe contract will be awarded to
tbe lowest bidder. Tbe trustees reserve Me rigbt
to reject any and all proposals.
GEO. I). B. PEPPER.
)
RUSSELL B. SHEPHERD.
EDMUND K. WEBB,
J Committee.
Watervllle. May 14,1888.
mayltteodtjunl j

dim

IN~KFKECT

SCHEDULE
MAV 12th.
Trains leave statloa Central Railroad ol New
ersey, loot Liberty St., North River. For Wad
1 lgtou, Baltimore, Wilmington and
Chester, * SO,
1 1.00A.M.; 1.80,3.30, 3.16. 6.00 P.M., 13.0<i
t tght.
8.30
SUNDAYS,
A.M.; 1.30 3JO, 111,
•00 P. M. j 12.00 eight.
For Philadelphia at 4.
i .46,8.30,9.30,11.00 A.M.: 1.30, 2J0,3.13,4.00,
.00, 6.30, 7.30, P. M., 12.00 night. SUNDAYS,
.30, 9.30 A. M„ 1.30, 2.80,8.13,6.00. SJO, P.
1.; 12.00 night Ticket! and Farlur oar scats can
« procured at all Ticket Offices In Portland. Me.,
nd at 211 Washington 8L, Boston. Maa* Bagage can be checked to destination, may lSdtl
_

“

5
6 3-4“
“
50

-

larger quanti-

1889,

tbe Shannon Observatory and Phvstcal
on tbe college grounds. Watervllle.
will be received Tor the whole of tbe work and
materials. Plans and specifications may be teen
and all Information obtained at the office of Webb
A Webb, Watervllie. from May 14 to May 21.
1889, and at the offlce of Stevens A Cobb. Architects, Portland, from May 22 to May 31 Instant.
All proposals are to be left with Kdmund F.

FRED E JICHARDS,

$14.00 PER SHIRE.

11

“

for

Blufftoa is situated in the northeastern part ef Alabama, on the main
Une of the East Tennessee, Virginia
and Heorgla Railroad.
For tho parpose of building n coke
Iron fnrnaeo and further development
of the property, 8,000 shares of the
stock are offered for sale.
Price for
the preseat,

i5 cents
-

of the fol-

dlw

To Contractors.

5’s, first mortgage, dne 1913, at
105 and interest.

PORTLAND,

CENTS’

by Me
trustees of Dolby University until tea
clset
SKALRD
for tbs erection of
June 1.
a. m..

interest by the
Union Pacific Railroad, at par and

98

Povoitjf.''

ARID
33
Stockbrldge’s.

PB9NIJIM.

and

principal

>S

gala of seats at

Manitoba Railroad at 116 flat.
$50,000 Union Pacific, Lincoln
& Colorado, first mortgage, gold
5’s, guaranteed by endorsement,

and Botanic

Bead tho

June 2d.

creasing.

a

in Alabama.

nsS
Jaae

THE GREAT

seven

98

A

HALL,

n«Sa, After

•

■

For sale at Stock

_may3Mtw«

■

{1,000,000.
Par Yalue of Shares,
{25.

orders are

excitement

-

mayo

30>33 and 25 cents.
K.TIcket*
btM««-

5 per cent, bonds, tint
mortgage on two hundred and forty-two miles railroad and a genthe entire
eral mortgage
on
system of four hundred and eight
miles, issue limited to $12,000 a
mile.
The eight per cent, tirst mortgage bonds on the Chicago &
Michigan Lake Shore Railroad,
mature September tirst of the
present year, which will strengthen the tire per cent,
bonds we

Michigan

The Donenture Bonds of this company are secured
llrst mortgages of real estate, mostly Inaide P
erty In growing cities. No loan is made
In exc- 1 of BO per cent of
appraisers’valuation.
Tbe security Is ample aud the Debenture Bonds
pay the Investor # per cent Interest.

J. H. PLUMMIB, Hen Manager.

ties.

Enormous Satine Sale at
Our Entire Stock to be Sold, Regardless of Cost. 32 Inch Fine Ginghams

Jewelers,

S. F. SMITH, President.
J. C. KIMBEY, Treasurer.

Capital,

VER AND PLATED WARE.

MORRISON & CO.,

Ala.

case

EXTRA dARGAINS FOR THIRTY DAYS.
Great

Bluffton,

Coadactor.

Miss Ruth C. Long, .Mr. Ueo. F. Doncaa.

We offer subject to previous
sale, $50,000 Chicago am! West

avestmsnts.aprBOTATStl
Incorporated under the Im of the Stile of Mlttonrl

COMPANY,

a

CO., FRENCH FLANNELS.

517 Congress Street.

BOYNTON,

at *9

PKHFOKMKHa.

soloists:

CITY

20 pieces of Plaids and Stripes at 50 ceats a yard.
35 pieces of India Twills and Henriettas* these goads are All Wool
and 40 Inches wide, and are worth 75 coats* oar eat prise Is 50

We call attention to tlie above extra bargain* and would say that all
in need must eall early iu order to get the best selection.

THE

Streets
____dtf_

Mdljjll

SOLD LAST SEASON FOR 50 CENTS.

MILLETT,

Car. Middle aid Biekaagi
■Jig

25 cents

FORMER PRICE 58 CENTS.

Jersey Vests, colors Black

40

MR. HENRI E. DUNCAN,

Woodbury Moulton NorthernBankingCo.
BANKERS,

Bluffton

yard.

followingActual Bargains:

42 dozen Ladies’ Fast Black Hose, every pair warranted, at
20 dozen Boys’ Black Ipswich Bibbed Hose, ail sizes, at
18 dozen Ladies’ Fancy Hose at
50 dozen Ladies’

far sals bp

Successors to Woodman, True Jk C*., will today offer their entire wholesale stock at rotall.
Prices
will be much less than goods were over sold even at
wholesale.

50 pieces of

HOSIERY and UNDERWEAR!
Fancy

DIFFERENT DATES.

CUT PRICES IN DRESS 800DS Ore & Furnace

ANNOUNCEMENT.

50 dozen Gents’ Lisle and Cotton

SECURITIES

atkor Flrat-Claa* Securities.

at

CONCERT!

INVESTMENT PHILHARMONIC'ORGHESTRA,

At Old.Store'of Woodman, True & Co.

d2t

We shall offer To-day the

GOODS STOCK

WEBSTER^ CO.,

59 CENTS PER YARD.

IMPORTANT

DRY

To be Sold at Retail.

We offer today oue lot Superb
Quality Brocade
Stripe mohair Brilliantines,40 inches wide, recentsold
at
ly
$1.00 yard, ut the extremely low price of

my27

Me.
Portland, dtl

HALL
Evening, Hij *Uh.

SECOND

BANKERS,

«o4U

180 Middle Street,
mar 11

offer, as a special attraction, over fifty
different styles of Striped and Figured Fancy

Wednesilaj

We are prepared te of er an excellent line of
eeeurtties for reinvestment, a list of which we shall
be pleased te furnish upon application.
Correspondence solicited.

STORE OPEN EVENING.

my23

English Glace Mohairs!

RICHARDS, CITY

E.

able.

Clothier, Hatter aa4 Pinisktr,

eod&wlynrm

E. B. &

FRED

$10,000 Bangor and Piscataquis

—

Doe 1891.

may7

OF

_AaHJSIKagKlSTa.

interest.

On 18S0 ud 18»1

nice

a

dtl

aprgp_

I carry a large and varied assortment of
Flannel Shirts, in all grades.
My line of
French Flannels, and silk stripes and

GENERATION AFTER GENERATION BASE USED AND BLESSED IT.
any

H. M. PAY80N ft CO.

FLANNEUHIRTS!

AS MUCH FOR INTERNAL AS FOR EXTERNAL USE.
It Is marvelous, how

Lots

The recent
NO INTEREST
&
hospital in Baltimore discloses the compreUnlimited
hensive plan on which its foundation was
Profit
I5
made. It is to be not only an institution for
the care and cure of the sick, which of
course, is the primary object of its establishment, hut it is also to serve as a pathological
department to the Johns Hopkins university.
The students of the medical school of that
ap2G
eod&w3m
university will find within its spacious limits
opportunities for clinical instruction aud
scientific investigation unexcelled in this
country, at least. The wider scope that hospital service is taking on at the present day
Ammunition and
lias its complete illustration in this new institution. It has not only the most
perfectly arranged buildings for the treatment and
cure of diseases, but its establishment in
eludes a large training school for
nurses, a
dtf
may22
convalescent home and ample facilities for
the practitioner to make
research
every
which the science of medicine demands.
oecauso It contains no rosin or poisonous
The superior facilities which the Johns !
substance whatever. It makes a lather uncounted by any other soap. It softens the skin?
Hopkins university will thus afford for med- j
It
W an economical
ical instruction will no doubt attract to its
soap, for it wears to a wafer
without losing its cleansing properties. It is unundergraduate departments a large number
equalled as a shaving soap. In fact, it is a clean
sweet, wholesome artic
of students who intend
desirable In everv
studying medicine ; way. Convince yourselfle,first
of its excellence
as a profession.
then recommt uu it to your friends.
Every medical school in the union can to
For sale liy W. I..; WILSON & CO., and GEO.
a large extent, realize the
advantages of the C..SHAW A CO.via_may7rnmlm

Secured by the Bret aud only mortgage of the
Denver City Railway Company, a corporation now
•Derating by horses under a charter giving exclusive horee^sar right*; fifteen car Hues over 42
miles of track in Deuver, a city of 100,000 people.
The bonds are further secured by a first aud
only mortgage upon nine and one-lialf miles of
double track of cable road with land, viaducts,
machinery, etc., cow being constructed by tbe
Denver City Cable Railway Company, wblcb latter
company owns tbe horse car lines, aud will operate the two systems in connection srlth each other.
Particulars and pamphlets upon application.
PRICE PAR aud accrued Interest with the right
to advance the same without notice.
For sale by

Seven

--

Large

one

made

soasely
Cases by experienced

WILL CAUiMi

I ivir I uiTivJi

Central Trust Company of New
York, Trustee.

of the best
If not
the very best.
I uequalled for rolume of sound
softness of tone and adaptability for pabllc or
private use. Finished In baud

Organs

exchange St.,

.W-m

Is without doubt

eodlynrm

BLOOD

Jan. au<l July 1. In
New York.

Payable

COCPON AND BEGWTERID.

.Mgg6gnB»i«i«wraw»si»«^uLi».»^—■—■——mmm^m

au4

I94»N.

IH E

“PEm3*-Tl« Brea! English Complexion SOAP,-Sold Everywhere."
II

OFFICE

Bonds

Cold

The Deliver Oily Cable Railway Co.,

Soft healthful skin.

—■■Mini I mi MI

Per Cent.

Interest

UNDERTAKER, WALTHAM and ELGIN

had lent their
would probably

_FINANCIAL.

OF

BrigL tearcomplexion

,r

near Congress; having fitted up the above store
for my business I am now ready to attend to all
rads in the undertaking line. Telephone 527-li.
niylSoodlm
He.idruor, 184 Newbury St.

Six

Fair white hands.

may25_

123

FINANCIAL..

Pears’ S< iap

to make use of the facilities for
tlie study of surgery which that institution
affords. The hospital lias a corps of tlie
most eminent physicians aud surgeons In the

OLIVER DITSOV COJiNSY,

MISCELLANEOUS.

FIRST MORTCACE

position

State, many of them instructors In tlie
Brunswick school. It has a large ami well
ure in the same sense that the prohibitory
law is a failure The Press has admitted appointed ampltlieatre for the study of sur
gieal cases and is about to begin the conthat prohibition Is a failure w hen tlie test of
complete suppression of the rumshops is ap- structiou of mi additional wing which will
If the medical
plied to It. but it has not admitted that ttiat double its ward capacity.
school were located here the students could
test is a fair one. Outlie contrary it takes
the ground that that test is an extremely un- enjoy the great advantages the hospital
fair one—one that is applied to no ottier law- | offers, its instruction would become much
more valuable and therefore attract many
under tlie sun. High license is a failure,
too, |
Tlie adwhen this tost is applied toll. Could both more students than it now does.
ininl-tratiou need not he taken away from
be strictly enforced a law which shuts
up
Brunswick. Tlie school need be no less a
all tlie rum simps would obviously be more
effective in the suppression of intemperance brunch of Bowdoiu College because located
here, and uo less under its control. Tho Harthan a law which shuts up only a part of
vard Medical School is located in Boston
them. Over a large part of Maine the prohibitory law can he enforced and is. In cer- where it enjoys the advantages of tho Massachusetts General Hospital, though it retain localities it is not or cannot be. Yet
mains a part of the university at Cambridge.
taken the State over we believo the
prohibitory law accomplishes more than a license Tlie establishment of the school iu this city
would, we believe, give it a great impetus.
law would. In some localities a license law
Funds would soon bo forthcoming for the
wouiu accomplish as
and
much,
perhaps erection of a suitable building, and students
more, than the prohibitory law. We by no
would Hock to it, discerning, as they soon
means think
that the only alternative
would, the superior advantages for the study
to prohibition is free rum.
High licensa un_ of medicine and
surgery, which it would ofdoubtedly doos a great deal of good, but fer. It is
not from any considerations of a
where public sentimeut is up to it we belocal nature that the above sggestions are
lieve prohibition is capable of doing a great
thrown
but
out,
from
a
simply
deal more good.
desire
that the institution in our midst
that has been so generously nurtured
by the
The parochial school question has entered
contributions of the whole State may extend
another stage of its remarkable career in the
its field of usefulness and that the college in
Massachusetts legislature.
Having been which
Portland especially is so much interfought out in committee hearings of remarkested may enjoy the benefits which the trusable length and not a little heat, the question
tees of the hospital are so ready to give it.
now comes before the two branches in the
shape of a bill reported by the majority of
the committee on education. This bill
License vs. Prohibition.
provides that every person having under his
To the Editor of the Press:
control a child between the ages of 8 and 14
1 am opposed to prohibition, and I think
years shall annually cause that child to atmy grounds for opposition are not so unreatend for at least 20 weeks some public
sonable as your editorial of Thursday atday
school, under a forfeit of S20; but if the tempts to make out. I think that high
child has received for a like period of 20
license (or high taxation, as it may more
weeks private school instruction
in the
properly be called) is a better and more
brandies required in the public schools, as
rational way of treating with the evils of the
may be determined on examination by the
liquor traffic than prohibition, for the followschool committee of every city or town, such
ing reasons:
penalty shall not be incurred. For this purThe primary object of all law is, not to
pose school committees shall approve such
prevent, but to puuish crime.
No law has
instruction only when it is given in the Eng. yet been iuvented which will lay hands on a
lish language, and when they are satisfied
man who meditates a crime and forcibly prethat it equals in thoroughness and efficiency
vent him from executing his purpose.
Al]
the instruction given iu the public school in
the law cau do is to prescribe the punishment
the same locality. The school committees
that the man shall receive if he commits the
in the several towns are also to ascertain the
crime. If the law is severe, and the chances
of its being executed on him probably cer
names, ages, residences, number of weeks’
attendance at school for the previous year,
tain, he may be deterred from committing
and studies pursued in the English branches
the crime. But it is the fear of the punishof learning of all persons between eight and ment, rather than the law itself that stays
fourteen
in
not
attendance
his hand.
at the
schools.
This measure recogpublic
Tlius, take th« law relating to murder
nizes
the
State which you cite. It certainly cannot be said
principle that the
that such law is a failure because it does not
shall
oversee
the
education
of
its
prevent murder being done. If officers, for
youth, and that no power shall stand be- political or other reasons, refused to arrest
and r unish murderers, it might then be said
tween the State and the child in the matter
that the law was a failure. As it is, murder
of education. Such a bill of course calls for
is committed simply because human passion
a division of opinion in fundamental particoutweighs the fear of punishment, the man
ulars. Five members of the education comdoes the deed and takes the penalty.
So you see the sole test of the success of
mittee dissent, and they will not be wanting
The so called
any law lies in its execution.
strong supporters in the House and Senate. prohibitory law won’t stand this test. OffiA long and exciting debate may be ex- cers fail to execute because, to give your own
reason, public sentiment does not demand
pected.
that they should do so. Why then, am not I,
as an
anti-prohibitionist, perfectly correct
American Inventions at Paris.
and logical in sayiugthat our liquor law is a
The Paris Exposition has excited compar- II failure;1 And why
am I not justified is asking
atively little interest on this side of the that it be repealed and a high license law be
substituted?
water; yet it may have a great influence upIt is folly to say that the transgressors of
on the future of American manufactures
a license law would escape punishment as
on both continents. That our artisans should
easily as the violators of our prohibitory
law. Ycu write editorially that “it is said1’
find a large market for their wares in Euthat there are unlicensed saloons now runrope may be too sanguine an expectation
ning in Boston. But conjecture is not fact.
But there will undoubtedly resort to that Can it be
proved that there is one single saExposition many merchants and travellers loon open in that city more than the number
from the South American Republic, from
prescribed by law ? If it can I think the
proprietors of licensed saloons would pay a
Australia and other rising young commonliberal sum to have such proof placed in their
wealths of the South Seas.
Great and far
hands. In our own city a man may possess
reaching will be the effect when these people proof that there are five hundred violators of
the
prohibitory law and no one would pay
scatter to their homes and spread the report
him a cent for it
There’s the difference.
that one third of the whole space given to
No, it is not the anti-prohibitionists who
was
ore
Mr.
Editor. If it is not
machinery
unreasonable,
monopolized by the artisans
approaching too near to the bounds of disof the United States; and that in that deI hope I may suggest that the unpartment of invention in which llie greatest courtesy,
reasonableness is in those papers that, propractical results are now being attained, the fessing to believe in prohibition, still confess
practical application of electricity, United that it is a failure and apologize for the offiE.
States inventions are the greatest wonders of cials who refuse to enforce it.
the Exposition. In one respect the AmeriMEMORIAL,
can exhibit is unfortunate,
but even that
COMMENCE II ENT,
misfortune is a tribute to American skill.
In agricultural machinery there has not been
EXHIBITION,
that progress which is shown in other deANNIVERSARY,
partments, while English, French, German,
And all Festival Day Music can certainly! be
Austrian and Swiss manufactures are makof /tilson Company.
Send ifreely^for
ing a great display of machines copied after procured
lists, descriptions and advice.
American inventions. But in the
display of Octavo Music.
electrical machines the United States is far
We cannot too
strongly recommend our
in the lead. The French are pre-eminent in
Octavo Pieces, 6000 in number.
All aie most
selected, as containing the best
carefully
that department relating to science, especiAnthems, Glees, Choruses. Quartets and Sacred
Selections. More expensive to publish than
ally chemistry and applied mathematics, as
sheet music, we still sell them for the low
price
they occur in investigations and anDlications
of 5 to 10 cents each.
of the electrical force. But in application to
the commercial uses, that application that School Teachers
will
llud numerous Concert and Exhibition
brings the greatest fruits, the Americau disSongs In our well made School Song Collections
or which some of the newest are “United
play is the fullest and most wonderful. The
Voice..” (50 ets.. $4.SO dez.) “Children’.
three first electricians in the world are
Hrhool Hong.,” (36 Cl3„ $3.(10 doz) “Kindergarten and Primary Hrhool Hong.,”
Bel! and Prof. Elihu
probably Edison,
(30 ets., $3.00 doz.) and “Hong, and Came,
Thompson, and they are all Americans. The
for l-iltle One.,” ($2.00).
Edison exhibit occupies one-half the entire
Books for Social Sfngine.
American frontage, covering !KX)0 square
have many effective Songs and Choruses, as
feet. It Is the largest single exhibit in the ex“College *ouxk,” (60 cts.) \\ nr »ou*m,”
(60 Cts.) “Jnbikeaud Piaitaiion MongN,”
hibition, and comprises his contributions to
(30 cts.) “American Uulc Choir*9’ ($1.)
telegraphy, electric lighting, systems of me“Truipernure Unllying NoogH
(36 cts.)
“Memorial Bay Hong* and llcnu*
(26
ters, dynamos, motors, transmission of powcts.)
er, railway electro-motors, telephone receivers and transmitters,
and galvanic and
secondary batteries as used in the phonoBOSTON.
graph and milling-machines, the electric pen,
aprl8
TS&Ttf
typewriter, shafting, the vocal engine aud
fruit preserving. The
phonograph and the
American writing machines are said to be
the popular delight of the Exposition. Prof.
Thompson exhibits a process of fusing by

electricity metals that do not amalgamate in
the forgs, giving again to America the honor
of a discovery which is to revolutionize processes and modify methods throughout the
whole scope of metal working, from the

i11IIK:BM.ANCO(JS.
_

•)

Fire-proof, hand-mi
•conorak ol, watrr-tiah
•late, and superior to
Galvanized iron and,»

Sheet metal work for bt.
circular.

durable. Vasily applies
heaper and better tr.4
<1 shingles.
>er cornices

and, Ruttew

.ings. send for

E. VAN N00R0EN &
383 Harrison Ave.,

lUustraB

CO.,

BOSTON, M:,a

feb9

eodly

VIETH’S HOTEL,
245 Tremont

St.,

•

Boston,

Restaurant and Cafe unsurpassed. Central to
all points of Interest, principal stores and places
of amusement. Parcel room free. Horse cars to
all polntspass the door.
IRKNBX P. T1BTII, Pnprleur.

myl7
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at Bar Mills.

Interesting Items from Wideawake
Correspondents.

Brunswick.
is the programme for the
coming celebration of Brunswick 150th celebration June 13th:
battery located here will fire a

following

cannon and bells will be
rung.
At 6.30 a procession of fantastic®.
At 9.80 in the Congregational church

the oration will be delivered by Prof. Cbas. Carroll
Everett of Harvard Udiversity, and the poem by
Prof. Henry Lelanu Chapman of Bowdoin College.
At 11a civil and military
procession In six divisions will march through the principal streets of
the town.
At 1 a public dinner In the Town Hall, at which
speeches will be made by Invited guests and citizens.

At 8 a base ball game on the Delta between
nines not vet announced.
Probablv Bowdolus
and Presumpscots.
At 7 a reception to be held In the Town Hall.
A collection of local antiquities will be on
exhibition in the court room in the town
building Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Frank E. Kobe: ts Is chairman of the committee. Prof. Henry Johnson secretary and
Dr. Alfred Mitchell is to be president of the

day.

Mr. Frye was in town last week conferring
with the stockholders of the shoe factory.
The prospects for the speedy opening of the
shop are very satisfactory.
Rev. L. L. Hanscoiu of Bath will deliver
the Memorial Dayaddress in the Town Hall.
The new U. A. R. headquarters in the Town
Building are now about completed.
The Congregational church will hold a
historical service Sunday, June 9th.
Rev.
Mr. Fisher delivers an historical discourse in
the morning, and in the evening addresses
“uu* iuiuici
paowis, 1 roi. i2i.
A
C. c
Smyth of Andover, an old member of the
church, and Prof. Win. A. Packard, also
formerly of this town.

Several Brunswick gentlemen have been
on fishing excursions to the lakes of Northern
Maine recently. Mr. E. G. Simpson who has
just returned from Kangeley was easily the
leader of all the fishermen while there. He
brought home some fifty pounds with him.
Rev. fc>. L. Crossley delivered tho sermon
to the G. A. It. post Sunday at the Universallst church.
Memorial Day the Pejebscot Cauoe Club
will take Its first cruise of the season dowu
to the Kennebec and possibly further. About
13 canoes are now in readiness.

Cray.
noutii

okay—heavy

fbost

Sunday

NIGHT.

David Perley was thrown from his wogon
Tuesday of last week, aud the wagon thrown
on to him, resulting in a compound fracture
of the lower part of the leg.
There was a iieavy frost here Sunday
night. It will be likely to harm some of the
early corn and beans.
The Mayalls are going to cut their real
estate up into small tracts and sell it at auction about the middle of June.
Nicholas Foster has bought the John
Webster place for $500.
Approaching graduation makes lively
times for the furnishing stores.
NEWS

IN WEST GBAY.

L. Bailey, the stage driver, has purchased the blacksmith shop at Gray Corner,
I).

formerly occupied by Granville Edwards,
which he intends converting into a stable.
Edward L. Crockett, who has been at
work in the tin shop at Morrill’s Corner, has
home to spend the summer.
Miss Llnnie Small, from Augusta, is visiting at her uncle, Charles E. Allen’s, ana
other relatives in West Gray,
Miss Nellie Allen has returned home from
Woodford’s where she has been at work for
some time past.
Farmers in this section are generally
through with their planting. But little sweet
corn has been planted, but more yellow corn
than for several years.
Fanners have generally made up their minds that raising
sweet corn at the prices paid for it, does not
pay, and have acted accordingly.
trees are out of blow fully three
weeks earlier than last year, and two weeks
earlier than the average. Judging from the
amount of bloom the crop in this vicinity
will be light.
Grass is looking finely and is very forward.
The late rains coming just in time for it.
Mr. Isaac Barton is suffering from a swelling on his neck which it is feared will ter-

come

Apple

minate in a cancer.
George Black, who has been confined in
jail for some time for the attempted poisoning of his father with Paris green, is at
liberty, the grand jury failing to find a bill
against him for want of evidence.

Brldgton.
Our local fishermen are pulling out some
pretty fair specimens of pickerel this spring,
South

There are numerous lakes
says rumor.
and streams hereabout.
The late rains have made the grass look up
wonderfully, and the prospect for a good
crop of fine hay is now well assured.
Mr. Rufus I. Warren finds himself feeling
Mr. Warren has
filrly well this spring.
been on the invalid list for a series of years
now, having! practically lost the use of his
eyes during the time, and has the sympathy
of the community, he being a well meaning
man and a trustworthy citizen.
Mrs. Carrie D. Reed has been visited by
tier sister and uncle from Fryeburg, Miss
Annie Osgood and Mr. James Osgood.
Decoration will be observed here with exercises at the cemetery, including an address
by Rev. E. P. Eastman.
The bobolinks have come and the corn has
been planted. Altogether, to judge Iroin the
present outlook, it would seem to Indicate
season
for
the
most
prosperous
farmers, in a productive seu-e at least, that
series
of years.
lias been witnessed for a long
J. R. Foster & Sons are erecting a tine
granite monument on their lot in the village
so

cemetery.

George

E. Weeman, now a student at
North Bridgton Academy, is contemplating
Mr.

studying medicine.
Knapp & Sanborn are putting quite a lot
of goods out of their two stores—one here
and one at Naples.
One of the sturdy farmers of this region is
Mr. Albert B. Kilborn. wbo bas a fine farm
well kept up. Mr. Kilboru raises a large
crop of apples and hay and seems to fiud
with a good
profit In farming in connettion
livery, w'th eatables at first hand.
Another of our sturdy farmers is Mr.
Charles M. Staples, wbo owns a nice farm
on tha shore of Adam’s Pond, with a south-

slope, with one of the finest views of our
village to be obtained. M r. Staples is a good
farmer and proves that there is money in
tidy farming. Mr. Edwin T. Mureh also
lias a good larm on the shore of tills pond
that he is improving in a practical way. Mr.
Murch has been a farm superintendent in

ern

Massachusetts.

Oxford.

George Hazen, Esq., has recently forwarded Prof. Bartlett, State Assayor, a sample
of water from his newly discovered mineral
spring situated oo the easterly slope of the
Cragie Hill. The analysis discovered mineral properties quite similar to those of the
celebrated Poland water, being a total of
2,332 grains to eacli gallon. It is found entirely free from organic matter, while the
Poland water contains .281 grains.
The
Professor, in closing, remarks the freedom
of this water from organic matter, and says
Its purity will rank It very high among toe
list of our celebrated Maine waters, which
are known the world over as the purest in
existence. Even the best distilled water contains more organic matter than does this
sample, while the amount of mineral matter
is just sudcient to render it both healthy
and palatable.
Rev. George A. Tewksbury and his bride
are on a visit to his aged father previous to
his departure for his new field of labor at

Seattle, W. T.
The Rev. Mr. Searls of New York, has
been engaged by the Congregational Society
for the coming season.
Repairs on the Lake House are nearly completed. It will be opened to the public in a
few days.
The new store at Welshville Is fast approaching completion.
The telephone Une connecting this village
with South Paris and Mechanic Fails is now

nearly completed.
Prospects indicate an abundant hay crop,
which will be ready for harvest by the last
of June, the season being fully two weeks

earlier than usual.
We observe that the rearing of steer calves
has been in a great measure discarded
throughout this portion of the State. The
low price of beef and the greater facilities
for doing farm work with horses having rendered it impracticable. Dairy stock is now
thought to pay best. The latter industry
has greatly increased during the past two
years.

Corham.

MEMORIAL

SERVICES AT GORHAM VILLAGE.

Sunday the meeting house at Gorham village was crowded. The members of John
R. Adams Post occupied the front seats and

well represented. The singing exercises were well arranged and the sermon by
Rev. John Cobb was excellent. He took occasion to use the statistics which were compiled by Gen. John Logan, and delivered In
his address at the tomb of Gen. Grant in New
York just two years ago which showed by
apt illustrations the magnitude of the Union
army and its great losses by battle and disease.
He then delivered a very Interesting
and thoughtful sermon on the Christian soF
diem, remarking that the whole Christian
conduct protected the front of the person.
were

was not protected
logic
was that God intended no retreat, but when
the Christian soldier joined the army the old
bridges had to be burned and old associations forgotten, and success depended upon
pressing onward under the great leader, for
freedom and native land.
was

The back

Everybody

pleased.

Salmon Fry Successfully Distributed
In Sebago’s Tributaries,

The

and the

The memorial services on Thursday, May
soth, will be, decorating the soldiers’ graves
In the different cemeteries at Gorham.
West,
North and bouth Gorham. At 2 o’clock
p.
m. the line will be formed on Main
street,
under the direction of John K. Adams
Post,
U. A. K.,
consisting of the schools and citizens generally and will
proceed to the cemetery and from thence to the soldiers’ monument near the town
where approprihouse,
ate services will be held.
In the evening a memorial address will be
delivered in the Congregational church by
Department Commander F. M. Drew, to
which all are invited.
C.
Porter.

The late rains have made grain and grass
look fine. Other crops are coming up looking well. The potato beetle, the farmers’
plague, are out again in full force. Early
peas are in full blossom.
Memorial Day will be observed by Thompson Post. G. A. R., in decorating the soldiers
graves at this place, Kezar Falls village and

and other places in town; services at this
place at 10 o’clock a. m., and at Kezar Falls
at 2.30 p. in. In the evening at the Methodist
Episcopal church addresses will be delivered
by C. T. Fox and E. F. Gentleman. Freedom Band will be in attendance.
The will he a game of base ball at Kezar
Falls May 30th, between the South Windhams and Kezar Falls clubs.
Mark Coolbroth of Steep Falls, while atto go across the logs above the dam
tempting
on the
river slipped and fell in but
Ossipee
was rescued jast in time to save him from
going over the dam. Had he done so the
consequences would doubtless have been serious
Mrs. Strout, wife of Rev. Thomas Strout,
died May 2lst of paralysis of the heart. She
had been in poor health for some years but
no serious result was
apprehended until
Thursday before bet death. Elder Strout
lived
in
Gorham.
formerly
Houses in this vicinity are being put in
readiness for summer tourists and are expected to open soon.
Elder Frederick Phiibrook has moved to

New Hampshire.
Mr. James Kezar lias become insane.
Raymond.
EAST

LEND

YOUR

CONSTITUTION

Constitutions are much alike, and In nlne-tenth9
us the same causes produce the same effects.
Vertigo, dizziness, or pain of any kind, excepting
that of on Injury, can come only when there Is In
our bodies some Impurity of the blood which we
hare not sufficient vitality to throw off without
help. Therefore, the proper thing to do is to get
immediately the necessary help. No aid Is so
effedtive as Braxdeeth'b Pills. When you
feel these Ills coming on take from three to ton of
these pills, according to your weight, and be relieved at once. Never put off the feeling by
thinking you will soon be over It. Take the pills
and do not rack the constitution.
of

on a

Grass is looking well and to all appear-

haying

will come

off a

week

or

two

earlier than usual.

Early

corn

pease are in bloom and early
is looking finely.

sweet

Buxton.

mill’s life saver.
Hollis Agricultural Society held a meeting last Saturday to complete the arrangements lor tbeir Fourth ef
July celebration. They voted to offer $200
in purses for the horse race, $100 for the 2 00
class, and $100 for the 2.30, and for the base
ball, which will take place in the forenoon
they will offer an amount sufficient to induce
two good teams to play.
A committee on reBAB

The Buxton and

freshments was chosen that will see that first
class caterers are on the grounds to provide
for the huugry, and in fact the managers
will do their best in every particular to make
it a perfect success and enjoyable occasion.
At. Kar

\fillfl

nnu

dau

luut

wsutlr

hearts.

Turfmen have in contemplation a trotting
at Naples village.
Breeders and
trainers of horses and colts have long felt
the need of something of this kind. Mr.
Frank Jordan, Andrew Chute, and Stillman
Wentworth are the leading spirits.
The work of distributing the salmon fry
from the State fish hatching works at Edes
Falls, jhas been successfully accomplished
under the superintendence of Mr. Charles
Floyd. Most of the fry was put Into the
tributaries of Sebago Lake, Crooked river
receiving the largest share.
The rear of the immense pulp wood drive
In Crooked river passed Edes Falls yesterday.

course

South Ports.
GOOD THOUGH

PERSONAL.

The campaigu of 1888 was an unusually
active one on the part of the Republicans of
our county as the increase of our county majority of several hundred well showed. During the campaign the speaker most sought
for was Hon. John P. Swasey of Canton,
and when our eloquent orator spoke the
hslis were filled to overflowing. At Bryant
Pond our genial register of probate, H. C.
Davis. Emj., was present and being an interesting off hand speaker he was prevailed
npon to open the meeting. Mr. Davis, being
a native of the town pictured Woodstock to
them under free trade when he taught school
for 810 a mouth in winter and in summer he
worked from sun to sun on a farm for 810
month. Mr. Swasey, who is alwavs on
nd, looked up at the speaker and adroitly
asked, “What were good men getting that

Cr

year?1’

West

Buxton.

A. K. P. Lord. Esq., has commenced sawing lumber in his mills.
When in full operation he employs a large force of men, and
it makes things lively about the village.
Memorial Day will be observed here by the
Grand Army comrades. They will meet at
church at 4 o’clock in the afternoon on May
30th, and march to the place of decoration,
and in the evening an oration will be delivered at the church.
The farmers in this vicinity are nearly
through planting, and quite a large acreage
have been planted, an increase over last
year, excepting the sweet corn.
The school in this place Is now in session
under the instruction of Miss Lane.

District Division Sons of
Temperance met with Central Park Division
Cumberland

afternoon and evening of Friday.
May 24th. A business meeting was held In
the afternoon and the following officers of
the District Division were elected: District
W. P., C. H. Dolley, Dist. W. A., E. T.
in the

Haskell, Dist. S.. Irvin Kemp, Dist. Chap.,

Fred Stevens, Dist. T., Chas. Stuart, Dist.
Con., W. B. Sweetser, Dist. Sen. Gardiner

Leighton, Jr.

At the close of the

meetieg a

bountiful supper was furnished at the hall.
In the evening a public meeting was held,
and declamations, songs and remarks were
listened to.
Llmington.
Frost was reported on most all of the lowlands Monday morning. Beans and potatoes
are

killed._
WIT AND WISDOM.

Mrs. (Jadly—Really, I have grave fears that my
husband Is falling Into tad habits. The neighbors say he hardly ever comes home until way
along Into the night.
Mrs. Bomelv—The neighbors 1 Do you not hear
him return?
Mrs. (Jadly-Oli, no. You see mv daughters
and I are leaders in society, and we never get
home until long after he does.”

22%
22%

received

Kallroad.... 46%

&Q

Flint & Pere Marpuctte Railroad jcom
do pref.
98%
Boston * Lowell Railroad. 164
Bell Telephone.244
Boston A Maine R
188%
OldiColonv Railroad. 17R
Wisconsin Central..
17%
Wisconsin Central preferred.
Onion Pacific. 61%
Boston;* Albany.213%
Eastern! ore!.
California Southern. 20
Eastern Railroad. 92%

New York Stock and Money Market
fBy 1’elegraph.]
NEW YORK. May 27 1889,-Money has been
easy, ranging from 1 to 2 per cent.; last loan at 2,
closing 2. Prime mercantile paper at 8%®6%.
Government bonds are and weak. Railroad bonds
fairly active and strong. The stock market remained active during tbe las] hour,especially for Reading. New England and Northwestern, while a firm
to strong tone prevailed ;closed active and steady,
generally at best prices.
Tbe transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 466.800 shares.
x 'ue following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
New 4s, coup.129%
New|4%s, reg.106%
4%s, coup.107%
Central Paciflo ists.116%
Denver & R. G. Ists.119
Erie 2ds.107%
Kausss, Pacific Consols.114%
Oregon Nav. Ists.113
Kansas Pacific Ists.116%
The following are tne closing qoutatlons of
stocks:
May 26. May 27.
A .4
New

_

a

.il

117
36%
104%
139%
143%

Am Express.117
Central Pacific.
.136%

Chicago Burlington A^Qutncy ..104%

Delaware A Hudson Caual Co....138%
Delaware, Lacka A Western ...143%
Denver A Eio Grande. 17
Erie. 29%
Erie pref. 71
111 luota Central.116%
Ind Bloom A West..
8
Lake Erie A West. 18%
Lake Shore.106%
Louis A Nash. 68%
Manhattan Elevated .101%
Michigan Central
89%
Minn A St. Lou s.- 6%
do pref. 11
Missouri Pacific. 74%
New Jersey Central...101%
Nor. Pacific common
28%
do pref. 64%
Northwestern.....112%
Northwestern prel
.142
New|York Central. ...1(8%
New York, Chicago A St. Louis.. 16%
do pref. 70%
Ohio A Miss. 22
Out. A Western...
11%
Oregon Trans-Cont’l. 84%
Pacific Mail. 86%
Pullman Palace. 190%
Heading.I 46%
ltock Island. 100%
St Louis-& San Fran. 23%
><o pref. 69%
do 1st prf..109
St Paul
73%

Utile child, playing with her kitten, got a
rather severe scratch from her pet. Her lips
trembled for an instant, and then she assumed the commanding
attitude which her
mother had assumed toward her under somewhat
similar circumstances, and extending her hand,
said sternly:
A

“Kitty, Clvemethat pin!”

A Cura af Catarrh
in the head, as well as of all bronchial, throat and
lung diseases, If taken In time, is effected by using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery or
money paid for It will be promptly returned.

29%
71
116

9%
lt>%
106%
69%

pleasant physic

6%
11

76%

101
*»%
;64%
118
141

108%
16%
69

22%
34%
37
189

47%
100%
23%
69%
111%
73%
118%

103%

36%
99%
21%

6i%
90

16

...

An Englishmen who became a naturalized citiof the United States told this story:
“The day before the Foarth of July last year
tbe teacher to whom my boy goes to school explained to her class why tha day was celebrated.
The next morning the boy, who was horn under
the stare and stripes, said to me:
“Dad, this Is the day we licked you.”

29%
67%
26%
9%
74
143

Wells, Fargo Express.143

Oregon Nav .93%
Houston A Texas.
7
Mobile A Ohio .11
Metropolitan El.142
Alton A Terre Haute
41
do pref. 90

»3%
7

11
142
41

90

New York Mining Stocks.
NEW YORK, May 26 1889-The following are
tonlay’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal.
24 60
Hocking Coal. 18 00
Ontario....-.84 00
Homestake.
7 37
Quicksilver. 7 00
do pref.
39 00
Sierra Nevada. 2 75
Hale A Norcross.......
3 90

When Bahtf e at. Mek, we gave ker Caatoilfl,
When ehe was a Child, ska cried for Caatoris,
she became Mies, ehe along to Cectorlc
ehe had Chldraa. she gave than) Castorla.

Boute:
Mrs.De Billets— I really must travel this sum
for
mer
my health. It is such a worry, though, to
make up one’s mlod what route It is best to
take.
Aunt Haunah—Why, lor, child, if you’re feello’
bad at this time o’ year, the best root you can get
U yaller dock, te my notion.
vs.

Chicago

Cattle Market.
By Telegraph,
CHICAGO, May *7, 1889—The Cattle market—
Receipts 11.000; shipments 40<>0; strong: choice
to extra beeves 4 10*4 36; steers at 3 35*4 00;
Stockers and feeders 2 60®3 70; cows, bulls and
mixed at 2 00®8 40; Texas cattle 1 90®3 60.
Hogs—receipts 18.000; shipments 4600; active
and lower; mixed at 4 40a4 60; heavy at 4 St®
4 60; light at 4 40®4 66; skips 3 60 « 4 26.
Sheep-receipts 2000; shipments —; firm and
higher; natives at 3 B(*B4 SO;Western shorn 3 66
®415 ;Texas shorn 3 O0®4 cO.

man's wife should always be the
especially to her husband, but :ii she Is
and nervous, and uses Carter’sJIron Pills,
she cannot be, tor they make her “feel like a
different person,” so itbey all.isay, and their busbands say so too!
A

same,
weak

Domestic Markets.

Tbe soul of frankness:
Beetleson—Would you like the date put in
our engagement ring, my dear?
Miss Beryl—By all means: and then If there's
room, run In some little motto like “Any port In a
storm.” or “A bird in tha band,” or something
pretty like that.

By Telegraph.

Mr.

NEWYORK. May 27. 1869.—FUwr marketreceipts 15.886 packages: exports 292 hbls and
1050 sacks; dull and weaker; sales 16,176 hbls.*
F'our quotations-low extras 2 90&3 30; city
mills extra at 4 so® 4 56; city mills patents 6 16
®« 25; winter wheat, low grades at 2 86*3 30;
fair to fancy at 2 36®* 00; patent' at 4 45®6 60;
Minnesota clear 3 66 *4 60; straights do at 4 35®
6 35; do patent* at 4 60®6.9C: do rye mixtures
3 85*4 45: superfine at 2 *6*3 26: fine 1 95®
2 75; Southern flour is dull and heavy; common
to fair extra at 2 9v*3 So; good to choice do at
3 60®6 6(». Rye Flour dull and heavy; superfine
at 2 60*3 16. Commeal quiet and uncnanged.
Wheat receipts 11.200 bush; exports
bush;
sales 9* .ooo bush; %@%c lower with light milling and moderate export demand; No 2 Red at
80%®S0%c store. 8V%®88%C afloat, 81%®
83%c f o b: No 3 Red 75c No l Red at 95c :No 1
White at 93c; ungraded Red 79%®83c. Rye is

Llttlo ••elnnlngs
It is unwise and unsafe to ignore tlie day of
small things. It 'you neglect a cold at its inception, tt may develop beyond relief. Stop It at
ones with Adamson's Botanic
Cough Balsam.
Pleasant to take and sure to relieve.

—

AND_ COMMERCIAL

quiet;

PORTLAID WHOLESALE MARKET.

anrf

..

..

Cotton Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,May27. 1889—The Cotton market
is firm and active, unchanged: sales 1616|hales;
uplands ordinary at 8%c; good do at 9%e;
low middling 10 II-I60; middlings at llVkc: Gulf
at
Rood do at loo; low middling
?r.di,ia,rX
10 16-loc; middling ll%c.
',May 27 1889.—Cotton market
quiet; middling 10<%c
BA VANN ah, May, 27,1889.—Cotton market Is
1
quiet;m!ddllng >0%e.
CHARLE8TON.May 27.1889-Cotton market Is
firm; middling io%e
MEMPHIS. May 27, 1889.- Cotton market Is
steady; middling at 10 11-16C.
MOBILE, May 27, 1889,-Cotton is dull; mid-

Vermont^f^f6'©

©1454

Butter.
Lemons.
1 Creamery® lb...20@21
Palermo.4 6o«6 00 1 OUtEdge Vcr....19*20
Messlua.6 00®6 00 1 Choice.18@20
Malagers....
I Good.17®19
_

.Oranges.
Florida
6 60g8 00 Eastern
Valencia
15S16
Messina and
Cana&Western
Palermo pbx.4 60® 6 00 Limed.;j6©10

I Store.16gl8

...

Foreign Exports.

dling at 10%e.

BUENOS ATRES. Bark Venezuela-830,238
ft lumber 18,8 8 yds cotton duck 6 cs
personal
effects 2 carriages 2 setts harnesses.

furooesn

—

miscellaneous merchandise; for con
roads 137 cars miscellaneous merchan-

cars

dise.

t

Markets.

By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, May 27 —The Cotton marketquiet with moderate lnqutrv; middling 6d; sales
и, ooo bales; speculation and export 1000 bales;
bales.
receipts
LIVERPOOL, May 27. 1889- Quotations-Win-

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. May 27.1889
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Port

nectlng

2<'6,60®5!c. C’arw—receipts
hnwh
culoa 1 HT

BYiMirfq 1 A'A FxHI

bush spot; falily active, heavy and lower: No 2 at
41®41%c elev 41%*42e afloat; No 8 White at
42% a43c, steamer Mixed at 40% *41 %. Oau
—receipts <46,800 bush; exports 10,844 bush;
sales 84,000 busb; weaker and dull; No 3 at 37c;
Whits ds 32%®33c; No 2 at 27% «27% c; White
do 38% ®34c; No 1 at 20c; White do 38c: Mixed
Western at 26@30c: White do at S3*3«c: White
State *3®39c; No 2
blcago at *8%c Coffee,
Rk> Is quiet; fair cargoes at 18%c ■■gar. raw
stronger; fair reflnng 6%@6 6-16; Centrifugal 96
t' »t at 7<%#7 7-16; refined very firm and active:
C 7c; Fxtra C7%«7%c; White ExtraC7tl-16
*7%c; Yellow at 8%S7e:otI A at 7 13-16®8c;
Mould A 8% standard A at 8%c;Confec A 8Vic;
cm loaf and crushed »c; powdered 8%e; granulated 8% c; Cubes at 8%c. Petraleaas firmer
and quiet—united 84%c. Pork quiet and steady;
mess at 13 25*13 60; extra prime 12 00*12 26.
Beel quiet l.ard dull and easy; Western steam
at 7 lo®7 12%; city at 6 65: refined for Continent 7 < 0*7 52%; S A at 8 00. Hotter steady;
demand fair for best; State dairy 14*18c; Western do 9*13c; docrm 13*17% ; State »n4 Penn
erm 17% *l8c.«’he*»» quiet and unsettled State
at 7%®s% ; fancy at 8%c.
Freights to Liverpool firm.
CHICAGO. May 27,1889 —The Flour market is
unchanged and steady. Wheat Is dull and %c
lower; No 2 Spring and No 2 Red at 79%*80c.
Corn steady: No 2 at 23%c. Oats weak and lower; No 2 at 21%*2l%c. No 2 Rye at 3»c. rrovlslons-Pork stronger at 1187%®1195. Lard
Is steady 6 72%*676. Drv salted rhou’ders at
6 12%*6 26; short clear sides at
612%16 25.
Whtske,
02.
Receipts-Flour, 16,000 bbls, wheat 20.000 bus,
eon 68 000 bush, oats 241,000 bush
barley 7,000
bush, rve l.ooo bush.
Shipments-Klour 11,COO bbls. wheat 18.000
bush corn 729.000 bush, oats 290,000 bus barley
з, 000 bush, rye 3,000 hush.
8T. LOUIS. May 27. 1889—Thc Flour market
Is quiet and easy. Wheat lower aud very weak;
No 2 Red at 77%c. Corn Is firmer; No 2 Mixed
at 81 %@31 %c. G»ts are lower; No 2 at 24c. Rye
—No 2 at 40*4lc bid. Whiskey at 1 02. Provisions firm aud rending upward—Pork 1 * 26. Lard—
prime steam nominal at 6 60. Dry salted meatsshoulders at 6 19% *6 26; longs and ribs at 6 06
an 16; sDort clear at 6 20 « 6 80.
Bacon—shoulders at 5 76: lones and ribs at 6 60*6 05; short
clear at 6 8«. Hams 10 60*12 50.
Receipts-Flour, :6.000 bbls: wheat 8,000
bush, corn 175 000 bush oats 114.000 bush: rye
0,000 bush. barley, 1.000 bush.
Shipments-Flour, 5.000 : bbls; wheat, 5,000
b-.ish: corn >173,000 bish: oats. 20.000 bush; rye
4000 bush barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, May 27.1889—Wheat No 1 White
at
87c.Jio 2 R«d at 84%c. Corn-No 2 at 34%c.
Oats—No 2 at 26%c; No 2 White 27% c.
Reoelpts-wheat 11,200 bush; corn 0000 bush
oats 7800 bush.

H Mxd Corn 4644®47
low grades. 2 26*4 K Corn, bag lots.. .49*60
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots ..47&4K
XX Spring..* (0*6 (X Oats.lcar lots
36537
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
40®41
Wheats.« 22*6 SO Cotton Seed,
car lots
95 00 4.26 60
Mich, straight
do bag .26 00®27 00
roller.-.ft 266.6 BO
Sack'dBr’n
clear do....
stone ground * 7 h*5 Oci
car lots.. 16 60«17 76
ht Louis st’ft
I do bag. ..18 00®19 00
roller.6 2ftJ.5 60 I Middlings, 19 Oo®gl 00
S oOfeB 26 do bag lots,*o oo®22 00
clear do
Winter Wheat
6
Patents
75*; 8 00
Provisions.
Pork—
Fish.
1
Backs ...15 5051600
Cod, pr qtl—
Large shore* 00*4 8c I Clear ....16 00^16 50
Large Banks 26§4 OC I Shortctsli 00*116 60
Small.8- Beef! Ex Mess,
8 75IS9 25
Pollock.2
Haddock.2
1 Plate....
9005.950
Ex Plate, 9 76®T0 26
Hake.2
Lard
Herring
Sealed k> hr.
Tubs V lb
7
(28
7
No 1.
Tierces..
©8
Palls. 7yt«10Vi
Mackerel pbblShorels.OO true00 oo Hams d It. 115a ©115*
Shore 2s.00 00*00 00
do coveredIS14©1454
Med.3s.(l* 00*20 00
OH
300®00 00 KeroseneLarge
Port Rel. Pet.754
Produce.
Cranberries—
I Pratt’s AJt’L VbbL 1154
Jerseys 2 00 IDevoe's Brilliant. 1154
Pea Beans... 1 &o® 2 OO iLigonla.. 9
Medium....1 86*2 00
German mdl 76® 1 80 Centennial. 9
Yellow Eyes. 8 26*3 60
Raisins.
Muscatel_ 2OOS3 0S
8wt Potatoes—
4 60®* 76 London Lay’r 2 86®3 60
Potatoes.bus
sofeaoc Ondura Lay 8 i*8t,o
Onions In bbls
1 Valencia.
7®754
Bermuda.ctel 20® 125
Sugar
18®2u granulated din.8%
Turkeys
Chickens.18420 Extra C.854
Fowls..16®17
Seeds.
Geese..,..
00®00 Red Top....*8 00g3 25
Ducks.00®18 Timothy Seedl 7051 86
Clover.
054® 14c
26*1 76
Ealing applesl 76®2 oo
1254
Evaporated Plb6V4 47c N.k. factory 1054fl254

land 19

Western at

1 AH

PORTLAND, May 27, 1888.
There is no Improvement to note In the business
situation, and lu all departments a quiet tone prevails. Flour Is anchanged and (airly steady, but
at New York and St Louis the markets are weak
sr. and at Chicago steady, while Wheat Is dull
aud generally lower. High Mixed Corn and Oats
have declined In this market about le. Provisions
dull. Sugar firm and more actlvo. Raisins higher
tor loose Muscatel; California, common and fair
grades, are about out of the market. New Cheese
selling at UgUCtc; old unchanged. Onions are
quoted at 1 total 26.
The following are to-day’s closing quota! lonsjol
Grain, Provisions. &c.:

Sage.14

attis 4%d«fs 6d; Hprtng wheat at7s3%d«
7s 4%d; Club Wheat at 6s 9%d®8s 10%d. Corn,
mixed American at 3s 9d. Peas bs 6d. Provisions,
etc, -Pork, prime Eastern at 64s: Bacon at 84s
for short clear and 83s for long clear. Lard 36s
6d. Cheese 46s. Tallow 26s 6d.
ter

Grain Ouotattens.
H1CAOO BOARD OF TRADE.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

May.

June.

8i%
81%

gift
80%

Wte-r.".-:..
Lowest.

Closing. 81%
CORK.

Opening.
Highest
..

Closing.

May.

33%

33%
33%

83%

81

June
38%
33%
88%
33%

OATS.

July
1

70%
78%

Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.
...

1.1032

Sunsets.71*

gg* j;

34
33%

Sabine jstew&T

83%

PORT OF PORTLAND

May.

OpenlDg

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 28.
rises.4 02 mgnwaver
m.,hwa,ar|.10 28

Kon

July.
84

22%
22%
22
22

are

-—-ijxt-

of Ayer’s Pills.
«i have found that for sick headache,
caused by a disordered condition of the
stomach, Ayer’s Pills are the most reliable remedy.”—Samuel O. Bradburn,
Worthington, Mass.
“After the use of Ayer’s Pills for
and family,
many years, in my practice
I am justified in say mg Uiat they are an
excellent cathartic and liver medicine—
made for them.”
sustaining all the claims
—’W. A. Westfall, M. D., V. P. Austin
& N. W. Railway Co., Burnet, Texas.
beBt medicine
“Ayer’s Pills are the
the bowels,
known to me for regulating
and for all diseases caused by a disI suffered
liver.
ordered stomach and
for over three years from headache, inI had no
digestion, and constipation.
and nervous
appetite and was weak
three
boxes
using
Bv
most of the time.
of Ayer’s Pills, and at the same time
cured.”
dieting myself, I was completely
Philip Lockwood, Topeka, Kansas.
“I was troubled for years with indiheadache. A
gestion, constipation, and used in small
few boxes of Ayer’s Pills,
me to health.
daily doses, restoredeffective.
W. H.
They are prompt and
Strout, Meadville, Pa.

use

LIGHT STIFF

HATS

be obtained of us.
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 will buy our Fine
Light Hats—the largest and best stock to select from.
Light Soft Hats 85 cents and $1.00.
Secure one of our 50 cent Neck Ties. They are going fast.

can

C.

Ayer & Co., Lowell,

Mass.

Barque Elmlranda, Hall, Boston, In tow, to load
spooiwood for River Clyde. To Chase, Leavitt
& Co.
8ch Geo Walker, Small, Pblladelphia-coal to
Randall A McAllister.
Scb .1 Nickerson, Winslow, New York-coal to
A R Wright tsJJo.
Scb Robt HyVn, Blake. Boston.
8ch B1cni.dllQueen, Beal, Boston.
Scb Josie. Smith, Boston for Machlas.
sen Essex, Wallace, jonespon—wooa ioj n
Blake.
Sch Lillian, Smith, Vinalhaven.
Sch Carrie May, Elwell, Spruce Head—granite
to G T Ky Co.
Sch Lincoln, Leighton, Columbia Falla lor Bos-

Perry, Buenos Ayres

MONDAY, May 27.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson,
East port aud St John, NB.

Boston for

and cost
were

cost

money, but they
by our late fire.

us more

injured

style and col

every

r.

Hoys’ and Children’s Straw llats
damaged by our late fire, 25c,
us

from 37c to 75c; call at

as

they

once

going rapidly.

are

K

load

SOMERS

load

tor Philadelphia—Chase. Leavitt & Co.

232

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

WJSCA8SET, May 26—Ar, schs Niger, Adams,
Washburn, Brows, Boston.
May 26—Sld, sch Boxer, Bourget. Boston.
seb Pearl. Barter. Boston.
27—Ar,
May
Sld, sch Humboldt, Hodgdon, Boston.
RED BEACH, May 24—Ar, schs Emma McAdam, Brown, Calais, (and sld tor Providence.)
Sailed, schs Orozimbo. Warnock, Providence;
Navassa, Hatfield. Wludsor, NS.
Ar at Calais 26th, barque Au Sable, Prestou,
Portland.
MACHIASPORT, May 24-Ar, sch C V Minot,
Hathaway, Portland.
Sld, sch Walter L Plummer, Plummer, for
Granada.
SACO, Mav 27—Ar, schs Helen Mar, and Trenton, from New York; Sliver Heels, do; Elenzl, (m
Rockand.
Cld, Bch Ring Dove, Swain, Rockland.
and Millie

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Matanzas 19th, sch May McFarland, for
Delaware Breakwater.
Sld fm Manila Apl 12. barque Sami U Nickerson
Eaton, for Iloilo aud New York.
Ar at Valparaiso April 14. barque Edwin Reed,
Fulton, New York.
Sld fm Antwerp May 24, ship R D Rice, Jordan,
Savannah.
Sld fm Liverpool 26th Inst, ship Wm H Macey,
Amesbnry, San Francisco.
Sld fm Montevideo Apl 17, barque H N Bangs,
Bangs, New York.
Sld fm

One Price Hatter.

Great

MIDDLE

:

STREET.

:

One Price Hatter.

;

Closing Out Sale! $40,000 Worth of Fine Clothing!
TO BE SACRIFICED IN THE NEXT 60

JOS. H. WOLF’S,

DAYS, AT

No. HI Middle Street.

-

My entire stock must be turned into cnsh ns soon ns possible; I um obliged to go out of business on account of ill health, and in order to
do so I have marked down my entire stock at just 50 CENTS ON A DOLLAR. Don’t miss this opportunity, as you will never have suck a
chance to buy FINE CLOTHING FOR MEN AND BOVS’ wear ut your own prices; It will pay you to come at once and secure some of the
biggest bargains that have ever been offered in this city. 1 have removed my stock from S9 to 111 Middle Street. Remember tbe
and
place

Memoranda.
Jos W Fish, Hart.'from Virginia for Bath,
with shiptimber, lias been lost at sea. Thecaptalu and crew were rescued by the sch Joslan K
Smith, from Richmond for Boston, and landed at
Vineyard-Haven 27th.
Sch Jed F Duren, of Calais, Capt Noble, from
Perth Amboy, went ashore morning of the 2Cth,
on the Graves, below Boston, and slid off ntxt day
Sch

and sank In

111
Middle
'“r1?
ANNUAL,

deep water.

Bermuda. May 23-Ship Richard P Buck.recently scuttled and sunk to prevent destruction bvflre
lias been raised and pumped out. The cargo will
be discharged and sold.

Sld fm Lair.olne 28d, schs Nellie E Woodbury,
Byan, aud Harvest Home, Dunoar, Graud Banks

21st, Irving Leslie, Peterson,

do.

Domestic Ports.
PORT LUDLOW!—Ar 19th, ship Carondelet,
Newhall, San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 20th, ship Prussia. Reynolds Port Blakely; Gen Fairchild, Boyd,Departure

Bay.

26th. ship A J Fuller, Colcord, Liverpool.
MOBILE—Ar 26tli, sch Agnes ! Grace, Nickerson. Galveston.
GEORGETOWN, SC'-Ar 21st, sch Myra W
Spear. Caswell, Atlantic City.
GEORGETOWN. DC-Ar 24th, sch Annie F
Conlon, Seward. Kennebec.
BALTIMORE-Ar 24th, sch King Phillip,
Coombs, Bangor.
Ar 26th, sch Wm L Roberts, Bray, Bangor.
Cld 26th, brig Cbas Dennis, Haskell, Gardiner;
sch H T Hodges, Saco.
PHI1.ADKLPH1A—Ar 26th. schs Harry Messer, Nickerson, and Bertha F Walker, Thomas,
Kennebec; Ftbeman. Kimball,do.
Cld 26th, ship St Francis. Wilbur, Hlogo: schs
Mayuard Sumner, Dyer. 8alein; J D Paige,Haley,
Kennebec; John D Paige,Haley, do; John Bracewell, Mnnroe.
Ar 26th. brig Henry B Cleaves,Charlson, Matan
zas: sch Etta M Barter, Barter, Barbados.
Also ar | 27th, barque Miranda, Corbett, from
Havana.
Sld fm Delaware Breakwater 26th, brig Olivia A
Carriuau. (from St Kitts) tor Portland.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 24tb, sch Clara E Colcord,
and Georgia Berry, from New York.
Cld 26th, ship Martha Cobb, Crosby. Honolulu.
NEW YOKE—Ar 26th, schs Kate Walker,and
Mary Jane, from Bangor; J W Woodruff, do; K F
Hart, do for Philadelphia; Wm Warren, from
Macblas; Lucy Hammond, do; Empress, Rockland; Mary B Smith, Maloney, Thouuston; SS
Bickmore, do; Billow, Bridgeport.
Cld

Fosliua, Pbllbrook. Philadelphia tor Portiaod; J
Paine, Trainur, Portland.
Ar 27tli. barque Bonny Doon. Burgess, Glbara;
bilg Telos, Coney, Demerara: Manson, Huntley,
Laguna; sells Louise Hastings, Lewis, Nassau;
Wm Beazley, Farrar, Jamaica.
Passed the Gate 26th, schs A W Kills, Kondout
for Portland; Kennebec, New York for Gardiner;
Drisko. do for Newburyport.
NEW HAVKN-Ar 24th, schs Alpine, Haskell,
and Mary Augusta, Treworgy, Kennebec.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 24th, sch Ellen Marta, Clay,
Kennebec; Mary Aueusta. Treworgy, do for New
York; Alpine, Haskell, do for do.
EDGAKTOWN—Ar 23d, schs Julia A Decker,
Spear, Amboy for Bath; Carrie U Crosby, Hall,
New London for Roeklaud.
HYANN IB—Passed In 26th, sen CH Trickey,
Ross. Kenneboe for Crlstleld; Isaac T Campbell,
Matthews, do for Philadelphia; 8 C Tryon, and
H H Benedict, do for do.
BOSTON—Ar 26th, schs June Bright, Barter,
Wilmington; Franklin Nickerson, Marshall, fra
Philauelphla; A Bowlby, Nickerson, and Mary
Brewer, Kenney, Kondout: Wm Butuian.Clossou,
Kondout; Nellie E Gray, Plnkbam. Amboy; Eagle, Simmons, and Idaho, Smith, New York; EC
Gates, Noble, do; Hunter. Tower, from Hoboken;
Louisa Smith. Matthews, Kddyvtlle; John Somes,
Robbins, Jersey City; Olive Elizabeth, Randall,
Portland; Adeline Hamlin, Hutchins, and Opfatr,
Dodge, Bangor.
Also ar 27th, schs Raven, and A S Barnes, from
Bangor: Silver Spray, Hoboken; T A Stuart, do;
Abble K Willard, and Cyrus Chamberlalu. Rondout; Caroline Knight, New York, (with losa of
Jibboem); Hutb 8 Hodgdon.and Polly, Rockland;
Commonwealth,do; Peerless.and Exebange, from
Roekport; Mary Baker, Orland; Allala, do; Jas
Nichols, and Mary 8 Wonsou, Wlscasset; Boxer,
do; D T Patchen,Castine; St LeoD, Penobscot;
Mary B Rogers, and California, Bath; Georg* P
Trigg. Eastport; Grace E Stevens, Gouldaboro;
E L Warren, Belfast; Brunette, Bangor; Susan
Frances, and Mary F Cushman. Ellsworth; Caressa, do; Ida, Mlllbrldge; Montezuma. Franklin,
Geo U Davenport, and Maud S. Columbia Falls;
W G Eadle. Ibomastou; 1-oduskla, Bangor; M L
Varney. Bath; Alsatian, do; Willie, and Edward
Rich, Deer Isle; J B Stlusuu, and F E Tower, do;
H W Cushman, and J H Butler, Mt Desert; Emma W Day, Penobscot.
Cld 27th, sebs C A White, Bangor and Baltimore
L A Burnham. Kennebec and Baltimore; Crescent. do and

Washing

on.

SALEM—Ar 25£h, sch* E G Sawyer, Sawyer,
Sawyer, Port Johnson; L Uolway, Bryant, Elizabeth port.
Ar 26th. schs L A Hoardman. Tucker,Hoboken;
Henry Whitney, Sellers, Port Johnson; Princeton, Greenlaw, do; Beta,Colbeth, do; Mary Ellen
Grant, Rockland; 1>M French, Haskell, Hoboken
Eagle. Nutter. Mlllbrldge; Light of the East,
Young, Amboy; Fleetwood, Cooper, New York.
Alsoar2Btb, sebs J B Knowles, Pickering, EUzabetbport for Saoo; Sarah Hills, Amboy for do;
Oregon, Candage, Boston for Portland; Gamma,
Jenkins, do for Sullivan: lzetta, Winslow. Bangor
for NewYoik; Judge Low, Cushman, Whitting
fordo; Henry. Cotton, Addison for do; Senator
Ellsworth tor New Haven: A B Crabtres. Elizabethportfor Ipswich; J P Wyman, Sullivan lor
New York: lien Hur. and Keystone,-.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 27th, schs Sadie Corey, fm
Bangor for Philadelphia: Belle, Boston for Rockland; Oeo E Prescott. Philadelphia for Vmalbaven; Sarah, Boston for Bath; Sea Flower. Bangor
for Roekport ; Com Tucker, do for Stonlngton;
Henry Clay, Boston for Calais; Diana, Jonesport
for Boston; Mentora, and A Paine, Bangor for do
J P Merriam, Camden.
NEWBURYPOKT-Ar 26th, sch E 8 Briggs.
Gray, New York.
POKTSMOUTH-Ar 25th, sch S A Blaisdell,
Pomeroy, Kondout; Edw Stewart, Ackley, Hoboken; Speedwell, Weed, and K T Tav, Hibbard,
New York; K C Allen, Meady. Amboy.
Sid 26th, schs Daylight, Hodgdon, Kennebec
and Washington; Winner, Frye, Nova Scotia and
New York.
Foreign Porta.
Sid fm Calcutta 6th Inst, ship Daul I Tenney*
York.
New
Wilson,
Sid fm Dunkirk May 22. brig Aldlne, McCart,

Sydney.

Street,

If AST EXPKM

Stockholders of the Portland Company,
are
hereby notified that tbe Annual Meeting
of this corporation, will be held at the office of the
Company, at their works, on TUESDAY, (he
twenty-eighth day of May (38th.) at 3 o’clock in
the afternoon for the following purposes:
1st—To act on the report of the Directors and
Treasurer.
2nd—To choose Directors fer the ensuing year.
KUKUS D. BEAN, Clerk.
Portland, May 13, 1889.
myldeodtd

THE

Annual

Pullman

are

Sid fm

hereby

Central R. R. of flew

International Telegraph Co.
annual meeting of the International Tele

Trains.

oBce
Commercial street,
Josselyn.
Portland, Me., on Tuesday. June 4th, next, at 3
o’clock p. m., for the choice of directors and for
any other legal business.
A. D. BROWN. Clerk.
Portland, May 31,1889.
my21dlw
at

Jersey.

NEW ROUTE TO
PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE.WASHINGTON and the
WEST, Shortest and Ouickest Route.

tbe

Via CENTRAL RAILROAD of NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA and READING RAILROAD
and BALTIMORE and OHIO RAILROAD.
TIME TABLE ol MAY 12, 18S9: Leave New
York station Central Railroad of New Jersey, foci
of Liberty street, N. R., for PHILADELPHIA—
At 4:00,7:46.8:30, 9:30,11:00 a. M.; 1:00, 2:30,
3:16, 4:1*0,6:00,6:30,7:30,13:00 P. M.; Sundays
8:30, 9:30 a. M., 1:30, 2:30. 3:16.6:00. 6:30,
12:00 P. M. For BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON daily—At 8:30, (11:00 except Sundays) a. m
1:30, 2:30, 3:16, 6 00. 12:00 r. m. Connecting
tickets on sale at principal points.
DRAWING ROOM and SLEEPING CARS,
mar 11
dtf

Maine Medical Auociatioa.
thirty-seventh annual meeting of this
association, will be held at City Building.
Portland, on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, June 11,12, 13, 1889.
CHAS. D SMITH, Secretary.
mayifodSw

THE

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

KUVOATIUNAL.

A Great Medical Work for Young and

MiddJc-lged Men.
KNOWLEDGE 18 POWER

MR. & MBS, JOHN A. BELLOiNS

BEAD!

-WILL OPEN

A-

Boarding and Bay School
FOR GIRLS,
in

KNOW Than
THYSELF.
Million

Copies lol4.
and middle-aged me* who are suffering
*s-om the Indiscretions of youth. Exhausted
Vitality, Kervwa and l’hysloal Debility. Premature
Decline, Ac., and the thousand untold miseries consequent thereon, and all who «re sick and suffering
and do not know what ails them, can be cured with
out foil 1* following the Instructions in the Science
of Life or Self Preservation. Price only $1 by mail
postpaid, scaled. It is a hook for every man, 3UC
pages, full gilt, 125 prescriptions for all acute and
chronic diseases. Fully indorsed by the National
Medical Association, who awarded the gold and
Jewelled medal to the author. Illustrative samp Is,
One

More

rUNO

PORTLAND LATIN SCHOOL.
Students are solicited for the next half
year of the Portland Latin School,which
opens Monday, Feb. 11.
JOSHUA E. CRANE,
Head Master.
Ieb7

DOES

or

If

Bend

M

L. Samar. 537 Chores! St.

s^A.

Portlands

3 DEERiNC PLACE.

Elocution and

Literature.

Delsarte Expression

a

Specialty.

Kkkkkxnck—Prot. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.
decs
eodtf

Bowdoin

HiinfellR!

College.

admission to college
will be held at the Uleavelami Lecture Room,
Massachusetts Hall, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY. June 28th and 2Uth. and on FRIDAY and
SATURDAY,September 13th and 14th. beginning
each day at 8.30 a. m. All candidates must be
present on Friday morning.
WILLIAM Da\V. HYDE, President.
Brunswick, May 24ih, 1889.

Examinations

has stood the tests of the public for over a
quarter of a century, and thousands have testified to Its value. Send for circular and testimonials. For sale by all Druggists at 60 cents and
f 1 00 per bottle.
It

HEATH & MURRAY,
NEW

lot circular.

ALICE C. ill ONES,

TBY A BOTTLE OF

FOR

for

may2hdAwtJun30

ENGLAND,

277 Washington 8t., Boston.

apr30__dBm

CIDER BARRELS.

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY has patd Us
elaluis liberally for snore than a
full generation, and the safety of
Us plan has been clearly demonstrated by Its own expejtence.
Moral: Insure in the UNION
MUTUAL today.__

Barrels and Kegs for Cider;
also 100 Bass' Ale Hhds.,
—

FOR SALK

BY

—

R. STANLEY & SON,
410 Fore St.,

Barbados.

oc

eta C. GOODWIN S CO.. BoRon,
mhl4

large

eoilBm

surplus

liabilities.
Moral:—Insure In
MUTUAL today.

the

Portland, Me.

13rttt

SUJfUfHT^WATEi:.

Mm

The water from the celebrated Summit Springs constantly mi hand. Orders
tilled.
Correspondence suite*

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY Is n strong
Company, possessing Assets of
more than Six Millions of Dollars,
and a

Co.I

HALM STEAMSHIP COHPffi

On and after Monday, May 27, 1889, Steamer
8HHKt( OVK«i: will leaveOrr’s Island for
Portland touching at all landings at 8.16 Ain.,
Harpswell, 12.30 p. in. Leave Portland, 9.30 a.
in., and 3.30 p. m., for Ort’s Island and all landings.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland tor Harpswell at 10.00 a id.
and 2.00 p. m. Return, leave Harpswell at 11.45
a. m., anu 4.16 p. m.

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leaf. Franklin Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at • p. m. Keturnlng, tears Pier
US, Fast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY 1.8,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

septaf-dtfGeneral
—LOTS worn-

Odftnla, Japaa, China, Caatn
lari South Anwrica ui Matioa.
From New York, pier foot of Canal St.. Nona
d »er, for San Francisco, via The ■•ikasi ad

Psssat,
CITY OF PARA—galls Saturday, June 1, Boon.
From San Pranclseo. 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF PRKING sails Monday, Juno 3. 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Inforn atloa
apply to or address the General Eastern Aft ala.

may27dtl

ISLAND^

FOR DIAMOND

promptly

THE SUMMIT SI’EIXOS CO.
R. STANLEY & SON,

over all

UNION

Agent.,
aprlti
i

A sea

PACIFIC MAIL HTKAIHIIP mmn

ROUTE.
On and after Aurll 22, 1889, Steamer ALICE
will leave Town Landing, Falmouth Foreside for
Portland at 6.00 aud 7.60 A m., 12.60 aud 3.t'o
p. in. Return leave Portland at 7.00 aud 10.00 a.
m„ and 1.50,4.40 and 6.15 p. m„ for Mackworth's
Island. Waite’s Landing,
Madokawando and
Town Landing.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
H. P. DEWEY,
President.
Manager.
FALMOUTH FOKKSIDI

and after TUESDAY. May 14, and until further notice, the STEAMER ISIS will run as
follows (Sundays excepted): Leave Burnham’s
Wharf at 6.00, 7.00. 9.00 aud 10 30 a. m.: 2.00,
3.30. 6.00 and 6.16 p. m. Leave Casco Wharf,
Diamoud Island, at 6.25, 7.40, 9.30, 11.00 Am.;
2.30, 4.0", 5.45 and 6.40 p. m.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties can
be made with the captain, on board, or with
L. A. GOUDY, Manager.
maylSdtf

ON

it.

A.

4 DAI*

*

CO..

IIS male Hired, Car. Brand as., Baasaa.
elf)

dtl

International
—

Steamship

FOB

Co.

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS. ST. JOHN. U, HALIfAJ, II.
and all parts of N«w Hr«a.wirh,
•*». FrlM« Bd wards lilsad. Mad
Mrnss
The favorite route to
and Nl. Asdrrwn, N. M.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Custom House Wharf.
WEKK DAY*.

1889.

On and after MAY 6th, leave Portland for For
City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 5 75, 6.45, 8.0",
9.00,10 30 a m., 2.15, 3."0, 5.00, 6.10 p m.
Leave Porilaud for Loug Island, 8.UO, 10.30 a
m., 2.00,4.20 p. m. Leave Portland tor Lltlle
aud Great Diamond aud Evergreen, 5.46. 6 45,
8.00. 10.3" a. iu.. 2.00, 4.20. 6.10 p. in. Returning leave Peaks’ Island, 6.20, 7.15, 8.30, 9.3",
11 00 a. m.,2.35.8.3o, 6.30,6 30 p. m. Leave Little
Diamoud, 6.16, 7.15, 9.06,11.35 a. m.. 3.06,6.25,
6.5o p. iu. Leave Great Diamond, 6.10, 7.10,
9.00,11.80a. m., 3.0o, 6.20, 6.s5 p. in. Leave
Evergreen. 6.05. 7.05, 8.55, 11.25 am.. 2.65.
5.15,6.40 p.m. Leave Lung Island, 8.45,11.15
A m., 2.45,6.06 p. m.
est

Ac*.
I'sm
fee lie

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1819.
39, and until further notice,
April
ibis

On and alter
the steamers of

line leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS and
FRIDAYS at 6.30 p. m (or hast port and 8L
John, with above connections: returning, leave
St. John and Eastport SAME DAYS.
through tickets issued and .agaage checked la
destination. fWFrelght reeetvedupto A 00 p. a.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Bntoa
Ticket SBce, 40 Exchange St., or lor other Inter*
Button at Company's Office, ttallroaii Wharf, font
of state street.
J. B. COY Lk.
apr27<ltfGen': Malinger.

BUN DAY TI31E Ttll.R.

Boston ;l1iiliiiM|iliia

Leave Portland lor Peaks at 8.00, 9.00,10.30 a.
12.15,2.16,8.00, 6 OOp.m. Leave Portland for
Long Island at 8.00 10.30 a. m.. 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond and
Evergreeu at 8.00, 9.00,10.30 A m., 12.16,2.00,
4.20 p. m.
KATES OF FAKE.
16 cents
Single Round Trip, Adults,
10 cents
Single Round Trip, Children,
91.00
Eight Round Trips, Adults,
Ten Round Trips, Children,
60 cents
8 cents rouud trip
season Tickets, Adults.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
m..

0IKE(T

STEAK,SHIP

LINE.

From BOSTON awry WEOAESOAT i«d SATUROAT.
Fraa PHILADELPHIA

atari

Ttieiaai ud into.

From Long w hurl, Boston, $
p. in. From rlne Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 13 m.
insurance one-half the rata of
lading vessel.
the Penn. EL R., and
Freight* for the West
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com---

by

SIMMER ARRANGEMENT.

mission.

Paaag. 810.00.

Ksssd Trip 113,
Meals and Room metaded.
For freight nr pas sag apply to
B. B. HAWPWON, Agee.,

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE.
and after April 80, 1889, steamer will leave
Franklin Wharf, Purtlaud. every Tuesday
and Saturday at 8 a m„ fur Squirrel Islaud,
Boothbay, Heron Island, So. Bristol and East

ON

aim

M.enngraphy.
Pupils thoroughly instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

Etc., Etc•

AGENTS

Steamboat

MTKAiUKH*.

Boothbay.

Portland -School of

%^.a,
Nervousness,
YOU
Heartburn,
EAT
I Headache,
|_|Low Spirits,
Kidney Complaints,

GENERAL

Harpswell

ftTKANIBKA

Every Thursday at 8.00 A m., for Pemaquld
and all above landings.
Returning, will leave Boothbay every Monday

I

WHAT

YOU ?

_dtf

C

TT&SAwIt
If what you eat hurts you,
you are troubled with

Portland, Me.

:

may6dtf

with indorsements of the pren, seat free if yo«
apply now. Address, The Peabody Medical Institute, P. O. box USB, Boston, Mess., or Dr. W. H.
PARKER, graduate of Harvard Medical College *
years’practice In Bouton. as consulting phv*Iclnn
to the Peabody Medical Institute, wlio may be consulted confidentially. Specialty. Diseases of Man.
Do not be deceived by w« »rth less Imitators. Be suiw
you address or call at the Ivabody Medical ftistltuto.No. 4 Buiflnch St. No. A

sepll

Portland, September 17th, 1889.

The usual English branches wil! be taught.
Particular attention paid to Elocution, Rhetoric,
History and English li'era'ure. Instruction in
Latin, French and German by competent teachers.
Classes will be formed for the study of the
History of Art. The principals will be assisted
by Miss L. B. Holbrook.
Address until Sept 1st, 17 Gray street; after
Sept. 1st, the Principals will beat home at No.
91 Daaforth St., Portland, Me.
inayldtf

Rio Janeiro Apl 30, barque Rose Innes,

March 22, lat 22 S, Ion 29 W, barque Willard
Mudgett, from Flsagua for New York.
May 26, off Absecum, barque Bonny Doon, from
Glbara for New York.

all

on

their annual meeting, for the choice
Directors aud for the transaction of such other
business as may legally be preseuted, will be held
Washington can be had on application. Baggage
on tbe first MONDAY, tbe third day, of June
checked to destination. CUAS. O. SCULL,
1889, at eleven o'clock In the forenoon, In the
may!6dtfGeu'l Passenger Agent.
Company's Hall, near the Station, In Kittery.
F. K. BARRETT, Clerk of the Company.
I
Portland, Me., May IS. 1889.
mylSoodtd
of

Boston.

Sid fm Asptnwall 10th Inst, sch Lizzie Chadwick, Gilchrist, Pascagoula.
Hid fm Laguna Apl 29, brig Manson, Huntley,
New York.
Ar at Curacoa Apl 18. sch C B Paine, Billiard,
Fernaudlna. (and sailed May 1 for Rio Hacbe.)
Ar at Turks Island May 14. brig Stockton, Allen, Philadelphia, to load for Gloucester.

Car Service

NEW YORK, toot ot Liberty street, as
follows: For CHICAGO, 3.16 P. M 12.00 MidFor
CINCINNATI and ST. LOUIS, 8.30
night.
A. M.. 6.00 F. M.
For WASHINGTON, BALTIWILMINGTON
and CHESTER, 8.80
MORE,
A. M., 1L00A. M.. 1.30 P.M., 2.30 P.M., 3.16
P. M.. 6.00 P. VI., 12.00 Midnight.
Sunday, 8.30
A. M„ 1.30, 2.30. 5.0J P M„ 12 Midnight. For
Tickets and Pullman Car Space call at B. A O.
Ticket Office, 211 Washington street. Boston,
Mass. Fast line to Ft. Psyne, Ala. Guide to

Buenos Ayres Apl 23, sch J M Haynes.
Matthews, Portland, (not before.)
Ar at Rosario Mob 21, barque Levi S Andrews.
Watts, Portland.
Ar at Montevideo Apl 21. barque Edw Cushing.

Marwick,

TAINS

Leave

Portland, Saco and

THE
graph Company will be holden
of Brown A
311

:

INLAND

VIA PHILADELPHIA, to BALTIMORE, WASHINGTON,
Cinclnmti, St. Louis and Chicago.

fflectlui,
Company

:

__yTuTH*81m

Baltimore&OhioR.R,

KICETING,

Stockholders of the
THE
Portsmouth Railroad
notified that

:

KAILBOADM.

Ar at

Coombs,

:

HCKTINOR.

PORTLAND_COMPAJiY.
ANNUAL

Fishermen.

SDoken.
Airlved.

Light Stiff llats in

Caps like this cut, for children, 50
cents; these are a nice grade

Cleared.
Lewis A Co.
Sch Fred Jackson, Littlefield, Harpswell. to
lor Philadelphia—J 8 Winslow A Co.
Sch Thos w Hyde. Sherman. Kennebec, to

and American

colors; English

in all

ton.

—

THE DUDE LIGHT STIFF HAT +

!

Bold by *11 Druggist* *nd De»lcr» In M*diciu«.

Barque Venezula,

HATTER.

NO. 237 MIDDLE STREET.

_

raiFABin ar

Dr. J.

THE

MERRY,

Ayer’s Pills,

102
90

doprel.116%

zen

Baldwm?**1*?

a

17

St Paul. Minn « Man.104
St.Paul AOmana. 36%
St Paul A Omaha prf.. 99
Texas Paciflc(new). 21%
Union Pacific. 61%
0. 8. Express
90%
Wabash Ht. Louis A Pacific
16%
do pref. 29
Western Union. 87%
Richmond A West Point.26%
E. Tenn, V. A Ga. 9%
East|Tenn. pref.... 73%

You never wlU find
Thau Pierce’s small “Pellets,”
Tbe Purgative kind.

Superfine

BEST TRADE

THE

from which many suffer
Its cause
ia indigestion and a sluggish liver, the
cure for which is readily found in the

IS andcomplaint
entirely free.
few

—

_CLOTH INC*.

United States 3s.
New 4s, reg.129%

___

FINANCIAL

$ick Headache

I.I.—l"ll_

"

—

"Kx-dividena.

ex®?*’

North Yarmouth.

83%
33%
33%

...

I./vnia

■Sbordan, while at work around McKeuny's
mtll fell Into the sluiceway and would probably have drowned but for the prompt action of H. W. Palmer, who seeing his situation threw off his surplus clothing and went
in after him. Palmer Is getting quit* a reputation as a life saver, Shordan being third
or fourth he has fished out of the same pond.
Naples.
The prospect is now that the hay crop will
be full as good as last year. From all around
conies the report that the grass is looking
first rate, which gladdens the farmers’

33%

83%
88%
33%

116
Doprei
Atch. Topeka and Santa Fe Kallroad
47%
Mexican Central. 14%
C. B
*104%

in

Koot

June.

83%

Boston Stock Market.
following quotations of stocks are

daily:
New York and New England

strange metamorphosis has taken place
the tree that Washington cut with his little
hatchet.”
“How Is that?"
“It wa9 a cherry tree you remember?”
“Yes.”
“Well nowit Is very generally regaided as a
chestnut.”

When

June.

Lowest.

A woman who is weak, nervous and
and who has cold hands and feet cannot feel and act like a well person. Carter's Iron
Pills equalize the circulation, remove nervousness and give strength aud rest.

When

May.
33%
33%
83%
33%

Closing.

sloepless,

A more

7«%
76%
76%
76%

79
79

May.
Opening. 22%
Highest.
22%

The other day in Cambridge some teachers
talking about Longfellow’s Skeleton In
Armor" as a school exercise, when it was suggest
ed that some of the children might not know
what a skeleton was. One of the teachers afterward put tlie question to her pupils, and among
the written answers were the following
1. When anybody dies the flesh dries up to the
bones and makes a skeleton.
2. When you die a doctor can make a skeleton
of you.
3. A skeleton Is bones in a museum.
4. When you grow Into a skeleton you are sent
to Harvard college to practice on.—Journal of
Education.

•'A

July.

OA1S.

were

Cumberland Centre.

anoes

Closing.

weak

Without loss of time wheu tbe Intestinal canal
blocked by reason of constipation, chronic o
temporary. II should be borne In mind that this
aliment ts prone to become lasting and obstinate,
and breed other and worse complaints. Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters Is the precise remedy to remove
tbe obstruction effectually but without
drenching or weakening the bowels, a consequence always to be apprehended from the use ol
violent laxatives, which are among the most pernicious of tbe cheap nostrums swallowed by the
credulous and misinformed. The fiat of experience, and of the medical fraternity, sanction the
claims of this standard aperient. Not only as a
source of relief and permanent regularity to the
bowels, liver .and stomach, but as a means of
remedying and preventing kidney and bladde
troubles, and fever and ague, It is without a peer.

more.

79%
79%

Lowest.

aftsr a moment’s reflection, says:
“Just this, that If I had to telegraph all that to
Bordeaux, the message would have cost you 42G
francs and 60 centimes.—Paris Figaro.

Although there aie but few buried lu the
cemetery on Raymond Hill, who laid down
their lives in their country’s cause, yet these
few are remembered and their graves are
appropriately decorated when Memorial Hay
csuies round.
Last Sunday afternoon these
graves were decorated by members of the G.
A. It. After their services were performed,
the procession repaired to the Methodist
meeting house, where Rev. Mr. Southwick
preached a sermon appropriate to the occasion, from a text found In II. Tim. 2-3, and
Eph. 6-12. The house was filled to overflowing, many being obliged to staud. A select
choir, W. L. Churchill, Esq., director, furnished excellent singing.
Mrs. Carrie McLellan presided at the organ. The following are the names of the soldiers buried
here on the hill:
Capt. Burbank Spider,
James M. Jordan, Walter Gammon, William
K. Bartlett, Ambrose Tenney, Collins Strout
Richard M. Spider, James E. Spider, Thomas
M. Davis, Eliott Duran, Amos Strout.
C.
E.
Nerth
Small, of
Raymond,
has
made
about
great improvements
hii
a
week
sidewalk
spring. Last
the
direct
road
to
Portland
was
leading^from
laid. The walk is 60 rods long and five feet
wide, and a good one. The house will be
put over the spring this week. There were
many visitors to the spring Sunday, May 19th
and 26th, and all pronounce it the prettiest
spring they ever saw, and many wish to
spend the summer here.

to the turn of the road and as a consequence
the carriage, which was a borrowed one, was
so demolished that they were obliged to walk
the remaining distance, some three miles or

Closing.
Opening.
Highest..

swer?"
And be,

Clear the Way

boys however, Farwell pitched a splendid
game and, with good support, would undoubtedly have won.
While returning from tho game at Yarmouth Saturday, the three boys of S. Porter,
Esq., came in contact witii a tree setting near

Highest.

81
81

Lowest.

June.
80%
80%

OOKN.

The wife of a telegraph operator having treated
her husband to a scene of reproaches and complaints, during which he has remained absolutely
quiet, asks him, Infuriated at his silence:
•‘Well, sir, and what have you to say In an-

CISES.

m., as most will attend memorial services
elsewhere on Memorial Day.
Mr. N. Merrill has a cow which dropped a
pair of nice calves on May 22nd.
The Institute boys played the return game
with the Pulp Mill team at Yarmouth last
Saturday afternoon, and were again defeated
by a score of 16 to 12. They have not given
up the idea but that they can beat the mill

Opening.

The

Beecbam's Pills act like magic
stomach.

May.

1-

|

WHRAT.

HAND.

RAYMOND NOTES—MEMORIAL EXER-

Rev. Dr. Adams, Secretary of the Maine
Missionary Society, presented the claims of
that
society at this place Sunday afternoon.
He also preached In the evening.
Veterans of the late war, whether army or
navy, and sons of veterans in this place, will
unite in decorating the graves of their fallen
comrades, Wednesday, May 29th, at 7.30 p.

miSCEl.I'ANEOUS.

Monday’s Quotations.

A

...

410 Fore Street.

dtl

»eunesuay

at i.av

a.

m.,

lor

ruruauu ami

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Intermediate Landings.
Will leave Pema<|uld every Friday at 7 a. m..
for Portland and Intermediate Landings, arriving
In Portland at about 2 p. m.
Connecting with Boston Boats at Portland.
Positively no freight received after 7.46 a. m.
at Portland on the day of sailing.
Freight received and delivered by W. R. Rohanon on the wharf.
ALFRED RACK, Manager.
apr2»dtf

Fare

FOREST CITY and JOHN BROOKS

leave FRANKLIN WHARF.PortUad,
day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
for connection with earliest trains for

Alternately

•very

wee a

season

Freeport Steamboat Company.

^ThrougE°2cketa for Pr«rW*sce, !.••»«! 1,
Tn D* A^VHA KK, Boston
^HeturntuKTea7e
week day evening at 7 Veloek.

On ami after March 18, 1889, the steamer
Phantom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as
follows;—Between Freeport and Portland, touching at Great Chebeague, Little John's and Cousins
Islands and Falmouth Foreslde.
Leave South
Freeport dally (Sundays excepted) at 7.00 a. m.
Returning will leave Burnham’s wharf. Portland
3 p. m.
11. B. SOULE, Manager,
iuarl »dt f

Only SI.OO.

BIMBT-CLABS 8TKAM1BI

•»-

ery

-f. B. COT UK. Manager.

aprltf

_Freeport.

STEAMER

GREENWOOD

Wharf, between Custom
House and
Bostou Steamers, for Trefethen’s and Jones’ Landings and
Cushing’s Island.

Leaves

Burnham's

CommeuclDg .Holiday, April 29, 1889,
AS

Tor"brkakT tVr.

FOLLOWS!

FINE ROLLED OATS.

W
IK DAY T■ UK TA8LI.
Leave Burnham's Wharf at 5.30, t6.40. 9.00
10.30 a. in., • 12.00,2.00.4.46, (8.10 p. m.
Returning, leave Trefethen’s at 8.10, 7.05.9 20
10.50a. m„ 2.40, 6.06, 8.40 p. m.
Leave Jones’at 8.20, 7.16, 9.30, 11.00 a. m
1.00, 2.30, 5.15, 6.30 p.m.
Leave Cushing’s at 6.60,9.40,11.10 a. m.. 2.20.

5.25 p. hi.
•For Jones’only.

tDoesaotgoto

1 |uUite Aitor
to cook Hi M» minute*,
Specially prepared SrhunuM'hvr
C
M y
t»r **Aon
(ctUnf
bragd* of
Wh«*t, rnu-kH Wlical. Kullnl Barlar.
Rolled
ktc. Wraiu
Whaat
Ilnur
Whoki
Oat Meal. Oraini of Gold.
vtotf
to Akron will cun.
the pioneer* in cental preparation*. A
wa have the l*rgr«* cctabluhincnt of lb* kunl in thn
* in.r K
workL A»k your grocer far frro swyjw lurched F annual
lnaw

decl

Agents,

.MAW.

ne«seii*er'« Notice.
County. State
May 2o, A. D.

give notice, that on the eighteenth
May. A. D. 1889. a Warrant In
Issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
is to

THIS
day

of

Insolvency

—.

was

estate of

AUKXANDKH M. WAITE, of Deertng
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
Debtor, which petition
of creditors of tat*
was filed on the twentieth day of March, A. D.
on claims Is to be
date
Interest
1889, to which

adjudged

computed.

1.00j copt^fe'rs

I

icu’gCoSNv,-spat

e??5SlWV&rfft?

ft. K.

fTASBrn_HOWTO*.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland
of Maine, | Cumberland, »».,
1889.

CUSHING’S ISLAND.
Round trip, adults,
8 .26
••
.15
children under 12,
1.00
Twelve ride ticket,
PEAKS’ ISLAND.
Round trip, adu'ts.
$ .15
••
children under 12,
.10
1.00
8lxteen ride ticket,
resiFor
Sixty ride ticket.
93.00)
Twenty ride ticket.
Twentv ride ticket for scholars.
.50 I
only.
WEEKS A WEBBER Proprtf ton.
may’JOdtfF. N. W?1EKS. Manager.

THIS FA a* K R

Wright ingtoa,

Potter &

Cushing’s.

NUKD4Y TI.HR TABI.R.
Burnb»in’!, Wharf at 9.10, 10.30 a. in..
12.16, 2.00, 3.16, 4 46 p. ill.
Returning, leave Tretethen’s at 9.36, 10.60 a.
ni., 12.35, 2.40, 3.55, 5.05 p. m.
Leave Jones’ at 9.45, 11.00 a. m., 12.46, 2.30,
3.45, 5.16 p. m.
Leave Cushing's at 9.55, 11.10 a. m., 12.55,
2.20. 3 35. 6.26 p. m.
rt kks

Ow/n3Rd

■

That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and tile transfer and delivery ol any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors ot said Debtand choose one or
or, to prove their debts
more assignees of his estate, will he held at a
to
be
holden
at fro hate Court
Court of Insolvency
Koom In Cortland, ou the thud day ol Jnue
III
o’clock
In
the
forenoon.
A. D. 1889, at
(liven uudrr my hand the date first almve writH K. SAKGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court ot Insolvency lor said County ot Cumberland.

may21*28

———

PEE SB.

rpIP

Improvements in Ithe Establishment
of a Progressive Firm.

nJISDAT MORNING, MAY 18.
TO-DAY.

AUVKBTINEMEIIITN

NEW

Everyone knows the store of If. II. Hay &
Son, in the Greenough block, at the junction

WiAD VERT18KMKNT8.
G eeuwood Garden & Cushing's Island Line.
C. .1. Farrington, the Middle SI. Clothier.
L. O. Bean & ( ().. 40 Exchange street.
W. 11. Waldron, 180 Middle street—4.
NE

Benjamin sliaw, Exchange
Atkinson

CORHAM'S ILLUSTRIOUS

H. H. HAY * SON.

of Free and Middle streets. The same familiar sign, save for a change in the junior
member of the firm, has greeted the customer there for a third of a century; and before
that Mr. H. H. Hay was on Fore street,
where lie opened an apothecary store in 1841,
and later in Market square. In 1841 tiie firm
name was II. U. Hay & Co ; now it is II. H.
Hay & Son, Mr. Charles M. Hay having be-

street.

House Furnishing Co.
Martin & Pennell Carriages.
Wanted—E. 1). Reynolds.
Notice Is hereby given.
Owen, Moore til Co.

Messenger’s notice.
Probate Notices.

Cottages to let.
Early Closing.

While in Market
junior member.
square Mr. Hay began doing a wholesale
business, which he has continued with the
come

Shenfl's Sale.

Bailey & Co. w ill sell at 3 o’clock today a
nice wooden bouse, stable uid lot on
Woodford
street, Deerlng. bee auction notice.
K. O.

retail

Within a few
business ever since.
weeks customers have marked a great change
in that portion of tne store occupied by the
retail department. The entire Middle street
front has been takeu out, and au Iron and
glass front substituted. One recess door bas
been put in in place of the two fprmer doors,
and a bay window has been added to the
front that faces down Middle street. Plate
glass is the material principally used in the
new front and the bay
window, and the
twelve lights, extending along thirty-eight
feet of the Middle street front, make one of
the most elegant fronts in the city. Keeping
step with the improvement In outward appearance, the firm have also improved the
business of the retail department, especially
in the line of prescriptions. A graduate of
the New York College of Pharmacy has
charge of this department, which contains

For any case of nervousness, sleepweak stomach. Indigestion, dyspepsia
try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills. Relief is sure,
i lie only nerve medicine for the price In market.
dwlw
_.
lessness.

Oastorta cures Colic, Constipation:
hour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation;
Gives healthy sleep; also aids digestion;
Without uarcoti stupefaction
octSd&wly
SUPERIOR COURT.
ISEFOBK JUDGE BONNEY.
Monday—Joseph C. Moxcey pleaded not guilty
to a nuisance Indictment and got ball.
William A. Silver. Indicted for assault and battery. retracted his plea of not guilty and pleaded

guilty.

Three cases were opened to tile
jury. The
counsel for the defence wanted to see the government's bond and having seen It by leave of court,
withdrew and tiled demurrers.
The eases were
against Michael F. Barry, Mary Curran andTIteorus B. Pollard.
In the first two William H.
Looney was counsel and in the last, John C. Cobh.
And ew O’Neil alias Andrew O’Rourke, was
sentenced to pav a fine ol *200 and costs on a

nuisance indictment.
Daniel Welch was sent to jail for
search and seizure complaints.
MUNICIPAL
BBFOBE

a

large an assortment of pharmaceutical
preparations as is to be found in the State.
The retail department is supplemented by
the large wholesale establishment, which
monopolizes the remainder of Greenough
block.
In the second story of this department is tlie laboratory, where are made essences, extracts, etc., for the trade, and the
headquarters for tiie firm’s large trade in
paints, which find a market in all parts of
Maine and New Hampshire.
as

year on two

COURT.

JUDGE

GOULD

Monday —Timothy Hafey, Patrick
Intoxication; each fined *3 and costs.

NcNult'y.

John M. Connor. Intoxication; fiued $3 and
costs and 30 days in county jail.
John H. Gallagher.
Common drunkard; four
months In county jail.
Courtney Varney. Vagabond aud Idle personthree months In county
Edwin M. Shaw and Mary J. Shaw. Open shop
each fined *20 and one-half the costs;
Edwin M. Shaw and Mary J. Sliaw. Search
aud seizure, second offence as to Mary; each
fined *100 and one-lialf the costs, and Mary in ad-

CITY

GOVERNMENT.

Special Meeting of the Board
Mayor and Aldermen.

Jail.

of

appealed.'

A special meeting of the Board of
and Aldermen was held

noon,
An insane woman was ordered sent to the

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

asylum
TIya

isAnil

in

♦!

m

..... ..

0_1

J

day.

The lumber dealers will close between 3
and 4 p. m. today, out of respect to the mem-

Legrow.

Cant. Knowlton has brought the new boat
here from Newburyport.
She is named the
E. P. Shaw, aud is an excellent sea boat.
Two teams collided yesterday morning in
front of Page’s store on Middle street,

smashing the shaft of one wagon.
Cloudy and raw yesterday, with rain in
tile afternoon.
There was a heavy white
frost in the lowlands Sundayinlglit.

MUSIC

SIXTEENTH STOCK BRIDGE.

the extension of the mountain division.
The schooner Ira Kllborn arrived yesterday with 7000 pounds of cod and haddock.
The small boats brought in between 15,000
and 20,000 pounds.
The Grand Chancellor of the Pythian Sisterhood will be in Portland Wednesday, and
Damon Assembly will hold a special meeting at2p, in.
The regular meeting of Branch No. 657 of
the Irish National League takes place at I.
A. K. A. hall on Plum street, this evening,
at 7.30 o’clock.
It is reported in military circles that the
Portland Cadets will receive an invitation to
act as skirmishers in the sham battle at
on

be in condition to appear.
There are ‘still
good seats at Stockbridges which should be
applied for at once.
gii.mork’s band.

Gilmore was born in Ireland on
Christmas Hay, 1829.
Music was his dream
of life from childhood, and when qnite a
boy he joined the town band of Athlone.
Here the celebrated British bandmaster
Keating, took young Gilmore under his
special charge, and gave him a course of instruction in harmony and instrumentation.
At the age of 19 he landed in Boston, and
being a first-class E flat cornet player, was
P. S.

installed as leader of a band, successively leading the “Suffolk Band of Boston,”
the “Bostou Brigade Band,” and the celebrated “Salem Band,” previous to the organization of his own band in 1858, bringing
eacli organization for the time, into great
soon

4th.

The ground is

now

broken from Cutter

street to Congress, near the monument, a distance of about a quarter of a mile. The
street is to be about 50 feet wide between the
two rows of trees.
Grass plots, similar to
those on State street, will be laid out between the street and sidewalk.

prominence. He gave several seasons of
Promenade Concerts in the Boston Music
Hall with great success.
His band was
present at the inauguration of Presidents
Pierce, Buchannan, Lincoln and others, and
at most of the great political conventions,
including the last Democratic convention,
held iD Charleston, S. C., before the war,
which broke up several days after, without
making a nomination. As the convention adjourned loud calls were made upon the band
to strike up a war hymu.
“Give us the
Marseillaise!” shouted a stentorian voice, to
which Gilmore responded hy striking
up
“The Star Spaugled Banner,” alternating it
with “Hail Columbia,” aud “Yankee Dood-

Two Million Railroad Tickets.
An interesting place is the new fire proof
ticket vault in General
Passenger aud

Ticket Agent Bootliby’s office at the Maine
Central general office building.
The vault
will be lighted by electric lights. It is one
of the finest connected with any railroad in
the country.
Extending across one side of
the vault Is a case containing 900 pigeon
holes each three feet deep.
Each pigeon
hole is fitted with a neat, white wood drawer.
In these drawers are 900 different kinds of
tickets, covering as many different railway
routes to all parts of the United States, Canada and Mexico. They are worth thousands
of dollars.
Opposite the pigeon holes is a
ease of 210 drawers in which are
kept the
Maine Central local tickets.
There are
tickets here good for rides between any
stations on the Maine Central system. Each
drawer will bold 8,000 tickets, and when all
are full there will be on hand a stock of
l,680,000 tickets, enough to last for some time.

le” until the last mau left the hall.
Gilmore’s Baud will be here June 10th, supported hy remarkable vocal talent.
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA,
This will be the programme of the concert
to be given tomorrow evening:

Overture—“Nonna”..Bellini

Waltz—“Danube Waves”.Ivanorlci
Song—“When the Heart Is Young”..Dudley Buck
Mr.

Miss

Concerto for clarionet.Poble
Mr. Torrey
Song—Wake Not, but Hear Me, Love.Osgood
Mr. Duncan.

(Violin Obligato, Mr. Snowmao)
Aegelus (Scenes Picturesque).Massenet

Spanish

Among those who will probably
enter are Messrs. Payson, Dana, Fox, Pierce,
Davi* Eustis, Emerson, Pickard, Woodman, Noyes and Thomas.

Long.
Amorazo Mazurka.Navarro
NOTES.

It is whispered that but for the success of
“The Clover” at Palmer’s Theatre, Col. McCaull would have been on the edge of the

A tournament open to all the
players in
the State will be held the first week in
September. Several of the cities and all of the
are
colleges
expected to send representations.
Messrs. Boot and Hippie of Lewiston aud
Auburn, and Messrs. Fogg and Twitchell of
Freeport, all of whom took nart in lastvear'*
tournament will probably enter this year.
Percy W. Brooks and Dennis M. Bangs are

soup tureen.
“The Lion of Peru” is the title of a new
opera produced by the Boston Ideals at
Pittsburg last week. The plot is about the
,ip,uunc

es to
can
n

Mr. Blanchard of the Industrial
was in town yesterday.

J.

Mr. Amos L. Allen of Alfred, has been
appointed special agent under the

Portland High School.

Vice Presideut—Miss Ernestine Leavitt.

Hecretary—Miss Nellie Chase.

Treasurer—E. Butler.
Executive CommlUee-Fred Small, Harry Wilbur, Miss Nellie Chase, Miss Maud Promeroy and
M iss LtlaU Chase.
They also adopted a constitution.
The Bicyclists.
Mr. Fred H. Palmer of the Elwell
bicycle party, forwards a cablegram stating that
the party has arrived safely at Queenstown

and will proceed today to Dublin.

treasury

lepartmeut

to prevent violations of the con1 ract labor law and to aid custom house of1 Icers, and is stationed at Newport, Vt.
1

Hon. Samuel Mayall of St. Paul, arrived at
* !ray last Wednesday.
His wife joined him
1 ud they are
occupying his village residence,
1 t is his intention to remain there a few
veeks and sell out the old homestead farm
ud factories located at North Gray known
] iS the Mayall homestead farm and
factory.
Real Estate Transfers.
1 he
following transfers of real estate in
i his county have
been recorded at the RegisI ry of Deeds:

Westbrook-Barah

8

iTpafiner

Brown to J.

to

1.. L. Walker to Lemuel Rolto
F. Knight et

Oorham-Carohue E.

g

H. Pearson.

F?l! Parke!?' tl*etc°’
si
a* to H.' B. Jack^Whidham-Mary
A

men

The class of ’90 held a meeting yesterday
and elected the following officers:
President—Harry Wilbur.

of the
& Saco River railroad, was in town

light.

Yesterday Cattle Commissioner, Dr. Geo.
U. Bailey, visited the herd of Levi Atwood
at East Itaymond, by request of the select-

-.—.

Bennett, superintendent

Mr, Franklin and Colonel Ames of the Sun
fire Insurance Company of London, Engand, are in the city stopping at the Falnouth Hotel.
Dr. A. E. Young of the State Board of
Health, F. N. Kirr and E. K. Sawyer of the
Somerville Cycle Club, and O. R. Clason of
Sardiner, were at the Preble House last

was

of that town, as It was feared that
tuberculosis had attacked the animals. After
thorough examination Dr. Bailey ordered
one cow destroyed as he found the animal
a ill icted with the disease.
The rest of the
herd were free from tuberculosis.

A-

dridgton
resterday morning.
Rev. Uenry P. Winter of this city, occu>ied the pulpit of the Methodist church at
fredericton, N. B., last Sunday morning.

at the Dam.

Ray-

Journal

The Rev. Dr. H. S. Burrage is quite seriously ill.
Mr. Silas Gurney and Miss
Gurney are at
the Falmouth Hotel.

a gentleman of this city a square
the size of an old fash oned daguerryotype plate, which he purchased some 15
years ago. Upon being held up to the light
it looked like any piece of glass,
perfectly
transparent.
But when
the glass was
breathed on the head of an animal was
plainly perceptible. It was possible to polish
the glass as much as one pleased without affecting the reproduction ef the portrait. If
the glass had been a pane In a window or
door, exposed to the dampness of a wet or
foggy day the head could have been seen,
but not on a dry, clear day.

mond.

man

PERSONAL.

glass,

A Case of Tuberculosis at East

be one of the most successful of Ameri-

plays. Leslie Gossin was leading
Fanny Marsh’s company in this city.

shown by

fired at the dam in Deering Sunday and a crowd was present to
watch the proceedings. The diver clad in
his water proof suit went down and placed
the cartridges to which were attached the
wires of an electric battery.
At the discharge the surface of the river was covered
with fish stuuncd by the explosion. Several
of the bystanders went out in a boat and
collected a quantity of them. The majority
of the fish were alewives but one small salwon trout was picked up and one black bass.
On Saturday morning a large salmon was
found caught in the crib work ;of the dam.
The fish would have weighed about twelve
pounds.

IJUUUIC.

Leslie Gossin’s new American drama,
of Way,” received its first presentation at the People’s Theatre in Minneapolis,
May (i. It is a very strong play and promis-

The Head on the Class.
A good deal of interest lias been excited by
the “hand in the glass” at Mrs. Clough’s
nouse In
Deering.
Yesterday we were

large blast

oniuuic—t tic OUUIU oca

‘Right

expected to represent Bowdoin.
Sam C.
Brooks of Augusta, who bolds the championship, is now engaged in mission work in
Colorado, but expects to return to Maine in
August and take part In the tournament.

A

Dance.Moszkowsky
was a Prince.Lynes
Miss

Song—He

played.

Discharge

Long.

Caprice............Tobani

A club tournament will be held the last
week in June and in this only local players
will contest.
Singles and doubles will be

A

Duncan.

Serenade for French Horn.Tltl
Mr. Smith.
Song—“Call Me Back”.Deuza

Lawn Tennis.

of

AND DRAMA.

Friday evening the last entertainment in
the Stoekbridge Course will take place at
City Hall, as the Temple Quartette will then

The Maine Central road sent an additional
force of 50 men yesterday morning to work

Freeport, July

Augusta.

their store was granted, subject to the approval of the Street Commissioner.
A petition from S. R. Seavey for permission to erect a wooden building on India
street, was granted.
The committee on new wooden buildings
reported favorably on the petition of J. H.
Lee for permission to erect a carriage house
on Neal street.
The report was accepted
and permission granted.

Cadet came off the dry dock yesterShe is in splendid shape.

ory Mr. Orin

at

A petition from W. L. Wilson & Co. for
authoritv to nlnpp All iron irrotinor in front a#

0-1_

day.
The

Mayor

yesterday afterHis nonor, Mayor Melcher, presiding.

dition six months in jail; appealed.

Napies—W Warn

e>e

Hamburg toC.H.Hunt.

M. Thompson to S O

Han
,,an"

scketal. $100.
Kobert Edes to 8. O. Hancock et al. *ioo
Olislleld—Mark L. Leach to 8. O. Hancock et
a 1.
*600.
Casco-8. F. Jordau to M. B. Leach. *550.
Saecarappa—Sarah Brown to James II. Fearson
$ 560.
c

Police Items.

Saturday night Mr. John B. Miller, Mrs.
5 idler and their son went to Cunningham’s
c othlug store to
buy a suit of clothes for the
T
b oy.
While the boy was trying on a vest
a id coat somebody stole his watch and chain
* om his old yest which he left on a
of
othing.

pile

The theft has been reported to

tl le police.
Officers McDonough and Sparrow arrested
a man named Washburn
last night for

la rceny.

A

Walk

through One

Churchyards

MARRIAGES.

DEAD.

of the Oldest

In this

guage seems inadequate to express. The old
grave yard in Gorham village which Is now
completely occupied has but few attractions
except its honored graves; the sad process.on of mourners now
pass along following
the modern hearse instead of the bier to a

TO-DAY!
REFRIGERATORS “REFRIGERATORS

2 mouths 8

days.

[Funeral on 'Wednesday afternoou at 2 o’clock,
from No. 39 Howard street.
In this city, May 27, Nilly M wife of Edward
K. Bean, aged 29 years 3 months.
[Newburyport
papers please copv.l
Notice of funeral hereafter.
In tide city. May 27,!Vlrs. Mary E. Mlars, aged
69 years.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 2). Hanover street.
In this city. May 26, John H., sen ol Janies eud
the late Catharine Carney.
[Funeral this morning at 8.30 o'clock from No.

fast being populated. To some extent it has been
supplied
with re-burials from the old
yard. The old
grave yard was donated for public use by
Mr. Jacob Ilamblen, aud laid out in the
year
1770 with suitable exercises aud a printed
address of thanks to the generous
donor.
The ancestors of Mr. Hamblen were among
the earliest settlers of Gorham, and belonged
to the original grantees of this ;Narragansett
township, which was organized in 1732. Mr.
Hamblen was among the first to occupy his
chosen lot, he died in 1774 at the age of 72
years, and his honored name has been represented in town by worthy and influential
families. Thu old burying place has an in"
teresting history, for its use commenced only
thirty-four years after the first settlement of
the town, when the entire population of the
town did not exceed five hundred citizens

10 Fox street.
In Oxford, May
66 years.

xSil!

Iu Topsbam, May 18, Eunice Wliltehouse, aged
83 years 9 months.
In Bath, May 23. John Collin, aged 61 years.
I11 Bath, May 23, Alice N., wife of George H.
Hodgkins, aged 34 years 6 months.
In Gloucester, Mass.. May 24, Mrs. Bridget Me
Gcwan. aged 74 years 3 months 26 davs.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock at
No. 77 Newbury street. Portland.

\S&

breath,

MM(,b?unty‘llke

27. 1889.
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Parties intending to purchase
carriages
1 hould look at the Martin & Pennell
make,
at less than cost, corner Casco and
! elling
Cumberland streets.
___

Every

grocer sells Index

Soap.

FOB

change street.

Merit Wins

THE
larity

a

vote

uawiy

ayiti
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wnili i„Uy>
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Bel

US,

J ositivolyCuredby
utt|e pi,ualso relieve Digfrom Dyspepsia,
aud

Too

Hearty Eating. A per
Cect remedy for Diztl

novelties never before seen
In the meantime we
here.

Mss, Nausea, Drowsi!
O
ness. Bad Taste in the
JL:,
Mouth, CouedTo>igue,
----Vain in the Bide, TOErtD LIVER. They regulate the Bowels.

Small Pill.

Small Oose.

department

more

open the largest stock of
these goods ever shown in
Portland including many

rbey

jtress
Indigestion

largely

shall close out two or three
lots of blouses at about

Small Prloe.

half the marked prices.
One lot of fancy French

flannel blouses for children
of 8 to 13 years at 62c and
a lot of
navy blue flannel
blouses sizes 8 to 12 at the

have

price,

same

been

$1.25.
The quantity is small in
both these lots and
they
should

have attention

at

Ready Tuesday

once.

morning.
Some

styles

new

in

Sw'iss

Fauntleroy sets of
collars and cuffs for ladies
and children, and three or
four novelties in Directoire
neck ruchings have recently been opened in our

180 and 182 Middle Street.

The cold weather for the
past few days, forcibly reminds you that a Spring
Overcoat is not altogether a
but
luxury,
almost
a

neckwear

twenty

necessity.

in

We have got the Overcoats
for you, and we know the
style and make are right.
This may be truly called a
wonderful Soring
Overcoat

Lots of

season

judging from
large amount

or more new

imported

for

new

the
of

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
SALE—First-class building lots iu all
parts of the city, among which is one on Congress, corner Gilman street, one first choice on
OR

Pine,

two

on

Vaughan,

28-1

Not Found Wanting

STEAMBOAT

Long Wharf,

foot of

LINE,
Exchange St.

CiBD TO THE PUBLIC.
I bag leave, through this medium, to present to
you for the comlug season the Schedule of Prices
and Route of the above Hue of steamers, which
will consist of tbe
K. Hprlxg,” and «*B. P.
Shaw,” and will run to Jones’ Landing and
Cushing’s Island, making sucb trips as will be
for the best Interest of Its patrons. Thanking you
kindly for the many favors of the past. In the
support of mv Carden amusements, I trust this
new line of steamers will receive
your regard and
support.
Respectfully yours,
C. H. KNOWLTON.

On and after Wednesday Mar 29th,
1889, the

STEAMER E. P. SHAW,

Will leave Lea* Wharf, faat ef Ex*
cbaagr Mirer I, far Peake’ aad Cashlag’s lelaade, as f.ll.ss:
Leave Portland, *5.60. *7.16, 8.46,10.00,11.30
а. m., 1.46, 3.16,4.46, 8.20, 7.30 p.m.
Returning, leave Jones’ Landing, Peaks' Island
at *8.26, *7.36, 9.06, 10.20, 11.60 a. m., 3.06,
3.36, 6.06, 6.40,7.60, or at close of Carden.
Returning, leave Cushing's Island at *6.10,
•7.46, 9.16. 10,30 a. m„ 12.00 M., 2.16, 3.46,
б. 18 7.00 p. m.
•The first two trips will not be run Sundays.
To Peaks’ Island with admission to Carden.
Round trip, adults 35 cts.: Child’s 10 cts. Round
trip tickets without admission to Oardeo, 16 cts.
Commutation tickets, 20 rides for 31.00. with
six of the rides that can be used lor Carden or
Boat. School children 25 cts. a week.
To Cushing’s Island, round trip, adults, 26 cts.
Children, 10 cts. Commutation tickets, 12 riles
for 31.00.
Special rates to excursionists, also transportation for campers and cottagers.
C. H. KNOWLTON, Manager.
may2S
dtf

EARLY CLOSING.
the undersigned, member* of Cumberland
WE,Bar,
agree to close our offices at 4 o’clock

p. m., from June 1st to September 1st, 1880.
Strout, Gage & Strout, Wm. M. Bradley,
Thos. L. Talbot,
Symonds ft Libby,
N. & H. B. Cleaves,
V. C. Wilson,
Drummond* Drummond, Edwin L. Dyer,
William L. Putnam,
Chas. Dunn, Jr.,
Frank & Larrabee,
H. G. Briggs,
A. A. Strout,
F. H. Harford,
Jobn Kaad,
Charles B. Merrill,
Geo. Walker,
Henry 8. Payson,

Dennis A. Meaner,
Waterman,
Geo. W. Verrlll,
Byron D. Verrill,
Locke A Locke,
F. S. Waterhouse,
Woodman ft Thompson, Thos. F. Keating,
William Henry ClIEord, Eliot King,
Geo. F. Holmes,
Geo. C. Hopkins,
J- H. Fogg,
H.nry Deerlng,
A- F. Moulton,
Geo. E. B. Jackson,
F. M. Rav,
A. W. Bradbury,
Edward M. Rand,
L. N. Dyer,
H. &|W. J. Knowlton,
Carroll W. Morrill,
Henry W. Swasey,
George Libby,
Goo. E. Bird,
John J. Perry,
Seth L. Larrabee,
Melville A. Floyd,
William H. Looney,
William A. Golden.
John C. A F. H. abb,
Eben W. Freeman,
John A.

M. Solders,
F. V. Chase,
Geo. H. Allan,
I. L. Elder,
Geo. F. Gould,
Albro E. Cnase,
Isaac W. Dyer,
Edward C. Reynolds,
David W. Snow.
James L. Racklelf,
W. M. Payson,
W. Edwin Llmer,
John J. Lynch,
John H. Card,
Geo.

addIv
«

Swasey .Lamfon

Thornton Libby,
Wilford G. Chapman,
Kdw. F. Tompson,
Richard Webb,

Irving

Rhenma t i

may28_dlw
Martin & Pennell Carriages

for sale cheap to close the estate. Corner Casco
and Cumberland street.
P. K. MARTIN, Ex•cntrlx.may28dlw*
and TO LET—All grade* of
city, Deerlng, Libby’s corner, South
Portland and Willard; also farms In country; and
tew rents In city on Stone, Boyd. Atlantic, Cumberland and Ellsworth streets. L. O. BEAN A
balk
bouses In

F»R
CO.,

40

Exchange

street.

28-1

BATE—Two fine saddle horses, at 113
Green street, City.
23-1

C*re »*•■«*• VuparnlToday >■ the Care ef Rheumatism,
£l.*d
Kidaey aid I.irer Oinun, Neuralgia,
Headache, Female Ailmeuu, Nerreai
ProNtration, Lnngnor, Eruption*, elc.
198 Madison Avenue,
Mary C. N.Lawrence,
Y., was cured o( severe eczema
‘’rooklyp'
after taking four bottles.
John Lawrence, 60 Dey street. New York, had
rheumatism so badly that for 19 months he could
not touch his feet to the
floor, and
;ould give no relief. Wloan’s Indian physicians
Cure and
LiQimeut saved him, and he has laid aside his
:rutch.
Eliza Lincoln. 621 Sixth Avenue,
Brooklyn,
lu head 3d feet w.
Broadway, Lawrence, Mass., says
npthwell, 310was
cured of atilt rheum, aud W. H.
daughter
Jis
Warren, 76 Beacon street, Worcester, was cured
« rheumatism and
general debility.
$1.00 a bottle, O far $3.00.

notice,that on the twenty-seventh

May, A. D. 1889. a Warrant In
was Issued out of the Court of Insolrencv for said County of
Cumberland, against the
'state of
SAMUEL THUK8TON, of Portland,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
reditors of said|Debtor, Samuel Thurston, which
letltion was filed on the twenty-second day of
day, A. D., 1889, to which date Interest on claims

adjudged

to

be computed.
That the

payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
him are forbidden by law.
by
iroperty
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor
o
their
debts and choose one or more
prove
mslgnees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
usolvency, to be holden at Probate Court Room,
I n said Portland, on the seventeenth day of June,
f. ID. 1889. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.
.Given under my baud the date first above writer
H. R. SARGENT
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of tile Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
may28&|un4

STEVENS & JONES

They are prepared ready for the brush, in
51 newest shades and standard colors, and,
on acconnt of their purity and great covering properties, we offer them as the most
durable

produced.
to 275 sq.

and

Paints ever
One gallon will cover from 250

ft,

economical

two coats.

Samples and Descriptive Price Lilt free by mail.
II. R. JOHNS MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
■OLE MANU FACTtT UJU OF

W. Johns' Asbestos Roofing,
Fire-Proof Paints. Building Felt,
H.

37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW TOOL

LET-Two new and convenient cottages at
Madockawando Landing. Falmouth Foresldo
c ne of the pleasantest localities in Casco Bay.
< onvenlent to store and post office.
For Inforlation inquire of WM. GRIFFIN, near tlicpreinies,
28-4

rO

Very

Low* Prices.

193 MIDDLESTREET.
_

{

»RATE VIIL^On

dtjly21

nOBkALK-On Peak's Island, fine cottage
U of eight rooms; highest elevation; lot bounded
y two avenues; room lor another cottage; large
8 Cade trees;
near steamer landing; will be sold
e lieap, as the owner has no further use for it.
W.
1 I. WALDRON, 180 Middle street.28-1

fOBTlNG^

EPPS’S ttOCOA.

i

4

[710B BK3T-A modem and convenient ten1? emeu t, westerly part of the city, near Conress street; hot aud cold water anil steam heat;
ussession about June 1st. BENJAMIN SHAW,
BV. Exchange street.28-1

Y7ANTKD—All persons In want of truuksor
I T
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 664 aud
6 56 Congress St., cor. of Oak; as we manufacture
ir goods, and can iherefore give you bottom
p rices. Trunks lepalred. Opeu evenings till 9.
28-1
__

1 NOB ha i.K—A first-class house containing all
J modern conveniences: on New Cumberland
8 reet; also one on New High street; good for in;Stment. W. II. WALDRON, 180 Middle street.
28-1

breakiiart
knowledge of the natural law,
operations of digestion and nu0VeF?
t
* careful
application of the flne
01
rnSoil f®onr
,well-»elecLed Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has
breakfast
with a delicately
Ubles
f
which
save us many heavy
may
EE**}
lSXer*ge
<j
“Is by the Judicious use of such
«
"
d|etthat a constitution
may be gradually
“JJ*TL“S*11
8tronk enough to resist every tendisease. Hand rods of subtle maladies
^ reaV
..
around us ready to attack wUerever
? noatlugyeat
•
point. We may escape many*
L SSJ WBtOy keeping onrsejves wellfoctlfled with
aud a Properly nourished frame.”
$ Y.7/
tvu service Gazette.
srmply with boiling water or mUk. Sold
0 ,?*de
aly In half pound tins, by Grocers, laoened thus
JAMES EPPS Jr
Cm., HOMCEOPATBLG
CHEMISTS, l..ndoa Jt;*glnnd.

,KI% * thorough
t“®

.Si?

BATE OB TO TET-lIot«l Rocking
ham, Lewiston; furnished throughout; reasons for selling, other business;
for particulars.
Inquire of A. F. IRISH, Proprietor, Lewiston, Me.

FOB

sep2t)TuS4wly

on

Maplewood Avenue,

one

minute’s walk from Auditorium; 7 rooms. Enquire of W. M. SANBORN, Peabody, Mass., or
Rev. 1. Luce. Old Orchard, Me.12-8
HA UK—Two

1V4 story bouses at Pine
Point, Maine, finished suitable to live hi the

FOR

year round, no summer cottage, water In both,
sheds attached, rents readily. Inquire of G. H.
MERRILL, Pine Point, or L. B. 491, Watervtlle,

Maine.1-8

TOOK HA UK—l second-hand 12 horse power
M.
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump. Inspirator and all fittings at a barAddress, BIDDBFORD STOVE FOUNRY, Blddelord. Me.
oe6tf

SLin.

TO

one
on

Atlantic, Merrill, Monroe, Washington, Mayo,
May, Winter, Portland, Salem, Chatham and
Middle streets. By J. C. WOODMAN, 106Vh
Exchange street.22-1
LET A lower tenement of six rooms,
pleasantly located In the western part of the
22-1
city. Enquire at 311 Spring street.
l.KT-A nice cottage at Trefetben's Landing, furnished throughout, one of the best
locations on the island. Enquire at 203 Franklin
street,32-1
LET-For the summer, a large two story
house at Casco village; oue of the most pleasant villages In Maine; guod dshlng and boating In
abundance, and good roads for pleasure drives;
the scenery Is delightful; and gulto mountain,
near the village, aflords a view of a whole panorama of lakes, ponds, rivers, mountains, forests,
etc.; no better place to spend the summer could
be Imagined. Address or apply to J. H. T., County commissioners’ office, Portland. Me.
16-tf
mo l.KT—New dwelling on Crescent street,
X contains 10 rooms, beside bsth.
Apply to
23 Crescent street, or to E. E. PROCTOR, 390
Congress street. Room 6._
16-11

BEAUTIFULLY

FITTED

DRUG

and

LICENSED

STORE,

nice

of Gorham, Me
modern residence; twelve rooms

Large stable connected; buildings on
high ground; corner lot, on two streets; small
orchard, chuiee fruit, and surrounded by fine
shade trees; only a few minutes’ walk to churches

TO

Portland Harbor,

Clam Bake Pavilion
IN THE STATE OF MAINE

Normal and High Schools, and Portland &
Rochester Depot, ana ten miles from Portland.
very desirable residence, In nice order for
Immediate oocupancy. For any further particulars address ’’HOUSE, Box 52/’ Gorham, Me.
mylOd4w
Rdoau.

UKT—Centrally located, one or two
rfMF
X

bleaw
ant, sunny rooms, furnished with use of bath
Address,E. M. A. Press Office.
24-1

room.

UKT—A pleasant front room up
TO
with
of oath room, hot and cold
73

(400) people.
private Pier where all boats
Bay Steamboat Co. make a landing. The
Pavilion has the largest DANCE HALL In the
8tate, and la surrounded with grounds suitable
for all kinds of sports.
Terms reasonable.
Apply to D. A. MAH1NEB,
I.laad,
Fartlaad, Malar, or HAMMIER* CO.,
OS Haaaver at, Haataa.
aprlddtf

C'HAS. B.

or

a

located house. Convenient to Congress
Central. Apply to GARDINER A &OB-

pleasantly

ERTS. Oxford Building, 185 Middle street.

—

OUR

15.00 Cordovan and

—

kangaroo Shoes,

manufactured by Hathaway, Soule A Harrington,
are unsurpassed lor stylish
appearance, durability
aud
comfort.
are
PKCULIABLY
They
ADAPTED to those whole feet have been abused
shoes.
Gentlemen
once wearing
llMlttlng
by
them are always their patrons. We are sole
agents for Portland.

Patent Calf Dress Balmorals
A

8PEC1LATV.

Salesroom 18 Exchange .Street.
HAII.ltV.
mart 4

V. O.

23-1

clothing, ladles' gents’
WANTED-Castoff
and children’s, for which the highest cash
will be

TAYLOR
ADJUSTABLE

SHOE,

Coneeded by all abeolutely
superior In
tonroBT
and ifesenv.

Poeltlvely

and undeniably
tbe PeifttUeu of Poof

*2.5 BRAZILIAN WO,
CH PROCESS S3.S0.
Ah

MEN’S
MEN’S
MEN’S
MEN’S

$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
$2.oO

SHOES.
SHOES.
SHOES.
SHOES.

The only shoe store In Portland having an
exclusive department for gentlemen.

DEAN BROS.,
No. 453

CONGRESS STREET

few more hones to board at
WANTKD-A
37 & 3# Oreea street.
The pleasantest
In

IMPROVED

Portland. Light, airy, superior ventilation, carriages free from ammonia.
Also coupes
and general livery furnished at short notice. (Sail
and see J.W. ROBINSON, Manager. Telephone
stable

WAMTKB-Hlghest

apr23

maylS

aarrwwericaa he

Aad

Crist Mill.
sod

all kinds of Wood

Working

and

G

Mill

Machinery

euppliee.j

H. SCANLAN &
«•

CO.,

Bachnnge "L, Penload,

dtf

WIRE

SCREENS

sale only by W. H.
gireet.22-1

Retail Dealers In

ANTHRACITE and BITUMINOUS COALS,
No. 853 Commercial Street,
M. R. R.Wharf,
Portland, Me

B. a
may23

dtf

Headquarters Boswobth Post, No. 2,1
Department of Maine,
Portland, May 27,1889. )
Special Ordkb No. 1.
Comrades of Boswortli Post are requested

THE
to attend the
Orln

funeral of our late comrade,
R. Legrow, TUESDAY, May 28th. Comrade. will meet at G. A. R. Hall, at 2 p. m.
By command of
RICHARD G. BERRY, Commander Post.
E. C. Milumem, Adjutant.
may27dtd

BIVORCESru""'";
If
State
desire
divorce
you

a

for any cause.

Advice free; confidential. ROBERT
E, Attorney, 14G;Broadway, New York.
d3w

^Jlfeu,ar8,
WHII
uiay9

wear

aa

ether.

W. P. coss.

Why you should bay yaar nothin* at
the West End Clothing House.
1— We eaanot be beatea la theqaallty
aad make of oar goods because wo bay
the best In the market.
2— We eaanot bo beatea la baying at
low prices because we know the exact
cost to manufaetare or the most of oar
Clothing.
3— We eaanot be beatea la selling at a
small profit because our store Is small
and expenses are light.

WM. NASH & CO.,
Congress, cor. Oak Street
eodtiunySO

FISHING TACKLE.
Split Bamboo, Laucewood aad tirooa.
heart Ply aad Balt Rods, Jolated Bam*
boo and Ash Rods, Reels, Lines, BasAeU,
Piles, Hooks and Artificial Balts, Ac.
Headquarters for l\ M. C. and Winchester Ammunition.
“Colt,” “Win*
Chester”
and
“Karlin”
Riles;
“Parker,” “Nmlth,” aad “Colt” Hammerles* Double Haas: “Forehand A
Wadsworth,” “Champion” aad “ScmlHammerless” Single Haas. Also a rail
line of English Doable tiuas of oar own
importations. Sporting, Mining, Blast,
lag aad ATLAS 1'owder, Pase, Capo.
As., In nay quantity.

WHOLESALE AM RETAIL.
B.
178

DAVIS,

Middle Street.

spraa_nodtl

Writing Paper!
Enough for

a

King.

off clothing, ladles or
gents, or exchange
send letter or postal to
52r DiGROOT. 94 Vi Middle
M.
street.
6-tfSW*

Our New Brick Bcieen Factories, Erected 1885
and 1888 are the largest in the Country.

LOST AMD FOUND.

Write
tend a

We bare recently purchased a let
ot nice 3 and • lb. Mole Paper at a
bargain and shall sell If this week
at an

extremely

low

prtee.

"CIOUND— Proxlde of Silicate, sure .death to
A
potato, squash and cucumber bugs, currant
and cabbage worms: harmless to man or beast:
10,000 pounds sold last season. C. B. DALTON &
CO., 27 Preble street.27-1

telephone ns and we will
to give prices and take
measures for any order* (however small
iu this city or vicinity.

120 Sheets

ladles gold hunter case watch with
LO*T—A
chain, and baby ring attached. Supposed to

Sereins of ill Grades and Prices.

We have good Envelopes al l,(
and 8 cents per package.

been dropped on North, Montreal, Willis or
Melbourn street. The Under will be suitably rewarded by leaving It at *7 St. Lawrence street.
Portland May 84, 1880.
26-1

RALg

or
man

make Wire Window and Door Screens
exclusively, we are prepared to furnish a good
article at a reasonable price.
As we

E. T. BURROWES & CO.,
Cnr. Spring and Center St.,,
POKTLAVD, HAINK.
myll
eod'im

HILP.

German wishes an opportunity to
A
few evenlugs in the
go to
person
week who would teach him
some

aeaaiu

wsuiiiajwa.

aa m

llirilisn

references lor huoesty and habits.
Press OIBce._

RINES BROTHERS.
BABY CARRIAGES
<njV

_dJt

__

TENNIS

a
a situation as
on
Will begin on
until perfect satisfaction Is given in

young man
WAMTKD—By
salesman to go
the road.

commission

for 17 Cuts

At Cost.

a

In the English gramspelling. For asy further information
GERMAN, This Office.
25-1

and
please address

nutr

KACRIETS

st Reduced Prices. Call aad examine our new stock last received
at about oae-kalf the regular

UnilUeHllOnaulO

Address G
26-1

prices.

wish a few men to sell
SALESMEN—We
goods by sample to the wholesale and retail
trade.

our

Hammocks and Stretchers

Largest msnut'rs in our Une. Enclose
stamp. Wages »3 per day.
Permanent
No
position.
Money advanced
fuwered.
for wages, advertising,
etc.
Ckntknnial
Man r_o Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Edent

qtSK«.
W. L. DOUCLAS
■JBMCI CHAIRS and AVRML
CENTLEMIN.
83 SHOE
OF Al.l.

*Pra5_eod30t*
energetic men, 26
WI
iTED ?^arlllaWe and'aK®.
to travel and
If illf I

83 8HOE FOR LADIES.
Best IBthr world.

Kofc/"1"' references. Address £
wanteiT

{2.30

2.23 WOKKINOMAN'M SHOE.
2.00 and 81.13 BOVS’ SCHOOL SHOES.
Fraudulent wlieniur name aud prtcu arr nol ilimpeA
MboUuiu.
tV.L. DOUGLAS. Brochtou. Maaa.

E..

"Examine W. L. Douglas’s $2 shoes for gentle
men and ladles.”
FOB SALK BY

L.

C*1! °* Portland for a
t.he needed
ousahold Article,
In every family.
profits for agents. Send
ft1";. i* *s and, lar®*
*° the AUSTRIAN REFI NKR
vi n.nl
W., Hallowell,

Maine._

or

VNDRB V. 8.

-otta.es at this place and propose to fit them
up
able to let rooms to parties as desired
Hid will furnish meals In one of
them; a splendid
view of the Iwruir ami Islands can be obtained
irom them, and for pleasure seekers uo better lo’ality can be desired. Address or apply to J. 11.
r., County Commissioners’ office, Portland, Me.
16-tf

Market Square,

help.

23-1

—

The Portland K i Jit

TkOARDBKM WANTED At Bock Hound
Paik, Peak s Island; I have a grouo of new

housework.

DOUCLASS,

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

may27dlw

hoard.

girl lor general
WANTED—A
Apply at 636 Congress street.

M.

lanltfATS Ceagrcuu St.eodly

_

__EK.WAI.E

RianilM

§5.00 <lFvr»NK HANII.SKWH> 'HO*.
84.00 HANlMEWRD WELT SHOE.
83.30 POI.IPK AMI F.A KW EKVAHOE.
EXTRA VALUE CALMHOA

can

and

will

No other local dealer hu the Taylor
('
I I TIliY
vAL
110.1 ahoe. We Kuarantee his *alee only.
CONSOLIDATED SHOE COMPANY,
I.yaa, JHaae., Haaf'i.
may23TATAa

and Good

CO., WA™JT,K®~By
» young man a position In a
good business where he
Invest *1000
(Successors to H. L. Paine & Co.,)

Wheleaale

yaa

prices paid for cast-

“.** y*fr*
,or Trees. V'nes. Hoses, Ac.
n ,ui
2r<J®r*p",y’
L U Mkiuiu.i. A Co.,
Hartloid,
Conu.my!4eodl3t

A. R. WRIGHT &

MX

For sale in Portland only by

T.

YOUNG

SAW HILL,

weea.

No tacks, wax or nails to discomfit the wearer.
Never crack or break away from the sola,
ttetaln tbelr original shape.
Keuulre no breaking la.
*»• f»« »•■€«.
Are yea hard le ai.
Hare yea caras er leader feel.
one
Unite*, try
pair of

eodtf

T&FSw2m

Boilers,

-vet of Cheapness and

CHEAPER STILL

a

ENGINES,

•

Durability.

550

price
paid. Also carpets, furniture, stoves
etc. Please send postal and I will call. Address,
MRS.SPRUIN. 75 Middle street This is an American establishment
27-1

cash

ju

ABE IN LOVE WITH TBE

may 21

MENS’ DEPARTMENT.

For

C. W. AUU

OVER ONE MILLION LADItS

HKADQUATEBS FOB

WANTKP.

Congress

CO.7

F. O. BAILEY &

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants.

REASONS

water.

UKT—Parlor furnished for a Dr.’s office.
TOAlso
furnished
unfurnished In

227

Cbat. M. Uore.
qtd

mayas_

FINE SHOES?

flight

one

use

other shoe.

VortSffih

iTn*sr"
mush,
KOOKKS, I

of Casco

Federal street.24-1

WHITNEY,

m?ra

ta'fts10

equipped with all the modern ImproveFULLY
ments and capable of seating four hundred
TAYLOR ADJUSTABLE SHOES.
Also

8tate

room

Ill*

shall sell the estale No.
dute street
Longfellow Square. Being a three *5? near
bouse with ten (Ki) finlalied mama moo
and substantially built, one ot
** found In the
tit, <,t

LET. A Wise Investment lor Wise
People
IT’Oes lime

Long Island,

On

AUCTION.

Evi ry pair warranted.

A

street

AT PUBLIC

FOR SAUK.

pleasant, healthy village

IN
First class
finished.

AUCTIONEERS

Valuable Real Estate

_6-tf

fruit and ornamental trees. This Is one of the
most desirable estates In the outskirts of Portland
and can be purchased to advantage. Terms easy.
Inquire of SYMONDS & LIBBY; First National
Bank Building.may24dlm

the

•

TRUSTEE'S SALE

OFFICES

THE

COUNTRY KKHIUKNCK

mT BAILEY I CO,

Office, or call
L-KT—The spacious store and chambers
recently occupied by Woodman True & Co
corner of Middle and Pearl Streets; one of the
largest and best In the city; well arranged for
dry goods, clothing or any other business. For
particulars apply to OEO. W. WOODMAN.
i»tr
V LET.—The large and las
office recently occupied by Hon. Wilbur F.
Lunt and other vacant rooms In the First National Bank building Including steam heat, sales, ele
vator and janitor service. Apply at the Bank.

Valuable Real Estate la Dcerlng
For Sale.
homstead of the late J. B. Coyle is offered
for sale, consisting of a large and commodious bouse, heated by steam, with bath room and
sanitary conveniences, also stable, house for gardener, and six acres of land with large variety of

Persons wishing to build can
lots and have lumber tor building ad
buy
vanced them, for which payment can be made on
the Installment plan.
Property In this vicinity
constantly increasing In value. Apply to J. P
BAXTER, rear of Portland Savings Bank
aprl3
dtf

Deertnw

Maylwib,

ON

cottage, furnished through-

K‘

A these
at low prices.

Street,

AUCTION.

TUESDAY,
at 3 o’clock p. ■*..
we shall sell the two and a hall story wooden
bouse, stable and lot, Woodford SC, Deerlng. (last
house on tbe left-banil side), bouse has sTx finished rooms, good cellar, Sebago water, good
drainage, and is In first-class shape throughout
and nice neighborhood. Lot about «Ox*oo leet.
Terms at sale.
mayl&dld

rooms, at Trefeitaen's Landing.
the Island. lAOdress "8.” Press
at 203 Franklin street.3-tf

Established 80 years without changing hands;
good cornerlJow rent; 10 years’ lease; plate
as front. Write for particulars to A. B. C.,
x 235, Boston, Mass.
may27dlw

To Builders and People wanting
to secure homes of their own.
few choice lots left on Hartley St, Deerlng,

HV

on

DOYOIJ WEAR

FOR. SALE.

«

{ [ovlded

l.KT—A tenement ol dve rooms; also
of seven rooms; also for sale, bouses

-THE LARGEST-

J? Camp Ground,

>®aT® 11 w,£h the BAG«i‘kto?.??,lei..,ple*®®
GAGE-MASTER at the Grand Trunk.
23-1

iox Papers, Pads and Blocks.
HUB STATIOMRY A 8HCIUTT.

built ln’81: bouse contains 12 finished rooms,
convenient for 2 families; tenement of 4 rooms up
stairs which rents for enough to pay taxes and
keep bouse In repair: 60 acres of good land connectedwith house, all or a part of which will be
sold with house If desired. For further particulars enquire of C. H. FULSIFER, Proprietor,
Auburn, Maine, or WM. D. PULSIFER, on the
premises.
104

W. w. WHIPPLE & CO.

ALSO A GREAT VARIETY OF

I

Junction, desirable location for anyone doing business ln the city and wishing for a home in the
country; house, ell and addition all two story

owner.

by THE

at

Information
Me. l.H-4

Orand Trunk depot,
pocket book,
LOST-ln
®?ntalnJn« papers of value to the

For sale by

STATIONERY
REAM

enquire

For further
per month.
of L. M. BAILEY. Freeport,

nave

Steam-Ftps and Boiler Coverings,
Asbestos Steam Packings, Gaskets, etc.
V ulcabeston Moulded Kings,Washers, etc

or

or

street,_33-1

& Pennell carriages,
F® Cor. BATE—Martin
Cumberland and Casco Bts.16 2
l.KT—A
BATE—In Freeport Village,
1V4 story
TO out,
of six
FOB
house, built within two years, rents for ten
Best location

than anv

cpHESE are in every respect strictly flrst1 class Paints, composed of pare linseed
oil and the highest grade of pigments.

have a full line of

PRE, PACKAGE

**

ESTATE

Woodford

AlfTKD—Wheelmen to call and examine
W
* v
the Boston flexible bicycle shoe, genuine
kangaroo, hand sewed, handstitcbed pat. adjustable, never slips, gives more power to stroke

Booksellers and Stationers,

\

F®**

WANTMD-The

Worcester, Mass.

in ukbkby giykn, that the
Notick
subscriber has been duly appobited Execuof the Will

BATE—At a bargain; easy running side
ln
order- To he seen at
uiiASE BROS,, head Long Wharf.
22-1

public te know that J. G.
CURRIER, Bell Hanger has removed to
l37C'lark street. Speaking tubes and bells of
every description put Into hotels, private houses
and steamboats at short notice.
AH work warranted. Orders by mall attended to.24-1

WINANS MEDICINE CO.,

1

cial

On

rooms

seven

*16.

F®**
TO
BATE—House In central part of city
FOB
four rents, splendid chance for Investment,
KWtoTfeus'ST us? JSJ f0eaSi(?r^r TO
co^S|ffi?,arms- LftBT

427-b.____85-1

s m

Giving
Strength and
Vigor.

insolvency

r

Parker,

and

1889.

IDOK S*l.K—A thorough built bouse, 3 stoL
rled brick house, 12 rooms, bath, new furt ace, 3 prompt
paying tenants, 3400 per annum,
ood
stable, one of the most desirable central loi
< ations, very sightly, 6 minutes walk from Momil lent Square, peitect repair, $3,800. W. H.
VALlPROK, 180 Middle street.28-1

W.

W. M? Sargent.
Geo. D. Rand,
L. B. Dennett,
Geo. F. McQuillan,
Franklin C. Payson,
William R. Antholne,
W. H. Motley,
Elgin C. VerrlU,
Harrison M. Davis.

convenient rent of

TO

23-j

C.

for
Remedy
the
Purifying
Blood, Caring

STREET.

of
ABAMINTA P. EDES.Iateof Portland,
1 n the
County of Cumberland, deceased, and bas
upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
l aken
lie law directs.
All persons having demands
of said deceased, are repon the estate
tired to exhibit the same; and all persons in< ebted to said estate are called
upon to make
] layment to
FRANKLIN M. DREW, Execntor.
Portland, May 26 1889.(IlawTu3w»

Island

Wonderful

Messenger’s Notice.

iJ

one on

street.

dlt

of

Thomas,

one on

Mellen. also on Sherman, Grant, State, and Cumberland streets. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle

Dfllce of the Sheriff of Cumberland County, State
of Maine,
Cumberland, ss., May 27, A. D.

rHIS
day

Ruchings.

Windsor scarfs

25c up.

The Middle St. Clothier,

Is to give

things

and boys, to be
with neglige shirts,

C. I. FARRINGTON.
EXCHANGE

also

men

worn

unusual
them we have sold.
We give you a good serviceable all wool garment for $8.
Can give you better for $10,
$12 and $15; the best silk
lined for $25.
We have spoken to you before about our $8, $10, $12
and $15 Suits.

VEAU
may28

department,

Cushing's

Falmouth.

part of
WEBB, 4d'/s
street or 821 Spring street.
24-1
mo l.KT—A furnished cottage, containing
X eight rooms, at Oreat Diamond. Enquire of
23-1
J. F. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange street.
LET-Lower rent and stable No. 142 Neal
street. Lower rent No. 33 Clark street.
Lower rent No. 39 Clark street.
Two rents on
Hanover street. Stables No. 29» Fore street.
Inqulreof ELIAS THOMAS & CO., 114 Commer-

city.
Exchange

BATE-Situated in YarTO
HOT’BE
mouth, within 10 minutes walk of Yarmouth

space to the line and more
variety to the assortment.
In a few days we are to

SICK HEADACHE!
■-_

and

rooms

TO

17-2

FOB

-AND-

on

Ex-

AUCTIONEERS

REAL

_24-1

a

GREENWOOD GARDEN

drst-

TO
pleasantly situated in the western
RICHARD
the
Frlce

ISAAC C. ATKINRON) Ucb’I naiapr.

increased
demand
for Blouses
and
Shirt
Waists compels us to de-

popularity and sale
greater than that of any other blood purifier.
It cures Scrofula, all Humors, Dyspepsia, etc.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

p—

c“'

In

day. situated

MORRILL, 80
86.

I.KT-A

interest In a good business;
A.
Price $260 excellent cbance for a man with
small capUal. tfor further particulars address H.

cheat).

furnished

Maine.

'"An

Brattle street,

all
W.

church,

2441

rres9 Ulnce.

sun

F. 0. BAILEY A CO.

26.1

l.KT-Six

ln,|2lei0<

F°“

with

Inquire of C.

suitable for
To summer
housekeeping near the First Parish
Falmouth. Address Box

dollars

_

the south-wind’s

Pearl street.

BALK—We are offering for a few days
eight building lots on Cumberland, Sherman
Grant and Portland streets at a very low price.
All of the above arc within the radius of
Grove
aud High streets and are offered lu oue
parcel at
low figures.
BENJAMIN I8HAW, 48V4 Kx-

street,___

nlneTooms

LIT—Brick house of

TO class order,

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland.

continued popu-

The Chief Reation for the marvellous success of Hood's Sarsaparilla is found in the fact
that this medicine actually accomplishes all
that is claimed for it. Its real merit has won

_l„.i

Vliile underneath these leafy tents they keep
I he long, mysterious Exodus of Death.”
‘And these
sepulchral stones, so old and brown,
[hat pave with level flags their burial-place
leein like the tablets of the Law. thrown
and broken by Moses at the
mountain’s base.”
»rc the
living but the dead remain,
unseen.
e.cted; for il hand
:l summer rain.
II
"elr 8>aves and their remembrance

Gorham, May

85.00 CLOCKS !

la likely to be fair
Four land. May 28,1889.

sixty-four
?™p?FJr
1779 all inhabitants

sleep
Vave their broad curtains in

Carriage; Visible Escapement
83.00 CLOCKS !

Branches—Auburn, Bangor, Biddeford, Gardiner, Korway, Rockland.

wealth

dust, that o’er their

CLOCKS!

Mantel; Cathedral Gong.

"■ys-'fltf

By strangers honored, by strangers mourned,”
The McLellan tomb has been
repaired the
past week, sealed up, and probably closed
forever.
This remarkable and influential
family has been closely identified with the
progress of the town from its earliest history.
Many are its representatives reposing in
this yard. The grave stone of
Capt. Alex
ander McLellan was taken from his
tomb,
which shows that his death occured one
hundred and ten years ago. It will hereafter be exposed to public view. It bears
the following inscription:
“Here lies the body of the brave
Alexander
McLellan who departed this life Oct. 4th, 1779.
He was a kind husband, a tender lather, a
friend
D0°r aU< 4 g00d friend t0
1e Commo"-

he

CLOCKS!

ATKINSON1*—-8

km

Tills marble speaks no common loss.
By foreign bands thy dying eyes were closed,
By foreign hands thy decent limbs were composed.
By foreign hands thy humble grave adorned.

Longfellow.
! ‘ThePoet
trees are white with

TO

Ligonla.

change

one of the

l.KT—Brick houscT No. 108 Dauforth
street, 16 rooms, suitable for one family,
and well arranged for two families, everything
on each door; gas,
Sehagq. Ac.; good stable to
go with the bouse. A. D. BOVD, No. 363 Fore
street.
36-1

The cheapest Mantel Clock ever sold for $G.OO; suitable for presentation; has fine
appearance.
Handsome Table Covers; see our windows full of novelties.

“Reader,

ended notice, but we will close this com; nunication,
which affords ample opporunity for careful thought with the words of

one that saves the ice and keeps the provisions dry is what you need.

Alarm; Half-hour Strike.
31.00 CLOCKS!

Jenkings,

Jould, Harding, Mosher, Towle, Edwards,
Elder, Hatch, Burnell, and many others
“qually respectable are worthy of more ex-

Buy only the best- -the

CLOCKS!

Harding, Irish and
and others
whose graves are unknown and unmarked.
are
the
Many
graves scattered over this old
cemetery that are unknown to the present
generation. There are also graves of those
w’ho passed over the great river,
representing
the more humble walks of life. Among that
number is that of Neptune
Stephenson, who
was once owned in Gorham as a
negro slave
He died in 1824 and it is written upon his
gravestone that “he was a pious man.”
In
September 1826 Sylvester Reynolds, aged 29
years, of Southport, N. Y., a clown in a
circus, fell from his hoise and died in Gorham in consequence of a broken
back, aud
was buried here.
His sister kindly erected a
stone over his grave with this
inscription:

nn/1

IjSOB

_

P®,®

Prices from $9.00 up.

prooauiy closed forwithin its sacred enclosure are
deposited the remains of ailarge and distinguished family, who added much to the earlv
moral, intellectual, political and social life of
Gorham. But the name and blood of this
family ceases to exist amoug us.
Hon.
Josiah Thaeher graduated at Princeton
College and was a Congregationalist minister
and preached in Gorham from 1707 to
1781,
fourteen years, but in consequence of an unfriendly personal and sectarian warfare in
bis parish he resigned his charge, abandoned
the pulpit and entered the field of politics,
and at the time of his death in 1799 was
Judge of the Court of Common Pleas.
The
graves of Judge William Gorham and family
are held in high respect by the natives of this
town. Judge Gorham was a near descendant
of the celebrated Gorham family of Barnstable, Mass., who won distinction in the
Narragansett war and afterwards in the war
of the Revolution. This gave the town its
incorporated name. The Judge was one of
the early aud strong advocates of the separation of the District of Maine from the State
of Massachusetts. He was Judge of Probate
also Judge of Common Pleas, both of which
offices he held at the time of his death. His
gravestone bears the following inscription:
“Hon. William Gorbatn.
Died July 22ud, 1804. Aged Gl.
Beloved in life, a man of strict Integrity, warm
and generous benevolence and unshaken friendship. as a majestrate inflexibly just, as a husband
and father tender and affectionate, as a Christian
meek and lowly.”
Dr. Nathaniel Bowman, a young
physician
of much promise lost his life in 1797,
by an
unfortunate accident occasioned by the fallof
a
of
the
ing
portion
frame work of the
present Congregational meeting house.
A
simple marble slab marks his grave and
from the sunken mound of eartli over his
remains a tree of large dimensions has
grown
up and casts its gloomy shadow upon the
history of his melancholy death. Many of
the representatives of the old families have
their names recorded upon what now seem
humble stones, but the significant imprint of
the cherub, or the
drooping willow upon
unpretentious slate or marble, was considered
equal to the ability and demands of those
early times. In this yard are found the
graves of many of our
Revolutionary heroes,
for at one time every third male inhabitant
of Gorham capable of bearing arms was in
the Continental Army. In this honored list
are the names of Alden,
Chadbourne, Darling

officers and men in
of Gorham. He marched
through a wild country that was comparatlvely a wilderness to what is now known as
the town of Castlne. This expedition
against
the British was a sad and disastrous
one,
and on account of exposure and
fatigue
Captain McLellan contracted a disease, by
which he lost his life a few days after his
return. His sword is still preserved with
great pride by the representative members
of his family name. The
family of Major
George Lewis who came from Barnstable.
Mass., as was the case of many of the early
settlers of Gorham, occupy manv craves
Major Lewis died in 1819, age 7<> years’
Hon. Lothrop Lewis was his lirst son. He
married into the Longfellow family, and
was ever held in the highest estimation in
public, military and social life by the
citizens of Gorham. He was Land agent of
the State of Maine at the time of his death
in 1822. The graves of Hon. Samuel Prentiss
a graduate of Harvard
University in 1771 who
died in 1815. his son Captain William Prentiss and other members of the family are
marked by the ordinary head stones of
earlier times. The former was the first post
master of Gorham, the latter a faithful and
successful! sea captain. The late Hon. Sergeant S. Prentiss of Mississippi, wonderful
in eloquence and powerful and influential in
law and national politics, was the son of
William and Abigail Lewis Prentiss. He
sleeps forever away from those he loved so
well, but the devoted friends and relatives
of bis adopted State, also honor his grave.
The name of Gen. James Irish, who was
more recently buried in this yard beside
liis illustrious ancestors, is
deserving of
gratitude for the labor he bestowed in setting out shade trees and otherwise beautifying this yard. He was once Land Agent of
the State, and always a worthy and
public
spirited citizen. The grave of Stephen Lary
who died in 177G show’s an age of 102 years
This long life is but a little in advauce, in
number of years, of that reached by many of
the old inhabitants of Gorham. The gravel
of the young and talented Samuel Whitmore,
who was a graduate of Harvard University
ind died in 1808, also, of the family of Rev.
Asa Rand, of Rev. Caleb Jewett, of Rev.
Jere Noyes, former Congregational minls;ersof olden times; also of Hon. Charles
Hunt, a respected and honored citizen,|of the
present period;
also the family burial
Jlaces of the old families of Rolfe, Crockett,

8ALE •«• TO LET
Tlie Atwood
house, two stories with Freuch roof pleasantly situated in
Elizabeth
Cape
with
several acres of land, fruit tree* In bearing good
stable; house contains about fifteen rooms bath
room and furnace, and is in good
repair it will be
rented low or sold on reasonable terms. AdoIv
to LOCKE A LOCKE, 180 Middle stieet, or to
AUG. P. FULLER. 462 Fore street.
25dtf

v-o.,

manner is now

rak-n/1

Bicycle

Carryall
to FRED D.
SWA8KY,

ever, and

OftllL McT .ptlnn

TO

ofll rooms,

desirable locations on the main avenue, dye
minutes walk from Jones' landing.
W. H. WAL27-1
DRON, 180 Middle streetl.KT- one of the most desirable rents at
Oakdale, seven rooms, bath and wash room,
hot and cold water, rent moderate without chlldren. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle 8t. 27-1

and stable, situated on
the ?5?fE~rH<iuee
highlands of Deering, house contains 9
rooms, cemeDted cellar, furnace. Inside blinds,
piazza, &c.: Just painted inside and out and
in the latest style; fine
lot; 16 fruit trees
papered
In full blossom.
Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489
Congress street.
23_l

quietly sleep
distinguished

McLellan,
Lombard,

fob bate-a ba inch coiumbla In good repair at E. 8. FEN DEXTER'S
5«il Congress street.
Price »40.
26-1

v.,

abun-

illustrious family. The Longfellow family
are here
represented by many graves; and
the earlv history of the town is honored by
the distinguished public and private services
of this family,
Hon. Stephen Longfellow,
senior, died in Gorham in 1790 and was
buried in this yard. He was the father of
the distinguished jurist aud statesman
Judge
Longfellow who died in 1824, after a
Stephen
residence In Gorham of nearly fifty years
The latter was the father of the late Hon.
Stephen Longfellow, an honored citizen of
Portland who died in that city in 1849.
The
latter was the father of America’s greatest
post, Henry W. Longfellow.
The large
group of graves of this illustrious family in
this old burying place is yearly visited by
The tomb of the Hon.
many strangers.

Phinney,

l,KT-On Peaks Island, house
TO
all newly painted and papered;
most

HO

a bargain, a corner lot of
F«« BATE-At
*n^he western part of the city, near
?h.r^ifisi.h“the*un all Gay when It shines:

muni

AUCTION ULII.

VOHKALI- Good worker or dnv
er.safe for anyone to drive. Good style. Will
sell for about half value. Owner haa no use for
him. Also furnished cottage lu Cape Elizabeth
tor sale or to let, lugulro 03 Exchange Bt. 26-1
HUE

fob mate

wife Martha Coleman, also the grave of his
son. Col. Edmund Phinney, a distinguished
and brave officer in the Indian and Revolutionary wars, and here and there are the final
resting places of many of this numerous aud

Bacon,

THE BEST

mm

inhabitants. Captain John Phinney, the first
settler of the town, honors this burial spot as
his last resting place, and the inscription
upon his modest stone of slate shows that he
died one hundred and ten years ago.
Near
the grave
of
by is
his
beloved

uuaiau

xSlltSx

GOLD MEIIj

22, Mrs. Dorcas Poland, aged

LIT

TO

In this city, May 27, Laura Gertrude, daughter
of Austin F. and Sarah A. Twitchell, age 3 years

is

which

city.

ADVERTIREnENTR.

DEATHS.

new “city of the
dead,” which shows much
of the taste and
improvement of modern

and beneath the shade trees
dantly beautify the ground
many of its earliest and most

May 26, by Kev. W. H. Feuu, D. I).
Maustleld of Hiram and Miss Mary E

Walter K.
Keith ot Bridgwater. Mass.
In Albany, May 22, a. L. Cliaplin of Oxford
and Miss Sarali E. Dresser of Albany.
In Brunswick. May 21. f'liarles (i. Burgess and
Miss Etta M, Simpson.
In Mechanic Falls. May 20. Fred W. Fierce oi
Poland and Miss Josie L. Whittle of Minot.
Ill Walerville, May 23, Morrison Llbbey and
Mrs. Julia A. Faruham, both ot Oakland.

in Maine.

1 lie cemeteries of an
old town have a
peculiar history and associations which lan-

times, and this yard

NEW

1

near

Clothing

Co.

HOTEL,
Congreaa amt Elm Streets

lust received, a ulce lot of the finest kind of Mer•hant Tailors’ Misfit Overcoats, Suits and Pantaoons made by the leading merchant tailors ol the
We have Durehased the above
United States.
foods for half their original cost. This Is why we
finest
Custom Made Clothing at uear
very
)Sei^tbtf
y half the original measured price. Please call
ind be convinced that we are offering you genuine
>argalns. No trouble to show goods?
meyaodtJySS
Mlriclly Oar Price.

NiMtt thing for the lawn ia the mrtst.

CHARLES DAY,
„iayfA4

Congress

liebic

COMPANY’S

EXTRACT OF VIEAT
Finest and Cheapest Meat Flavouring Stock hr
Soups. Matin Dishes and Sauces. As Beef Tee
an Invaluable tonic and an agreeable mmulaat.'
Annual sale 8,000,000 |ars.

